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Walsh Gas Company Goes In. Question is Whether Court or

Germany's Imperial Family Will Make Many Presents but
of Italy's Royal
Have Strictly Family Dinner-Child- ren
Household Will Enjoy Xmas Tree.

('vM O'Jn

LITTLE

Titme- .-

Commission Shall
Have Control.

Receiver.

-

Present

Regulation!

NEGROES ATTACK WHITE MAN ELKINS'S

FOLLOW CUSTOMS OF OLD

Washington, D. C, lec. 23.
sive, and the distribution of presents
Christmas la always a happy time in will be unusually liberal. The pro-th- e
presents Is not a small mat-- it
family of President Roosevelt, as viding-ois In every happy family where ter at the British court. The king
there are many children and tne and the queen not only give
for a comfortable subsistence ents to the members of their iinmeare not lacking. This year the en- diate family and their numerous rela
gagement of Miss Alice Roosevelt to tives scattered all over the continent.
Congressman
Nicholas Longworth, but also to all the members of the
coining just before the holidays, has royal household, the officials and em
added another note of joy to the fes- - ployes of the various palaces and
tive harmony of Christmas happiness. country beats and to hundreds of
for other persons. In some way connected
weeks the preparations
For
Christmas have been going on at the with U19 royal establishment.
There are alone about three hund
White House, and although there will
be no tree, the children having out- - red persons connected with the San
grown the tree period, it is safe to dringham establishment
and every
sav there will be no happier family one 01 tnem win be remeraDerea.
in the land than that of the presi- - Each cottager, laborer and other
dent, when the great moment of dls- - workman at Sandringham receives
trlbutlne the gifts of love arrives, pis six pounds of beer for the Christ
Both the president and Mrs. Roose- - mas dinner and other good things,
velt are devoted to their family, and The celebration In the royal family
never happier than at Chrismas time, will not be until Monday. After tne
when they can fairly overwhelm distribution of presents in the niorn- thelr dear children with gifts. Mrs. lng the king and queen as well as all
Roosevelt is a thoroughly sensible the other nembers of the bouse paity
and conservative women and makes a will attend Christmas service In St.
careful selection of the presents she Mary Magdalene church. After ser- bestows. There Is game handsome vice lunch will be served and after
riece of her own handiwork for each lunch the ropal stables and kennels
of the children, particularly the girls, will be visited. In the afternoon the
and in the kindness of her heart Mrs. members or tne lamiiy win devote
Roosevelt never falls to remember themselves to the time honored Jias- every one of the servants and em- - time of bowling. The Christmas jdin- ployes of the household with some tier will be eaten in the handsome1
appropriate and handsome gift, which dining hall at Sandringham and the
invarubly bears the stamp of her boarsneaa with tne appie ana tne
peacock wilt adorn the festive board
individaallty,
There Is no doubt that the presi- - after the time honored custom.
dent's family and the members of. hlsj
household will be taken care of this EMPEROR'S DINNER TO BE
ENTIRELY A FAMILY AFFAIR,
Christmas, and Judging from the
large number of presents that have
Probably on
Berlin, Dec. 23.
pouring Into the White House ropean court is giving Christmas
for weeks and from the fact that the 'presents on o extended a scale as
library of the White House is almost the court of Emepror William. Every-bulgiwith the gifts stored therein, one gives presents to everyone else
this will be the merriest Yuletide ttnd tne taB ot selecting the most
ever ksown at the White House. Both appropriate gifts Is not an easy one.
the president and Mrs. Roosevelt yor weeks the emperor, as well as
have sent out a large number of the empress and their grown up
presents to friends and acquaintances children have haunted the shops
in all parts of the country. Barrels where Christmas presents are sold,
of candy and many Doxes 01 gins ;ln many a dealer has been pleas- have been sent to Oyster Bay to be arjtly surprised by large and liberal
distributed among the school child- orders for members of the Imperial
ren there, as In former years.
famiy. As usual the emperor will
The wives of the cabinet members distribute a large number of his porwill follow the precedent established traits, cigar and cigarette cases,
two years ago and will send a hand- match boxes and other trifles, while
some and valuable present to Mrs. the empress has purchased a carload
Roosevelt. The members of the cab- of handsome gifts for the ladles of
inet, themselves, will send Individual the court, the hundreds of employes
presents to the president. The great- and servants, and for hundreds of
est secrecy has been observed re- poor pensioners.
garding the nature of these gifts.
The Christmas celebration In the
At the home of Vice President Imperial family will be of a strictly
Fairbanks. Christmas will be cele- Intimate character. Only tne linnie
brated by a family party, which will diate members of the family will take
include Mr. and Mrs. Warren Fair- - pnrt m it ana 8jt at the table at the
banks of Chicago and their Infant Christmas dinner, which always is a
daughter, and Mr. and Mrs. 1 im- - regular family affair.
mons. Practically all the cnuinet
will spend their Christmas ROYAL CHILDREN WILL
REMEM3ER THE POOR.;
tioldltys in this city, giving family
parties.
Hume, Dec. 23. In accordance with
old custom Christmas will le cele
ENGLAND'S RULERS WILL
brated by the royal family 111 ortho- FOLLOW OLD TIME CUSTOM.' (1ov fashion
There will be a Christ- King Edward mas tree for the youngest members of
London, Pec. 23.
VII. Oueen Alexandra and their child the family and bountiful gifts for
reu and grandchildren will spend every one of the grown up members
as in and the officials, servants and em- Christmas at Sandringham
former vears and the celebration of ployes of the royal household. Thous- Yuletlde will be in accordance with amis of gifts will be distributed to
the traditions of Old England and the children of the poor and thosetvnlcni or the. hosnitalltv of the fine in the various charitable lnstitutlons, in the name of the royal child
oUi palace. TNie program for the celebration will be simple, but imprea- - ren.
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Many Presents but Receive Vastly More-W- ill
be Merrier Than Any Predecessor.
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Son of Rich Man Attempt Understood
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former assemblyman
and
democratic leader In the borough of
Kings, was assaulted In his oftlce today by William Selms, non of a
banker and wealthy real estate dealer.
Bonnlngton is In the hospital with
severe scalp wounds, but will recover.
Selms is under arrest, and arcordlng
to the police, has confessed Pa at he
was bent on robbery. Selma Is 20
years old.

MUCH

THINKING

FOR

HOLIDAYS

Washington, D. C, Dec. 23. The
Dolllver bill is the nearest thing to
an administration bill thai has yet
made Its appearance. It is not being
billed as the "Roosevelt bill," for certain reasons. But any one who is in
terested in rate legislation will do
well to keep au eye on the Dolllver
.

bill.

After the holidays there will be a
Hepburn bill in the house of representatives. It will look so much like
the Dollivar bill that an expert will
apart.
be unable to tell tlrr-The Dolllver bill is different front
the Foraker, the' Elklns and all the
railway-backebills in this important particular:
It gives a genuine
power to an administration commts- sion to correct rates. It leaves
for lawsuit Jugglery by wbicn
the commission's orders may be set
aside and its hands tied.
How does it avoid the pitfalls? By
A WALSH COMPANY GOES
INTO RECEIVER'S HANDS. giving the whoe rate correcting powAkron, O., Dec. 23. The Akron Oas er to the Interstate commerce comcompany, one of John R. Walsh's pro- mission, and providing for no appeal
perties, went into the htnds of a re- to the courts except that which the
ceiver this afternoon, the petition be- constitution of the United States ining filed by Demppey A Saunders, of sures, and which no act of congress
Clevelund, on a claim for 15,703 for can take away.
The railroads are protected always
coal furnished. The plant Is capitalby the constitutional safeguard that
ized at $400,000.
private property may not be taken
PRESSING NEED FOR
without due process of law and Just
MORE NAVY OFFICERS. compensation.
If the commission
Washington, Dec 23. The navy abuses Us power as to confiscate the
T
department has decided upon Febru- property of a railway or to make a
has the effect of confla-catin- g
Whole Empire in State ary 12 as the day of graduation for rate which
As They Had Lost Their Heads He Will Declare
property, thei) the railway
the class of 1906 at the naval academy. The reason for the graduation may always get an injunction
and
of cadeta in advance has been the have the order stopped.
Revolutionists Will Resume Ter-rorizati- on
of Seige-F- ear
pressing need of officers and if this
But so long as the commission's
condition still prevails, it may require rate is not a confiscation of private
Muscow in Throes of Civil War.
the graduation of the next class in property the proposed act wouM
February, ISiw..
leave the commission free to exercise
Its rate making power. unchecked by
any court.
MRS. H. B. KEMNG DltD
GRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF RIOT AT VLADIVOSTOK BY AN EYE WITNESS
The whole fight has come down to
EARLY THIS AFTERNOON the question
whether the commission or the court shall have tbe real
power
y
rates. Any scheme
New York, Dec. 23. A Herald dis- guns which are unhesitatingly used Moscow was demolished by an explo- LOVABLE YOUNG ALBUQUERQUE which overrailways
can get the questhe
sion of bombs. Several persons wufti
patch from St. Petersburg says that against the revolutionists.
WOMAN
CONSUCCUMBS
TO
tion Into the courts will satisfy the
killed, but the prefect, who was at the
Workmen Resist Unto Death.
the monat a meting at Tsarko-Sel- u,
SUMPTION AT HER HOME.
railways.
Kremlin, escaped. The dispatch adds
Moscow, Dec. 23. Troops surroundarch expressed himself In very heated
Tho Elklns scheme Is to have every
terms with reference to the want of ed a school house where workmen that affrays occurred at neighboring
Mrs. II. B. Henlng, wife of the city order of the commission subject to reability by the ministers to meet the were meeting yesterday evening, and barricades in which the soldiers were
situation, and gave them three hours summoned the men to surrender. victorious and fifteen revolutionists editor of the Morning Journal, died view by the courts on the ground of
at her home, 419 South Fifth street. "reasonableness."
The president
is
to come to some decision. Failing in Blank shots were fired to intimidate were wounded.
at 2 o'clock this afternoon, from tuber willing to have the commission's orthis, the emperor said, if they had the workmen, who replied with re- EYE WITNESS DESCRIBES
culosis, aged 29 years.
ders reviewed on the ground of 'lelost their heads, he would take the volvers and bombs. The artinery was
ONE HORRIBLE MASSACRE.
The Grim Reaper claimed this es gality," but for a court to review
reins into his own hands, and would then brought up and the school house
Victoria, B. C, Dec. 23. Henry timable young Albuquerque woman,
of every order made by
call a meeting of the military coun- bombarded until the survivors among Bush,
of Clarkxou & Co., of Vladivo
would
after an Illness covering many years the commission,
amount to
the workmen surrendered.
cil to consider the advisability of putstok, Port Arthur and Harbin, was an of her life. About five years ago turning over the whole
ting the whole empire in a slate of
Some Trains Are Runningeye witness of the revolt among the Mrs. Henlng. then Miss Reece, came
function to the courts a thing
military siege. The ministers left in
Moscow, Dee.
Traffic has been Russian soldiers at the first named to thin city from
the family hfime In which the supreme court has de
a very much crestfallen
state of opened here with the assistance of place,
and tell a graphic story.
Springfield, 111., hoping to receive ben- - termined to be unconstitutional.
mind.
the troops and the railroad battalion.
The trouble began at a Chinese ba- fflt from lung trouble. The dry, inIf the power of review by the
Yaro-slaNovgorod.
to
Nixhni
The lines
zar, where, following a dispute, a mob vigorating air of this city seemed to court amounts to anything It takes
AFFAIRS IN CAPITAL
Kazan, and the Nicholas roads of soldiers rushed the stalls, grabbing help her and
it was only a short time away the power from the commisOF BLEEDING EMPIRE. 10 St. Petersburg, are working noreverything they could lay hands on. ago that her condition caused any ap- sion. If it does not amount to anySt. Petersburg,
Dec. 23. Though mally. Incoming trains only are runMany Russians went to a Russian prehension, at which time she was thing, why give it? That is th" whole
the printers' union is one of the most ning on the Windau and Voronei steamer w hich was discharging a car- taken
to her bed, growing steadily argument, as Hummed lip by Attorney
thoroughly organized unions in Hus-siis complete on the go of oil, secured a supply of oil and worse
lines. The tie-u- p
until death relieved hei" of General Moody.
it is unable to force a newspaper
Kursk
and
lines.
I'ral
They further suffering.
saturated the bazar with It.
The move is now up to Sonator ElTho Novoe Yremya, siuvoe
strike.
More Added to Dead.
tired the place and ft quickly burned.
April deceased was married to klns. He and his committee
have
Lat
aud other conservative papers expect
Dec. T.',. Eleven
St. Petersburg,
From the bazar, the soldiers went
Fate decreed that been grinding away at their dally afto appear today.
men were killed and eighty wounded to the big store of Kuntz & Albers, a H. B. Henlng.
fairs
behind
bliss
closed
short
should be of
doors. He has
With the political strike as a revo- by the volleys fired by the troops at C.ertnun firm, driving out the staff. their wedded
duration, and before the anniversary not made public the text of the bill
lutionary weapon apparently loosing the workmen defending a barricade Troops from
were sent marking the nuptials rolled around, which he is planning to report after
barracks
the
its kuei.tess owing 10 too frequent on Tverskiti street, Moscow, today. to suppress the riot, but Instead, reMr. Henlng was obliged to surrender the holidays.
But President Rooseuse, fears are entertained
that the The total casualties are estimated at fused to lire on their comrades.
the woman he loved and cherished so velt has seen the Elklns bill, and has
revolutionists may be driven to re- 15ii.
After looting this store. It was fired. sincerely. He will receive the heart- disapproved of it. fie believes that
turn to the old methods and inaugurBy this time the streets were lllleu felt sympathy of the wntiro commu- he is backed in this opinion bv Root,
ate an era of terrorism.
Hunger Begins to Pinch.
with screaming, fighting Russians and nity in his great bereavement.
Mrs. Tuft and Moody, that it has the "litThe government is aware that a
Dec. 23. A teleSt. Petersburg.
Chinese.
after place was burn- - Henlng was a woman who by her tle Joker" In it. That Is to say, that
ruinber of the high agents of the rev- phone message from Moscow says e 1, until Plnce
2ul) stores had been sweet,
lovable disposition and noble If has a legal phrasing calculated to
at
olutionary organization
tieneva that lnii.yuti men are on strike there, destroyed. onio
recetitly returned to Kussia, mid in- Hint the city Is already feeling the , That night, November 13, men paid traits of character, made friends render the whole rate act practically
creased precautions are being taken pinch of hunger, that many bakeries as high as fifty roubles to be allowed through life who forever clung to her. null and void.
So the administration
has sprung
to safeguard all in authority u St. have been sacked, and that all bsl-nen- s to sleep iu the sampan boats and in Her demlsfe has produced a gloom In
Dolllver
the
Mil.
never
household
can
the
time
that
Petersburg and Tsarko-SelKven the banks the hotels. Bodies were scattered all
is suspended.
What will Elklns do? How will his
illumine.
are closed. The Imperial bank, after over the streets, over 500 Russians again
NIGHT WATCHMAN DAVIS
committee
report? Will he keep up
Reece,
Mrs.
N.
mother
J.
the
of
SCENES TRANSACTED IN
ii',1
2
standing a run
o'clock yesterday
2,000 Chinese having beeu killed.
was with her daughter when the pretense that be is supporting
OTHER PARTS OF COUNTRY. afternoon, shut its' doors on account and
Mr. Bush estimates the loss at $20,-- I the
SHORTLY TO RESIGN
end came. Mrs. Reece Is the the administration and has come out
Kursk, Russia, Dec. 23 The strik- of lnck of light. There were a num- Oo'i.ooo, and says years will be requirwidow of the late Major Reece, who as a supporter of the Dolllver bill?
ing railroad men of this city have pro- ber of encounters, and the casualties ed to put Vladivostok as it was.
was adjutant general of the state of Or will he let the committee divide
HE WILt BE SUCCEEDED THE claimed a provisional government and at Moscow yesterday are estimated at,
Illinois. The remains will be shipped and report his bill as a minority re,
Will Ship Body Home.
FIRST OF THE YEAR BY GEO. have Issued an appeal for support in 15U. Wholesale arrests have been
Undertaker Strong has received a back to Springfield tomorrow, accom- port? He doeg not Tia.ve to decide
setting up the Russian republic.
made. Here in St. Petersburg there
L. PATTERSON.
telegram
is
change
Sevfrom the relatives of Thomas panied by the mother and husband. rtcht off. The Christmas holiday
in
liitlo
tbe situation.
Formidable Invasion Begun.
M. Thompson, instructing him to ship There the funeral and burial will take will give him time to think It over
collisions
and
between
eral
workmen
23.
Dec.
Petersburg,
Several
St.
city,
Ijoo
this
Patternson, of
George
troops have
In which several the remains to Ypsilantl, Michigan. place.
Inhas been selected by the Santa Pe thousand Lithuanians who have ac- of the formeroccurred
One brother, Roy Reece, survives SANTA CUUS0N THE
were
or wounded, The Isidy will be sent back on an
killed
vaded
of
province
Vitebsk,
tbe
Night
company
to succeed
railroad
mid many ngitators were arresUil ut 'evening train touight. Thompson is besides the mother and husband.
express
Yremya,
cording
Novoe
to
the
SURETY'S HOUSE TOP
yards.
Watchman Davis in the local
'the old man, whom It will be remem-- !
intention of Beizing the St. Peters- their lodging during the night.
The appointment becomes effective tht
whereregarding
the
Information
tramping
was
bereil,
California
from
Up.
Police
Blown
Prefecture
burg railway and annexing the disthe first of the year.
P.issersby on Second street uear
Paris. Dec. 23. A dispatch from a where he failed iu business, to Ypsl-- I abouts of "'trton Harris will be grateMr. Patterson has appeared before tricts of Rieshltsa and Lint .in 0 tne
i,y m. C. Sparks, at Kl Railroad avenue today were attractsource ;it St. Petersburg lanll. ami who died on his way to this fully rcecM
of
republic
Lithuania.
he
took
Judge
Crawford where
Police
Paso, Texas.
that the prcf. tine of police at city, from exposure.
ed by a raucous sound apparently
Where Loyalty Reigns.
the oath of office as a deputy city
emanating from the clouds.
Unou
to
Z'i. Owing
the
Dec.
Vladimir,
i9
aud
Mr.
well
marshal.
Patterson
looking up, it was seen that the Sur
Albuquerque hostile attitude of the pooplo here
favorably known in
ety Investment a nil allied companies,
It Is reported that who attacked the bouses of railroad
musical circles.
with their usual foresight In 'corner
Mr. Davis' resignation was requeued men, the strike leaders would haie
ing good things,' bad captured Hants
been torn to pieces bad not the troops
by the company.
Claus while on his preliminary
interposed. The railroad strike here
The following wireless message has been received at this office from old Kri Kringle, better known as
with t
is Ineffectual. Reports have been re
YARDMASTER MUDGE
trip over Albuquerque.
However.
Santa Claus, who at present Is very busy In his toy hop in Toyville, Reindeer Land, near the North Pole,
ceived here from several villages in
Santv had a horn which he blew with
loaded with presents for the children of Albuquerque and elsegetting bis big pack of toys and
the provinces telling of several murIS SLOWLY RECOVERING ders of the leaders of the revolutiongreat gusto, and this was the sound
The message reads as follows:
where.
mat greetea tne ears or everyone
ists, by those who were enraged at
"To Santa Claus Editor, Evening Citizen:
vl'hin a block of where Santy was
When Dr.' A. E. Bessette left his their attacks on the emperor. Among
"Dear Santa Claus Editor: So many children answered my request for letters to he published in THE
caught. Upon interviewing
Santy.
was
young
woman.
Two
a
the
victims
I
I
to
won
distribute
have
time
t
find
FOLLOW,
OTHERS
AND
that
LET8
ORIGINATES
PAPER THAT
home In San Marclal yesterday, the policemen tried vainly to save an agiThe Citizen learned that bis frequent
I
I
great
a
will
you
leave
jig
I
Sunday
night
me.
want
to
help
presents t all of them unless have help, so
condition of Yardmaster F. F. Mudge tator in the village of Nodol, but were
horn calls would bring certain resbox full ot all kinds of candies, In one thousand separate packages, and I want you to distribute them among
cuers to bis aid. anil as anuouueed
of that, place, who was so brutally themselves torn to pieces.
elsewhere In these columns, he would
the little boys and girls of Albuquerque, giving one package to every boy and girl that calls at your office
pounded over the head by a tramp
without fall, leave 1.000 packages of
Monday morning, December 25.
There will be, In each package, some banana candy, chocolate candy, stick
there recently, sustaining a fractured BLOOD LIKE WATER
assorted andies at The Citlmu otHcw
candy with sure enough rings on each stick, peanut candy, all kinds of animals made out of candy, cocoanut
SPILT IN MOSCOW.
skull, was somewhat Improved, and
to be distributed to the children of
Dont miss
candy, taffy candy, molasses candy, and, in fact, almost every kind of candy you can think of.
is
felt now for
much optimism
Ixindon, Dee. 23. A dispatch to the
Albuquerque lie t ween the hours of 9
Mudge'
"Yourt for the children,
ultimate recovery.
news agency from St. Petersburg says
any of the children, whether they are rich or poor.
and 11 Monday morning.
rei
"SANTA CLAUS."
that barricades have teen erected on
'Uir wile of the urdma.-te-r
ported as being greatly wrought up Tverhkla street, the stale thorouch-far- e
In response to the above message, the Santa Claus editor of The Evening Citizen sent a telegram to
St. Louis Wool Market.
of Moscow, and that th revoluover the condition of her husband.
Santa
Claus saying that the packages would be distributed according Ho Santa Claus' wishes, and so every
St. Louis. Mo., Dec. 23
Wool mar-kand as being on the verge of nervous tionists are holding them bravely and
little boy and girl In Albuquerque, be they rich or poor, will receive each package of candy like that described
steaJy aud
that they are makiuc repeated attacks
prosi ra' ion.
Monday
morning,
25th,
December
Ciii.'en,
from
of
Evening
office
message,
at
the
The
In
calling
by
Santa Claus'
Dr. IUvsette returned to San Mar-ciu- l on the police, Cossacks and dragoons,
9 o'clock to 11 o'clock. Remember the date and place, children, and don't fail to present yourselves at The
Copper and Lead.
this morning on a freUht train. whenever the latter attempt o conNew York, Dec. 23 Copper and
vey prisoner to Jail. The pario's of
Citizen office Christmas morning.
He larked tae time to wait f.T a pa
troops are accompanied by juacbine
ieid quiet; unchanged.
ieni r train.
Eu-be-

ATTEMPT TO
LYNCH A WHITE MAN.
Valdosta, (la., Dec. 23. A report
reached here thin mornlug from Ew-lnbetween Fargo and St. George, a
new colony town, that a crowd of negroes tried to mob a white man, who
was the manager of a large turpentine still at that place, last night. He
I'lmlcadiMl biraself and opened fire on
them, killing five men anil two women
and wounding several others.
NEGROES

d

no-roo-

CZAR SHOWS BRIEF FLASH OF SPIRIT

AND ROUNDLY ABUSES HIS MINISTERS
the

Spreading That
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U. S. SUPREME COURT
SUSTAINS CROLOTT
AND SUPREME COURT OF NEW
MEXICO IN REAL ESTATE TITLE

CASE.
On Monday the supreme court ot
the United States confirmed the decision of the supreme court of New
Mexico in the case of Sofre L. Alexander versus Seferino Crollott. wherein the titles of si m .al pieces of land
m and about Allui niernue were in
question. Tlo utlicial court report of
the Washington I'o.-- i sajs. regarding'
the decision:
"No. 118. Sofre I.. Alexander, ap- pellant, vs. Seferino Crollott, jut lee
of the peace; appeal from the supreme
court of the territory of New .Mexico:
decree affirmed, with costs. Opinion
by Mr. Justice Urown."
Justice of the Peace Crollott decided several cases in forcible entry
and detainer against Alexander in
favor of A. W. Cleland, for the real
estate referred to. Alexander obtained a writ of prohibition from Judge
Pope, which was quashed by the supreme court of New Mexico. Alexander appealed to the supreme court
of the United States with the above
result. In sustaining the supreme
court of the territory, the supreme
court of the United Slates also sustains Justice of the Peace Crollott.
W. B. Childers appeared for Cleland
Cro!l)tt In the case, and Alexan-- '
'nd
1er was represented by N- U. Field.
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New York Money Market.
Money on call
New York, Dec.
nominal; no bans; prime mercantile
:(.
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ATTENTION! CHILDREN OF ALBUQUERQUE
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With the Rise of the Yuietlde Sun

VliMNG CITIZEN
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The Citicn Publishing Company
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By Louis J. StelJman.
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BANK INSTITUTIONS
.fr4.4..j.v

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME, AND ADDRESS

of the man who rhouid ha working for you?
Christmas Eve! And flip club was a little heap of ashes like the ashes
of the man win would gladly lend
nls hopes.
almost detcrted. The dense of lone-- r
nld like to buy your hors?
of the n..n wdj
droop-,ne.- s
.
and
UNi"(ft!"L A BE L
that came to Ransom as m, sate(1 fivf(inlu,r
buy an interest In your buslneisf
((Jwr on , head
would
who
man
of
the
br),asl;
In the
ig 'leathern ohnir, gazing
relaxing, fell listlessly at his
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
vantly out into the niht, seemed hid-- ' side, and ho slept. Two late eoniPrs
of the man who would buy your old bicycle?
Official Paper of Bernalillo County eons in its oppressive
pal-enteritis, with lniighter on their lips,
and llty of Albuquerque.
liability. There was no yuietlde cheer grew suddenly grave as they spied
In Ransom's heart
nothing but mem-- j the silent figure In the window seat,
X5ha
orles that were bitter-sweet- .
Sweet and stole softly out again without a
U'm City 4 r.duntj Circulation.
for what had been and bitter for what word. later, the night steward
f Lirtatl Nw Mnkt ClrcaliflM.
past and
Inst his last rounds,
be no more.
llr(Ml Horthom Arlrnnl CirculltlM.
Ransom had never known a Christ- - lowered tho light above the sleeper's
T(MM
mas without Rose. It was she who; head. He also knew, and pitied and
Or SUBSCRIPTION:
H
16.00 irimmed the tree, standing on a nlgn felt a resentful
la
Mil an
iang tor the ntmns
60
.
pr month - advuH
br
to phere of gladness that seemed but
100 ftool when they wrre children
Wxtilr a Mil. ana rat
WANTED
gether: she who wore his flowers and callous mockery of a sacred grief.
Co
nqulr
' 'he duo WA.Vln,u Cleau ruga.
Dally by Carrier, 60c per month gave him nearly a.ll her dances at ' And soon all was
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
The Citizen otllce.
vacation hops; Bhe who hojped him room quiet as the house of death
Tn Kvanma Cimn will b dolirored tai th with the Christmas shopping and made wherein a girlish form, a wedding WANTED A few mora roomers at Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Mr at Um tow rata af to eanU par weak, r (a
par atanth, vhra paid monthly.
Gold Avenue Hotel; $1.50 per weok SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
and upward.
Made
tnowa
on
Application
Loans are quickly made
Hwtuim tilei
WANTED A canvasser and solicitor as $200.00.
Time:
One
on commission and wages. Address, and strictly private.
ftaaaaribata wW aatiNr a favar bw ntlf
aa
month to one year given. Goods reXX., this olflce.
of tha papar.
faMnaritttalf aa aar
main In your possession. Our rates
AB latar and ramtttaiwaa ahouM ba addrwwail to
Handy man to
WANTED
work are reasonable. Call and see us beTaa Oman PvauaaiiKf Comfamt. Drift,
311 Wast
yard.
and
house
around
fore borrowing.
tma. awtorltea and axpraa mortar order.
Silver avenue.
Mat ha Mda payaMa ta tha ardar of tha
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED TO RENT Small plao, Steamship tickets to and from ail
$
suitable for chicken ranch. Address
parts of the world.
A. J. Robinson, 108 West Tijeras.
Colorado If.
Atomatto I S3
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
WANTED Largo and smaii grala
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Backs by Clarkville Produce Company, for cash.
Open Evening.
620 South First
LAND FRAUD CASES

1

Montetima Trust

?

t
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Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you

'with names and addresses
are
of people who Prosperity
"Neccessary to

mak-mig-

tip-toe-

Capital and Surplus $

Money
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pi

Loan

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
4

Near him stood group of men with shining, excited countenances.
ring upon her maiden finger, lay amid
slender allowance of his
youth go as far as possi- the fragrant symbols and the hush
ble. It was she who but pshaw! she that tells of a departed soul.
i
The first faint rays of Christmas
had been everything in Jim Ransom's
life.
Always! And now? He had sunshine fell like a golden benedicRansom's face when he
lost her, tha-t- was all. All! Ves. It tion on
was all of 'hope and happiness and awoke. Near him stood a group of
men with shining, ,exclted couneverything that mattered.
tenances, conversing in low tones.
Outside, the joyous, bundle-ladefolk Jostled with each other merrily One of them was the physician who
to and fro as they thronged the side- had attended Rose, and his eyes were
walks. Old and young, rich and searching Ransom's face with a keen,
poor they were all happy. Even the repressed eagerness. '
Ransom looked, up wonderingly,
beggers, whose tin cups rattled with
silver coin; the curbstone venders or and unrealizingly, but half emerged
mechahical toys and what not; the from sleep's forgetfulness. The docsmall itinerant flower merchants and tor stepped forward and his fingers
the newsbovs with Christmas edi- closed themselves on Ransom's wrist.
"Old man," he said, In a low tone,
tions of afternoon papers. All of
them felt the spirit of festivity that that had an odd catch in it, "i
have great news for you. Glorious
seemed to linger In tne air.
about Rose. She isn't Isn't
Across the street they were light- news!
ing a Christmas tree and a group of dead, Jim!" Do you hear, man? It
only a trance."
happy children formed a ring to caper was
leaped from the chair like
round about it. Ransom shut out an Ransom
animal at bav, stood, swaying for
the sight with a moan of heartache, a moment
then sank back, limpand covered his face with his hands. ly. At firstandthey
thought he had
toThey
were to have been married
,
fainted; he was so still. Rut, bye
morrowRose and he. On the fourth and bye, his eyis opened and the look
finger of his left 'hand was a plain, that was in them made the watchers
gold band. He wondered if he had a turn aside.
right to wear it there. Us mate he
Christmas chimes were ringing out,
had slipped on her hand, which lay, some near, some dlstaut blending In
cold and still among the flowers at that wondrous harmony of peace one
her Ride. It had been a fancy of his. hears and understands only on this
Morbid, perhaps!
Rut he knew she day of all the year. People in gala
would have wished it there, and it al- dress were passing to and fro. From
most seemed as though the silent lips a cathedral close at hand, the notes
smiled up at him when he began to of an organ swelled In mighty,
kiss them for the last time.
rhythmic waves. At the corner a hand
She was to be cremated tomorrow
of street singers were chanting of the
on her wedding day! The beautiful Christ-child'- s
birth.
shell she had left behind, and which
Ransom's lips moved softly.
was once the temple of her radiant
"Hear the bells!" he said. "Isn't it
spirit. it would soon be nothing but beautiful? This is our wedding day."
the

The Talmages are Denied
Change of Venue by
Judge Mann.

n

DEVtLOPMtNTS

EXPECTED

A RoBwell dispatch, under date of
Dec. 22, says: The applications tor
a change of venue by E. I Talmage,
K. R. Talmage and B. H. Talmage,
all of Chicago, operating under the
Arm name of the Southwestern Land
company at Roswell and In Chaves
county, and against whom twelve indictments are pending in the United
States district court for the Fifth judicial district, charging them with
conspiracy to defraud the United
States in land cases, perjury and subornation of perjury, and which applications were heard before Associate Justice Edward A. Mann, in the
United States district court.
e
arguments the petition was denied and the defendants
will have to stand trial in the Fifth
judicial district.
Cause of Trouble.
United States Attorney W. H. H.
Llewellyn, and F. C. Dezendorf, special agent of the general land office,
in charge of New Mexico and Arizona,
appeared for the United States. The
indictments were found upon the testimony of witnesses who admitted
liefore the United States grand Jury
that they had been induced by defendants to go to the Pecos valley and
to make desert land entries in the
United States laiyl office at Clayton
upon public lands and therein to
make statements which were not
borne out by facts and which were,
Under existing
therefore, untrue.
United States laws, this constitutes
subornation of perjury.
B. H. Talmage, one of the indicted
perrons, acted as a witness in several
of these cases. In his case the particular counts in the indictments
riiurge him with swearing that he had
no interest In the land entries, when,
in reality, he did so have.
Why Wanted Change.
The allegations by defendants ' and
apon which their applications for
changes of venue were based that on
account of the excitement and tho
Kreat Interest taken by the community in these land cases and the prejudice existing, the defendants could
sot obtain a fair trial.
Judge Mann heard the arguments
and the evidence submitted very pa
tlently and thoroughly and then made
an adverse decision. Tho amount of
land, at present involved in these
cases, is not great, but. at this investigation, the land officials and those
ot the department of justice are of tiie
opinion that attempted frauds of magnitude will be discovered and shown
up. Owing to this Investigation, all
the desert land entries In three town-xhip- s,
namely, IS, 14 and 15 south,
range 25 east, have been suspended
and are no v lining carefully investigated by special agents of the general land office.
In Artesian Belt.
The land being in the artesian belt
and in one of the finest food and cereal raising sections of the territory,
are very valuable and after government titles to them have been obtained, would sell all the way at from $50
lo $80 per acre. The cases against
tho Talmages and 'the other persons
indicted will come up for trial in the
April term of the Fifth Judicial district court before Judge W. H. Pope,
and will no doubt attract a great deal
of attention and will be watched with
niach interest by the people of the
Pecos valley and of New Mexico.
The defendants are represented Iy
the law Arm of Richardson, Reld and
Uervey. and V. S. Dateman.
After-exhaustiv-

NEW MEXICO CURIOS IN GREAT
DEMAND AS GHRISTMAS GIFTS

In counectlon with the newi contained in tho special and Associate 1
Press Uisputebes, published in The
Citizen Thursday afternoon, t. the

Francis

J. Tor
of the

railway sytem
Fe Central
have succeeded in financing a project
complete
Albuquerque
to
the
Eastern
branch cf the road from Moriavt t t
Hagan
coal field j and to Albuthe
querque, it is learned ibat it is the
autentiou of tho syndicate whlnn will
put up the money, not only to com
plete the Albuquerque Eastern, but
also to extend the Santa Fe Ceniral
i
line first to Roswell from
& distance of about 120 miles.
Thereafter the ;irojecJ of g"iun to
EI Paso U to be taken under ennsid
eratiou.
The outlook for this is of Hie very
best. This is the lutest j.Kts- - of 'he
affair.
Hanta.

To-raw-

,

PLACE YOUR ORDERS FOR
AND LOWNEY'S CANDIES
FOR CHRISTMAS. O. A. MATSON
& CO., SOLE AGENTS.
HUY-LER'-
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Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $130,000.00.

d

Ur--- -r.

The curio stores nre well supplied
with all kinds of Christmas presents
made of raw material. New Mexico
tanned leather, which is said to be
superior to uuy other, is worked into
pictures the Indian villages, old
churches and missions, Indian braves.
native and Indian women, rearing
their native costumes, pinon trees,
cacti, flowers, etc. These curios are
largely bought for the eastern market, and for Europe. Au opal with a
bluish tinge and red reflection Is
found In quantities in Mexico and
can be cut and set in this city.
A nveiy iraae is dono in oyster
pearls, which are found on the California coast, and also in pearls taken
from fresh water mussels. Chinese
mainly supply the market. Celestial
craftsmen iolish and set them for the
bazaars. The mother of pearl or inner part of the shell is made into
buttons, knives, paper weights, card

cases,

Mar-rina-

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

1

varl-color-

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Price
Inventory Sale all week.
Slashing the motto. Everything from
the necessities to the luxuries at
EMMONS' FURNITURE STORE.

&

SANTA

FE RY.

M.

Officers and Directors.
,
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
I
W. FLOURNOT
FRANK MeKEE
R. A. FROST
H. T. RAYNOLDS

0.

B.

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

DEPOSITORY.

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital. Surplus and Profits

$600,000.M
$250,000.ee

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company

The State National

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

......... $160,008. t

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

,...l8.o00.Dfl

We have Had a very satisfactory growth slnee Ue eetabllsaiceat
of our bank. If you are.not one of our customers, ire holla like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
O. N. MARRON,

President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

I

D. A. McPHERSON, Tie FreMet.
ROY McDONALD, Aettetut Caafcler.

double-bar-rele-

H. W. S. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue.
Will attend
to matters before the land office.
Furious Fighting.
"For seven years." writes O .Oo
W.
Hoffman, of Harper. Wasu- - I
had a bitter 'battle, with chro. i
stomach and liver trouble, but at lai
I won and cured my diseases by the
use of Electric Bitters. I unhesitatingly recommend them to all, and
don't Intend In the future to be without them in the houge. They are
certainly a wonderful medicine, to
have cured such a bad case as mine."
Sold under guarantee to do the same
for yui, by all druggists, at 50c a
bottle. Try them today.

New

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

46-4-

musical instruments, jewelry
knives, etc.
The abalonn shell is found in all
the stores. When cleuned and ground
the shell is of a greenish color, with
black aud white contrasts.
These
shells ue cut into cameos, breastpins,
sleeve buttons, hat pins, watch chains,
pendants, etc.
Filigree jewelry is made so artistically and in such beautiful designs
that only experts know them from
the more valuable article. The material is worked into various novelties
according to the ingenuity of the
craftsman who is usually his own designer. Indian pottery, basketry, and
blankets, are. made in
the Indian villages near this city for
the Albuquerque people and numerous
guests now sojourning hero. The dyes
used in the basketry, in the beautiful blankets, and tho art of making
o
this peculiar pottery, are secrets
20 per cent off for cash all week
known only to tho Indians.
long. ' Don't miss this golden opportunity to buy furniture.
J .D. EMMONS.
For Cracked Hands.
i
After a heavy meal, take a couple
Rough skin aud cracked hands are of Doan's Regulets.
give your
and
Ctes
tha Way.
not only cured by He Witt's Hazel stomach, liver and bowels the help
The
gf "Early Risers" Is
Salve, but an occasional application they will need. Regulets bring easy, to clearmission
the way and give Nature full
will keep the skin soft and smooth. regular passages of tiie bowels.
sway. These famous little pills rid
Host for Eczema, Cuts, Burns, Hulls,
the stomach and bowels of all putrid
Lie. The genuine DeWltt's Witch!
REPAIR SHOP.
matter, thus removing the causes of
Hazel Salve affords lmnipllta relief
constipation, sallow com
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl headache,
Mn all forms of Blind. Bleeding, Itch-plexlon, etc. DcWitfs Little Early
lug and Protruding Itiee. Sold by al ture set up and crated for shipment Risers never gripe
or sicken. A safe,
He
of Walton's drug store.
druggists.
plessant, perfect pill. Mack Hamilton,
U II. SHOEMAKER.
hotel clerk at Valley City, N. D.,
IF HAWLEY
ON THE CORNEH
says:
Don't drug the stomach to cure a Little "Two bottles of these Famous
HAS NOT GOT WHAT YOU WANT,
Pills cured me of chronic conYOU CANNOT
BUY IT IN THE cough. One Minute Cough Cure cuts stipation." Sold by all druggists.
the mucus, draws the Inflammation
CITY.
out of the throat, Iiiiikh and brouchlal
Of course you arc going east. Wrt.v
Claret. Port and Sherry Wines make tubes, heals, soothes aud cures. A not? The holiday rates are low. Ask
good Christmas gifts when
bought quirk cure for Croup and Whooping at Sunta Fe ticket office for full par
from Stern, Schlofg & Co.
Cough.
Sold by all druggists.
ticulars.
ooxes,

Solicits

LUNA,

0
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"OLD RELIABLE"
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ESTABLISHED 1878

0

L. B. RUTNEY

High-Frequen- cy

.g

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
President
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldridge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON
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AFTER COMPLETION
OF ' ALBUQUERQUE EASTERN, ROAD WILL
BUILD INTO CHAVES COUNTY.

effect that General

- 't n

"Wit' Lfe'

TO ROSWELL FIRST

rancn and associated directors

PfiOrtSSIONAL CARoS
El)
Gentlemen b second-hanclothing. No. 615 South First street
DENTISTS.
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
WANTED
A man or man and wife,
Dental Surgeon.
to take care of ranch close In;
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
nicely fixed up for chickens and
cows, or will rent very cheap to the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
good tenant.
Apply on premises Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
1115 North Arao street. L,
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
WANTED
Energttic, trustworthy
man or woman to work In New Mex- hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
ico, . representing
large manufac- p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
turing company; salary, $40 to $90 polntments made by mail.
per month, paid weekly; expenses
LAWYERS.
advanced. Address with stamp, J.
H. Moore, Albuquerque, N. M.
Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerue
ATTORN
FOR RENT
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
FOR RENT
brick, handsoui, business pertaining to the profession
modern; complete in all convenipractice in all eourts of the terriences. Apply at 406 South Walter Will
tory and before the United State
st reet.
land office.
f OR RENT Five-rooHouse, with
Ira M. Bond.
bath; furnished. 217 North Walter
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
street.
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
524 West Railroad letter patents, trade marks, claims.
housekeeping.
avenue.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms;
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
bath and electric lights. Gentlemen que. N. M. Office, First National
preferred. Garcia bldg., 504 .West Bank building.
Railroad avenue.
.
E. W. Dobson.
Apartments in Pat k
t OK KtiNT
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crom
View terrace, eight rooms each; well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
modern equipment throughout.
H
John H. Stingle.
H. Tllton, room 19, Grant block.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16. N
FOR SALE
T.
Armijo building, Albuquerque
FOR SALE'
Handsome,
N. M.
home, all conveniences, best locaARCHITECTS.
tion. Call at 400 South Walter
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
street.
ford, rooms
Barnett building
FUH SALE A horse and saddle Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
cheap. 524 Mountain road.
CIVIL ENGINEERS
SELL, KENT Oil TRADE Usi your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
D. F. McCrolling.
south Broadway
Civil engineering, surveying an
FOR SALE First-clas- s
saddle and drafting. 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
bridle, at Southwestern Electric and
matic 'phone 740.
Construction company.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good business for city property. T. L. Mc- A. L. Morgan.
spadden, 300 South Broadway.
CONTRACINDEPENDENT
THE
KOK SALE A handsome
Hardman TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
piano, in fine condition and almost cheerfully furnished; Job work solicnew, at a bargain.
For particu- ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
lars, call at this office.
street, Albuquer
911 North Second
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you In- - que, N. M.
, terested In mines?
I have some
PHYSICIANS.
sam to be good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. BroadMAHAFFEY, M. D.
L.
A.
way.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
i'OK SALE A
Room 25, Whiting building, over
shotgun; bran new;
Vann's drug store. Automatic
never has been used; one of th
telephone, 410.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
D R7 R." L7 H U ST,
flee for particulars.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
Tuberculosis treated with
TO EXCHANGE Good iniproved'citp
Electrical Current and Gerproperty for vacant lots. T. L. Mcmicide. 'Treatments given each day
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
TO EXCHANGE 1 have some ranches from 8 a. m. to 4 p. ni. Trained nurse
to trade for city property. T. L. In attendance. Both 'phones.
DR. J. D. NUS8AUM
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
McSPADDEN
The exchange man. Practice limited to diseases of Nose,
See him for business exchanges.
Throat and Lungs.
300 South Broadway.
Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
LOST.
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
LOST
Ladies' open faced Elgin Telephones:
C. H. CONNOR. M. D., D. O.
watch. Full name of owner In back.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
Reward If returned to Citizen office.
President New Mexico Board of OsteoCivs Your Stomach Rest.
successfully
All
diseases
Nothing will corn Indigestion that pathy.
Office in Barnett building
doesn't digest the food, itself, and treated. 9 to
2 ana 2 to 4.
Both tele
give the stomach rest. You can't ex- Hours,
pect that a weak stomach will regain phones. Sundays by appointment.
its strength and get well when It is
FALL TERM.
compelled to do the full work that a
sound stomach should do.
You Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
wouldn't expect a sick horse to get
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
well when it is compelled to do a full
Eng
day's work every day of the week. ship, Shorthand. Typewriting.
llsh, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
R.OUOI Dyspepsia Cure is a perfect di
gestant and digests the food regard lng.
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
less of the condition of vour stomach.
For particulars, call or address
Relieves Indigestion, Belching, Sour
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
aiomaen, and all stomach disorders.
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
sold by all druggists.
Library building, East Railroad ave
nue.
The Torture of a Preacher.
The story of the torture of Rev. O.
ASSAYERS.
u. aioore, pastor of the Baptist church
of Harpersville, N. Y
will interest
& COLLINS,
CORBET
you.
He says: "I Buffered agonies Civil and Mining Engineers. United
because of a persistent cough, reStates Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
sulting from the grip. I tried to
ASSAYERS
up
sleep sitting
in bed. I tried many East side of Plaza, Santa Fe. N. M.
remedies without relief, until I took
RAILROAD TICKETS.
Dr. King's New Discovery for ConCut Rates.
sumption, Coughs and Colds, which
For reduced rates to and from all
entirely cured my cough and saved
mo from consumption." A grand cure points, go to Paulsen's Association
for diseased conditions of the Throat Rlalroad ticket office. Railroad tickets
and lungs. At all druggists.
Price bought, sold and exchanged.
50c and $1, guaranteed.
Trial botLAND MATTERS.
tles free.
first-clas-
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

street.

i

00,000

Your

rr

NINE

Co.

ALBUQUERQUE, NET MEXICO

I

mali-Minu-

23. 1903.

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
tn the Southwest.

FArtM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N.

Jst Warm-N- ot
Gas Heater

'

M.

Hot

There's a difference In

llie two conditions. To
means real
comfort. To be hot Is
as uncomfortable
us

be warm

cold.

makes any room just warm,
wl comfortable. So it's just tho
right thing these chilly mornings and
evenings, befoic'the furnace is going

mere-for- e

Instant Comfort
Is tho result of using a gas heater
quick, cheap and convenient. A few
cents' worth of gas will ward off a
cold and several
dollars' worth of
doctors and drugs.

RIGHT

& Power Go,

NEXT

At Consistent Prices

T.

Gas, Electric Light

B.

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

The Albuquerque

C. B AT-j-

TO

RUPPE
BANK

OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

RIDGE

NATIVK AMD CHICAGO LUMBER
WILLIAMS
PAINT
BUILDING
Always
PAPER
ore, looks best, wears
Lime,
ister,
Cm
most economical, full "'"1"'
Paint. Glass. Sash Doors, etc.
EET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE. H.

M.

2
e
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SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

ALBUOUEKQUE EVENING CITIZEN

23, 1905.

CANADA ADDS
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Get a contract for one of those beautiful

NEW PROVINCE

t--

lature of Saskatchewan
Held.

MORMONS HONOR JOE SMITH

In St. Paul Tomorrow Presbyterians Celebrate Fiftieth
Year of Building.
PROFIT SHARING

ots

Dec.

t

the

in

and give it to your wife for a Christmas present

.

17

PAYS DIVIDEND

lleglua, Saskatchewan,

50-foo-

MddM&n
Eastern
y$lQM&W
Pa
Highlands

Elections For First LegisAre

PAGE THREE.
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23.

The elections for the first legislative
assembly of the Province of Sas-

katchewan are held today and the
people are taking a great deal of Interest In H. Besides the regular
candidates there are opposition candidates In every district,
and the rivalry is bringing out a remarkably large vote. It la confidently
expected that the government will
have an overwhelmingly majority In
the first legislative assembly.
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TO THE MEMORY OF

MORMONISM'S
FOUNDER.
Several
Sharon, Vt., Dec. 23.
hundred members of the Mortuan
cbafch and as many others have
come here to attend the dedication of
the magnificent monument erected In
memeory of Joseph Smith, the found
er o fMormnnism. Toay is the one
hundredth anniversary
of Joseph
Smith's birth and the day was select
od for the dedication on that account.
The monument, which is a stone
structure of large dimensions, stands
on the farm on which, according to
reliable documentary proof, Joseph
Smith was born one hundred years
ago. In a recess under the ten-to- n
capstone of the monument, a copper
casket bas been placed, which con
lains copies of the Bible, the Book of
Mo'mons, the deed to the farm upon
which the monument stands, various
records, rictures and coins of the
proront time. The dedication cere
mony will be held this afternoon and
will be conducted by Joaeph F. Smith
ti direct descendant of tt' founder of
the Mormon church, who Is also the
trustee oi .the property upon which
the monument Is, located.

DEC. 1, JAME8 A. HAMMOND
DEC. 1, H. L. GIBBS
DEC 4, MELETON CORDOVA
DEC. 5, JULIAN LUNA
DEC. 7, WM. 8TEWART
DEC. 8, MARIE RYAN
DEC. 8, ALICE LOUISE CLARK
DEC. 9, S. O. ANDROS
DEC. 11, FANK CHAVEZ
DEC. 11, S. TRUBY
DEC. 13, CHAS. BAIRD

Lot

11

Block L Lot 36

Lota 2 and 3, Block Y
Vot 11 and 12, Block 32
Lot 9, Block 39

.'

Prices $125, $ J 50 to $ J 75 Per Lot

....Lota 8 and

DEC. 13, A. C. CULVER
DEC. 14, ANNA BLUMQUIST
DEC. 14, ROY 8. HADDRILL
.'

A CO

DEC. 14, F. P. APODACA
,

DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.

18, PETER REID
18, AOOSTINO
PUGLIE8E
19, WM. TRAVERS
19, ANTHONY
BENNER

,

32
35

30
82
89
82
82
50

W
28

We withdraw all unsold lots from the market, for a

SURETY INVESTMENT CO., Owners
f ..Amusememts.:

jj 0
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WARDE

0

ERNEST MEYERS

Nash Electrical Supply Go.

0

ELECTRIC

A.L

SUPPLIES

SPECIAL HOLIDAY

all-sta-

Straight Kentucky Whiskies a
Specialty

506

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED

1

AGENTS FOR

v

EAKIN,

4

Val Blatz's Milwaukee Beers

j

Mail

orders have prompt attention. Call dr
write us.

11 G

West Silver Ave.,

CROSS-COUNTR-

six-mi- le

WAGONS

Albuquerque, N. If.

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

For the reason that we can guarantee all glassea prescribed by u

Debbcr Optical Co.
AVE.
Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.
115 GOLD

-- V

liMll
M fi'

YOUR PICTURE

i

i

i

CO.

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars

CONTRACTORS

-

MELINI

&

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

ZINCOKPORATEO:

LAST NIGHT

small, but very appreciative au- v
WORKMEN GET TWO
was in attendance at the Elks' 0
dience
AND HALF DIVIDENDS.
opera house lat night to greet the
Will do- - a general electrical contracting business iu New
Kali River, Mass., Dec. 23.
The (famous exponent of Shakespearean
profit sharing system which was es- plays, Frederick Warde, who gave an Q
Mexico and Arizona. Communicate with us for everything
by the owners of the excellent interpretation of that great .
tablished
All kinds of wiring, building of transmission
electrical.
Bourns Mills, but was discontinued Shakennearean traced v. "Julius Cae-- t
installing
lines,
and modernizing of lighting and power
during the strike of 1904, has been sar."
plants. Estimates promptly and cheerfully given. Agents
resumed and today the first dividend
Warde, at one time leading star In
of 2 2 per cent of the wages earned the
r
combination
of Louis
for Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. Motors, generators,
during the past four months is being James, Katherine Kidder and himself,
transformers.
paid to the employes.
who toured the county in a repertory
of Shakespearean plays, was at his
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE
best last night in Interpreting 'the
IN ECUADOR
REPUBLIC. lines given by the bard of Avon to
Office and Store
West Railroad Avenue
Now York, Dec. 23. Charles
H. Marc Antony, Julius Caesar, Cassius
Moore, formerly of the Erie railway, and Brutus, and held the attention of
ALBUQUERQUE, N M.
making preparation to return to his audience very closely.
Ecuador, where he will build for the
Warde, himself an ardent student
government of that republic, a new of what lies beneath the words and
lilroad, which will run from Ambato, actions of Shakespeare's characters,'
v, here the
trade from the interior of gave a very illuminating explanation!
Ecuador concentrates, to San Antonio, of the different passage in the tragWholesale liqiio: and Oar Dealers
v. I ich is situated
at the head of the edy, and was especially strong in his
&
i avigable
part of the Amazon river. interpretation of the forum speech of
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. V. C. Whiskies, Moot A
The object of the new road is to ob- Marc Antony over the dead budy ofj
Cbandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
tain an outlet for the valuable pro his friend, Caesar. In the soliloquies
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
ducts' of ilie large rubber and itim- - of Cassius and Brutus he also dis- of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
'.er districts on the upper Amazon! played to advantage his great talent!
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South Hrt
iver. Tl.t road will cost about
as an Interpreter of Shakespearean
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
ami American engineers and roles.
American material will be- - used ul
At the close of the reading Warde
most exclusively.
was entertained by the members of
the local Elks' lodge, the wives of the
CHAMPIONSHIP CONTEST
members being present, and a thorOF
RUNNERS. oughly
delightful hour was spent en211.
The
and
New York. Dec.
tertaining
and being entertained
toss country run for the senior, juntragedians.
foremost
Aniercia's
of
cross country
ior aiid individual
OLD
MCKORY
liampionsiiips of the Metropolitan
NEW
YORK
IN
HOOLIGAN
Association will take place here mis
.iliernooti.
The start will be made
Managers Frazee and Browne, alfrom thvj Mohawk Athletic Club house
sit 158th street and Walton avenue. ways on the lookout for something
Tlio senior run will liegin at 2 o'clock new and up to date for the attraciind the junior about an hour later. tions, have decided to put a cartoon
The number of entries is very large band with the "Hooligan in New
jUdrber&Co.
and includes some of the best cross York" company. The Company will
country i miners of this district.
play one night only at the Elks' opWHOLESALE
era bouse on Christmas night.
and RETAIL
THE ANNUAL STUDENT
N. M.
Albuquerque,
CALIFORNIA CONFERENCE.
ABOUT HANS HANSON
Pacific drove, Cal., Dec. 23. The
annual Students' Conference, which
Hans Hansen at the Elks' opera
will last ten days, began here this
morning with a large attendance of hou.--e December 27.
Seats on sale for Hans Hanson.
representatives of all the universities
Hans Hanson has a magnificent
in the state ai.it some of the colleges
en if sitting Is made
I Finished for Christ mas,
baud and orchestra.
It .if pecunv
Many prom:ind Arizona.
.f Nevada
Kxtranrdinaiy reduction until Januaiy 1.
Hans Hanson is a Swedish dialect x bcr
inent speakers nre hero and will adT
H.vr.P PHJCK on all our caUntt pictures.
Among them come
dress the toi'lereiice.
$5 $6 Pictures, now
is carried by the V $10 Pictures, now
The orchestra
are Charles R. Brown of Oakland, Dr.
B. P. Clampett
of San Francisco, Hans Il'inseti company is complete w Sittings mad by appointment evenings, until 9 oVIolL
309 West Ra.lad Avenue.
Clayton S. Cooper of New York, Geo. and perfectly iiistruiuentated.
PENMNGTON & BRUM
6fl7
Hear the concert given by the Hans
Ieavitt, K. E. Speer and others.
Hanson band at noon in front of
CONCILIATION
COUNCIL
seat sale.
IN ANTHRACITE MATTERS.
Hans Hanson is a beautifully fold
M. DRAGOIE
The story.
Philadelphia, Pa.. Dec. 23.
nat an imDid you ever realize
Anthracite Conciliation Board met
Dealers In
hero today to consider a number of portant factor good music is to the
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
How a
disputes which have been submitted production of any drama?
Tobacco, and
to the board for adjudication: Among situation, a climax is intensified, how Groceries, Cigar of and
Freeh Meat.
all kinds
ihese cahes are a number of cases sadness is made more sad? Comedy 300 North
Broadway. Comer of Washl.om th Schuykill region, which will more comical, by the accompaniment Ington Arenue.
ALBUQUERUK.N. M
car
time.
of
The
uood
up
music?
the
orchestra
the greater part of
take
ried by the. Hans Hanson company is!
Many wilnesss will be heard.
N. PEACH &C0.
one any theater might Justly envy.
GERMAN NAVAL VESSEL
The intermissions between arts, every I
ARRIVES AT GALVESTON. climax of the piece and sll tha spe- - HE L ESTATE DEALERS
Galveston. Texas. Dec. 23.
eialties are made the moat of by the Automatic 'phone. 53!. Office, 208V4
ship Stoscb of the German splendid aid of the magnificent
West Gold Avenue.
"rrivpi here and was
iiBvv,
AGAINST OIS(JHDfHSo mi 51 UHACK UMmMaLAOMI
greeted by the whistles and sirens of
TP1MRLE & CO
L.
W.
III Franciscan vfonvpanv.
The correct compounding of phythe shtps in the barhor and a salute
SAT.T8 FKFD AND TRAN9
from the naval station. The German sician's prescriptions is essential for LIVERY,'
BTABLtvS
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS
cruiser Bremen has been here for your welfare. Leave them at Ruppe's" Horsei andt tK
Mulea boughf and ci
several weeks and In a few weeks Pharmacy.
changed.
expectBhlp is
more another
PUT IN YOUR GLASS TO KEEP BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITT
ed here, the Grossherzogln Elizabeth,
Second itreet. between Railroad and
OCT THE COLD. SEE HUDSON.
it
which i a trailin g ship for the
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
-- upper avenuea.
'
THE PAINTER,
in
n.er-fi.iii-

Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block

'

A

net-ma-

,

Lot 10,
Lota 3 and 4,
Lot 10,
Lota 10, 11 and 12,
Lot 11,
Lot 12,
LoU 7 and 8,
Lota 4 and 10,
Lot 6,

.

time, on January 1st.

ST. PAUL HONORS AN
AGED CHURCH HOUSE.
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 23.
The
House of Hope Presbyterian church in
?iity years old today and the congregation will celebrate the anniversary an I Golden Jubilee tomorrow on
a grai d scale. There will be special
services iu the morning, afternoon
and evcring. and Presbyterians from
all parts of the stUe will attend the
Dr. J. A. Moffat, the
celebration.
president of Washington and Jefferson College and moderator iof the
Presbyterian Assembly, arrived here
today, and will he the guest of. the
church congregation. He will deliver
the principal sermon, at the celebration tomorrow.

Let 5, Block 12
and 12, Block 35
Lota 8 and 9, Block Y
Lot 5, Block X
Lot 11, Block 16
Lot 3 and 4, Block 20
Lota 9 and 10, Block 31

.'

The Franciscan"
Cordial Bitters

Melini & Eakin
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ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

1.. C- Wymer, of reabody, Kan
'io in Albuquerque with a car load
Kxd Jersey cows in ten (lays.
Don't buy a cow before you see them.
Prices will bo right. The cow can
be seen at Hlueber's garden, old town,
on I heir arrival.
o
Subscribe for The CitUtn und get
Hie nvws.

The St. Elmol
JOSEPH BARNETT,

CO.

OCOOCOOCOOOOOCXXXXXOOOCX)

NOTICE.

'r.

Xmas

iiuaKdown would he too bad If you
.mould take your girl out for a drWe
aud your wheel came off or your gearing gave out in any way. Be prepared
lor the merry Yuletlde by having your
carriage overhauled and put In good
condition. It won't cost you much
and will make your mind easy for t
winter. We will do It in nrst-claa- a
style and In prompt order.

m

fr

120 West Rifroef Atcmc
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CITIZEN

By

The Citizen Publishing Company

;

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. S. STRICKLER

It Is well known that the ft. Ixmls
baa been an ardent opponent of Joint statehood for New
Mexico and Arizona, while favoring with equal ardor the
Hut that
Jointure of Oklahoma and Indian Territory.
astute organ has seen a great light; It has read the
handwriting on the wall; and It has completely chunked
In the "issue of Doc.
front on the western proposition.
Globe-lHrnocr-

11,

the

at

Bays:
By admitting Arizona and New Mexico now we wi.i
Globe-Democr-

at

have given a political organization to all the region on
the mainland of the United States, and have settled tbe
statehood matter for many years, or until Alaska knocks
The proposed state of Arizona will be
for admission.
Both
large In area, but It will be smaller than Texas.
ends were part of the same territory until 1863, when

Arizona was set off by itself..
Under the Joint annexation resolution Texas was permitted to divide herself Into four additional states when-evpopulation Justified and the consent of Texas and
Texas is growing with
of oongress could ba obtained,
great speed in Inhabitants, but nobody proposes to divide
tbe state. Nobody ever will make any such proposition
seriously.
After Arizona and New Mexico live together
as a state for a few years they will probably resist all
Ideas of separation.
At the outset in the Joint statehood movement, there
was strong opposition in both New Mexico and Arizona
to the merger. This is disappearing, however, and probably a majority of the people of the two territories today
Many newspapers in each territory
favor the union.
are supporting the Hamilton bill, and the urlft la this
direction by the press is great enough to attract attention.
The politicians in each territory are opposed to Joint
They have been opposed to It all along.
statehood.
Two states would have double as many offices as one, and
the politicians want to have as many offices as possible.
But the politicians are being put in the background. The
real leaders of the people in New Mexico and Arizona
Their Influence
are coming out for Joint statehood.
,
will have much effect on congress.
We hear of some opposition to. the two state bill
from a few republican senators and from many demoCongress Is determined to
It will not avail.
crats.
remove, before the end of this session, all statehood
legislation from the slate.
There will be no Important
opposition to this programme, either In or out of any of
Two stars will soon be added to the
the territories.
national galaxy, (meaning Oklahoma and Arizona the
Oreat.)
er
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A Texas Movement

which
It is
that
J.
he has done and said since the first announcement of his
nomination as New Mexico's next governor, has but added to the public admiration of him personally and to the
In nothing
general gratification at bis appointment.
has this been more marked than in his refusal to have
a would-b- e gorgeous inaugural which some of his friends
with less wisdom than he, .desired to arrange for him.
A quiet, official Inaugural is not only In much better
taste, but is eminently more consonant with
of the people of New Mexico.
On Thursday, a number of the leading people of
Santa Fe collectively culled on Mr. Hagerman, and again
In what he said to them he showed the good Bense which,
If continued throughout his administration, and there Is
no reason to doubt It, will send his term of office down
Into history as one of the ablest and best the territory
According to the New Mexican:
has known.
Mr. Hagerman assured his visitors that be would
take the office of governor with no prejudice against any
of Its citizens, but with "an earnest desire to harmonize
all conflicting elements and to use bis whole Influence to
punish crime, reduce public expenses and otherwise con
tribute to the advancement and material wellbeing of
the territory and its lawabldlng inhabitants.
He further stated that he was by no means a recent
convert to Joint statehood for New Mexico and Arizona,
as one state, but believing such n Jointure for the best
Interests of both territories,, publicly-- , advocated it more
than two years ago.

TIN WORK FOR
ECUTED IN FIRST-CLAS-

HOUSES

IT MATTERS NOT HOW MANY CHRISTMAS GIFTS A MAN MAY RECEIVE
HE EXPECT1NO
SOMETHING VERY HANDSOME IN THE WAY OF

EX-

ORDER,

A

o

Leading Neckwear Makers

For Kino Ebony Toilet and Mani
curing Bets at Heasonable Prices, call
at Uuppe's Pharmacy.
o

THERE tS ONLY ONE PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY CHOICE NECKWEAR, AND THAT 13 AT
MAN'S STORE.
"HELL" BE SURE TO LIKE HIS TIE IF IT COMES FROM HERE, FOR WE LEAD THE TOWN IN
NECKWEAR, SILK MUFFLERS, FANCY SUSPENDERS AND SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.

For Colds, Coughs, and any Throat
Affection, nothing equals Compound
Syrup of Eucalyptus. Price 60c only,
at Uuppe's Pharmacy.
-

o

Straight Kentucky Bourbon sold at Stern, Schloss & Co.
ALL KINDS OF"TIN WORK, AT J.
L. BELL & CO'S.
Genuine

For Wines and Liquors for the Holidays, go to Stern, Schloss & Co.
Claret, Port and Sherry Wines make
gifts when bought
from Stern, Schloss & Co.

good ChlrstmaB

M. MANDELIj, Fine Clothing and Fnrnishin?
I
C00OfOf ooooo ocooooooooooo oooooooo 0
V

at

Muss!

GO TO HAWLEY ON THE CORNER FOR YOUR TOY8. THE LARGEST AND MOST SELECT LINE OF
XMAS PRE8ENT8 IN THE

AGENT.

Christmas Dinner,
According to the following menu,
one of the most elaborate spreads of
Christmas day in Albuquerque will be
the 12 o'clock dinner served at the
Columbus hotel.
Punch
Xmas cake
Roast turkey, oyster dressing, cranberry sauce.
Mashed potatoes, cabbage, salad,
celery.
Roast young pig, plum Jelly,
Sweet potatoes.
Mince pie, plum pudding, nuts, raisins.
Dinner, 35 cents.

Clhirislimnias

I

LEARN ARD & LINDEM A NN'S

HUYLER'8 AND LOWNEY'8 CAN
DIES. O. A. MATSON & CO., SOLE
AGENT.

ooockxxxxxcocoxxoxxxxxxxxxx

'

has been, since the celebration became a custom, one of Its most
celebrated features. Every age has done Ms best to glorify with
melody this greatest of all festivals. . t
A visit to our store will show you that the present century
has reached the highest point of perfection fn musical instrusaeats.
See and hear the beautiful CHICKERING BROS., BUSH A.
LANE, ELLINGTON, HOWARD, VICTOR, PRICE & TEEPLE, and
the many other makes of pianos exclusively sold by us in tue
southwest.
Our prices and terms place musical instruments within the
reach of every home, no matter how humble.
The largest stock of VICTOR TALKING MACHINES
AND
RECORDS can be seen and heard at

HUYLER'8 AND LOWNEY'8 CANDIES. O. A. MAT80N A. CO., SOLE

THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
o
Established in 1900.
206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
Genuine Straight Kentucky BourThe tree planting club on the Staked l'lalns in the
tOOtOttOOO m00,0900
Panhandle of Texas appears to be an accomplished fact. bon sold at Stern, Schloss & Co.
When a forester from the department of agriculture attended the farmers' congress at Amarillo last August,
the suggestion was made that the people organize a club
for the purpose of establishing groves of trees on theli
farms.
This region Is naturally treeless, but there is
every reason to believe that certain species of .trees
will grow if they are properly planted and cared for.
The people of the section have shown such interest in
MtW BAHNCTT BUILOINO
WE HAVE A WELL ASSORTED STOCK OF
the proposition that the association has already nearly
600 members.
TMC S ' ORE FOR BRAIN FOOD
It is proposed to organize local divisions in each of the towns and spread the idea throughout
the whole Panhandle.
The definite objects of tbe club are to find out what
About your Xmas presents. Come to this store we'll help you In sekinds of trees are best adapted to the region, and bow
lecting your gifts that you intend to give. Our stock Is o varied
they shall be planted, and to obtain the necessary ma.
and extensive it is no trouble to choose for man, woman or child.
terial in the most advantageous way.
The forest service
has agreed to send a competnet nian to advise the peofrom 25c to $10.00.
ple on all these points, and when definite plans for planting shall have been made, the individual members will
Dressed and undretted dolls, from 15c to $5.00.
Reliable in quality! and moderate In prices. As our stock is
combine and purchase their stock In large quantities
Ao
t
TOYS. TOYS, of all kinds, from 5c to $8.00.
varied to enumerate, we would be pleased to have you call
from tho nurserymen.
Every farmer in tho western
country recognises the value of trees about mm, and
and Inspect our goods and to assist you in making a selection.
FINE STATIONERY, from 25c to $5.00.
there Is no better evidence of the interest of the people
in any practicable plan for the establishment of groves
RARE NOVELTIES, of every description, ranging from 10c to $15.
In that section than this movement in Texas.
club
Idea has been followed for the furtherance of many other
projects, but this Is perhaps the first time that it has
been bronght to the advancement of tree planting.
As
an encouragement to other sections to work in the same
way, the forest service at Washington directly offers to
furnish expert advice whenever a community shall organize a club of this kind and indicate its desire to establish tree plantations.
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Christmas Presents

4
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O.MTSON&COL

0

s

Diamonds. Watches,
Jewelry Silverware

0

s
s

Brlc-a-Bra-

0
0

ENGRAVING FREE

A Christmas

MORRIS, Jeweler

Store Complete

205 RAILROAD AVE.

CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour Is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed In any particular. Its flavor is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious quail-tie- s
so desirable in a family
FOR

Large Shipment

R

M. BERGER

Leather Pillows

114

XMAS I

Appliqued Table Mats

EVER1TT

From marked prices.
line ever shown here.

EVERITT

BORRADA1LE & CO.

Handsomest

of All Sorti, Useful, Lasting,
For Presents
Beautiful Xmas Gifts.

EVERITT

Trading: Company
I Benham Indian
Corner Flret Street and Railroad Avenue

you

M
M

years, and guarantees everything with a guarantee that is

Hat been with

twenty-tw-

M

Good.

H

The Diamond

Palace.

Tl

Railroad Avenue.

M

ft. P. HALL, rroprletor
Iron and Bras Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; BbafUegs.
Pulleys. Oratle Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Rapalr on Mining mud mill Maehlnary a Bpaelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, H. M

0

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night Private dining rooms
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.

Hotel, opposite iPassouijer Hotel
C. E. SUNTACG, Proprietor.

1'uder Savoy

m

ooxokooooo
Bad Weather

Suggests
II AVE YOU
A
TELE
I'HONB IN' YOUR HOME? Enables
ou to order groceries; call tbe physician; perform soiial duties, etc. Rates
trotu five cents per day up. Let ut
'ell you about It.

Santa Fo Restaurant

M

elIITIITTTTT4tTTTl

0

Foundry and

oej09jOoet090ooe,omo90

H

M

Machine Works

Albuquerque

1

THEM

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

EVERITT

M

It is not m ratine that
everybody likes an evening paper.
Unless they don't
have to work,, they have more time to read it In the IS
evening after the day's work Is done.

WE GUARANTEE

Discount

331-- 3

EVERITT

1

Buy a Charter Oak Steel Range
for a present. Woman is a
slave over an old cook stove.

JUST RECEIVED.
To close out entire line before Christmas, these goods will he
at

EVERITT

The world's production of coal In 1SH0 was about
370,0(iii,iiiu tons; that of the United States over 7 ,(n,u0 M
tons, or 20 per cent of the whole.
Tmi years later, In
1890, tho world's production bad Increased to .rii3,ono,Muo H
tons, and that of our own country to 1&s,ihmi,ihiii tonn, or H
28 per cent of ihe whole.
At t lie expiration of the next
thirteen years, 19u3, the production of the. Vnited Suites
bad grown to 3"7,3&6,418 tons, this being ac.7- -' per cent
M
of the world's gut put, which then amounted to !i7:i,l 4n.:s?'j
tons.
M

:

V

EVERITT

s

West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

assjsjsjsjsjssjsssjsss

es

EVERITT

'

Hour.

EVERTT

x:

i

DON'T DISAPPOINT HIM.
WB HAVE A BEAUTIFUL. LINK OF CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR. IN EVERY SHAPE AND STYLE
THAT 13 CORRECT.
MANY OF THE SILKS AND SHAPES ARE CONFINED TO V6 FOR THIS LOCALITY AND CANNOT
BE FOUND ELSEWHERE.
WE HAVE THE CHOICEST CREATIONS OF THE

GALLUP.

I

HE WHL ALWAYS

Christmas Tie

f

Sun Bernardino

1905.

Christmas Neckwear

AT J. L. BELL & CO'S.
o
ORATORICAL CONTEST.
TUE8DAY, DECEMBER 26, 190S, AT
8 O'CLOCK P. PM.
ADMISSION,
25 CENTS. 8EATS
RE8ERVED FREE AT MATSON'S
ON
AND
MONDAY
TUE8DAY.
CONTESTANTS FROM LAS VEGAS,
ALBUQUERQUE, SANTA FE, SILVER CITY, MESILLA PARK
AND

The Lus Vegas Optic says; "A committee of the
Albuquerque city council has made a wise nud timely
report on the social evil as it exists in that city. The
most Important part of the report Is thnt which recomfrom the heart of
mends tho removal of the demi-monThere are recommendations also which it
tbe city.
carried out will result In preventing the social evil from
' Pa's
being an offense to tho eyes of citizens and visitors."
Little Joke.
The Citizen believes that practically(the unanimous sen"Pa," said Willie, "an equine means a horse.
timent of the city is in favor of the speedy carrying out.-o- doesn't it?"
What a
the committee's report In every particular.
"Yes."
magnificent, appropriate and acceptable Christmas gift
"And an ox Is a kind of a cow, isn't it ?"
it had been, could tho city council have presented to
"Yes, one kind."
Albuquerque, on this glad occasion, the removal of the
"Well, what kind of a blamed thing is this equine ox
present nauseous an dpestilential ulcer from the fair everybody's talking about?"
body of our municipality!
Pa thought a minute, looked sheepish, and then said,
as he backed out of the room, "Oh, that's a wether."
Cimarron News: The steer calf buyer and seller don't Kansas City Telegram.
Buyers will
seem to get together by a dollar or two.
pay $10 and $11.
Sellers want $11 and $12.
A buyer
for 500 head of cows last week offered $16, but that price
did not lake many. The Sater Copper company Is busy N
H
these days, v While the Immense machinery is being
placed, In permanent position, the miners are working
M
assessments on other prospects.
The boom of the shots
H
M
In a few days active work
can be heard many miles.
For Fine Diamonds.
will commence on the 200 foot shaft.
Holsters and
M
of sufficient power to go 1,000 feet are on the
ground and being put In position. The opening of busiM
ness at this mine will make things lively again.
H
For Fine Watche. from $5 up to $150.
C. J. Blanchard, statistician for the United States
H
reclamation service, recently said: The rainless country
M
is having a wonderful growth, and millions of eastern
capital are being Invested In power and manufacturing
For Fine Silverware, Tea Sets, Water Sett, etc. M
Every available stream is now a potent force
plants.
for good, and long ribbons of verdure along the streams
and many prosperous communities have repluced the
In some sect Ions the changes
sagebrush and mesqulte.
For Toilet Sets in Silver, Ebony, Rosewood, etc. H
have been so sudden as to make one believe that the
desert dwellers were in possession of Aladdin's lamp.
M
They had but to rub and wish, and lo! the desert disM
appeared ami a smiling oasis luy before them.
N
For Clocks, Umbrellas, Canes, etc.
M
Clayton Enterprise:
The statehood question teuis M
to be the leading topic of the entire New Mexico press,
and all the Arizona papers that we have seen, and at
M
present the situation looks as If the joint statehood side
M
For Rings, Brooches, Chain Lockets, etc.
of the question in largely in tbe majority.
While we
M
believe that New Mexico and Arizona are both entitled M
M
to be admitted as separate states, still we had rather
see one state of the two than no state. We are anxious M
M
to see all our officers choseu by the people, Instead of M
For Everything found in a first-clasJewelry
Store
by a smull political band.
Ws are anxious to see the
M
supreme court of the tf; rritory and ihe district judges
H
M
separate and distinct bodies.

Times-Inde-
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Position as cook and
WANTED
housekeeper. Address M., this office.

Worthy to Follow

HeatH. Governor
Our
Hagermau, in all
undeniable

DECEMBER

o

William Allen White has a recent story entitled
nrleflv, John Markley is a
"The Rod of His Wrath."
western banker who builds up a large fortune. His wife,
a good plain woman, has stood by him and helped for
many years.
Prosperity weakens Mnrkley'g morals. . He
There Is
takes up with an oversexed young woman.
Markley marries the young
scandal and a divorce.
woman.
Then conies the slow sequel of an old ninnr
t,
scorn of the
holding the social pace, loss of
Somehow the stored-u- p
second wife, paralysis, misery.
wrath of the Almighty finds Markley and His rod exeThe story, like all true fiction, recutes vengeance.
flects the sin of a materialistic age. It Is typical.
Note the story of W. E. Corey, who is the head of
the steel trust. He deserted a faithful wife who had
helped him to climb up to his present place, and conCorey threw hlB wifo aside
sorted with a young actress.
as a child would dispose of a doll whose fresh paint was
rubbed off.
There Is to be n divorce and Corey is to
marry his callow actress.
Already the rod of God's
wrath is smiting Corey.
The steel trust will probably
discharge him.
The trust Is not letting Corey go be
cause of his domestic troubles.
The trust Is not moved
by sentimental, but by business motives.
But the trust
understands that when a man goes down morally be goes
No man can dissipate, give champagne
down mentally.
suppers after the show to actresses and come down to
business next morning with firm nerves and a clear
head.
The trust pays big salaries for firm nerves una
clear heads. It wants what It pays for. In discharging
Corey, the steel trust is not trying to preach a moral
lesson.
It Is In
It Is not in the preaching business.
business for business.
Nevertheless, the trust is the
instrument of Ood'B wrath, one of his rods. Just the same.
Modern business puts a mighty big premium on
decency.
You cannot work for a railroad or any big
corporation and drink whisky.
Kven the bar tender
must, be sober if he would hold his Job.
Business de
mands gray matter filled with good rich blood tho bright
eye, the quick Judgment, the alert mind.
No man who
Is wrong at home can be right abroad.
No man can
disregard the wife of his youth and have a clean life.
And the clean mind goes with the clean lifo.
And so
God moves in a mysterious way his wonders to perform.
He operates through his moral law, which like a scarlet
thread, runs through all material things.
The way of
the transgressor Is hard, and the wages of sin Is death.

Showing Flcipid Change

SATURDAY,:

HOUSEKEEPERS.
WILL partly furnish house and cars
for Invalids. Doctor's references.
Address M., this office.

coxxxxxxxxxxxxxoxxxxxxxxxo
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By Robert R. Hitt,

'Imiriiinn of the' House Committee
on Foreign AffuirJ, Former AsHlst-nSecretary of Stale, Confidential
Secretary to Lincoln, Charge d'Af-fairat Paris.
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A Christmas which Is deeply Impressed uon my recollection la in
the winter of IStiJ, when the fortunes
67 the war seemed weighed In even
Bcales.
The union forces, had suffered terrllile reverses, ami t.ie work
of reorganization was begun- It was
the time of the beginning of Grant's
rapid forging to the front. Hope centered in him, for nobody felt mire of
anything. H was at this time that
congress took a hand by Its committee on the conduct of the wsr. There
was a general clamor for tho removal
of General IJurnside, and Just about
Christmas time he was called before
he committee.
I happened to be present at a nieet-inu- r
between General Httrnslle and
KeprustMitutive
lien Wade, who was
Chairman. General Burnstde 'old Mr.
Wade that there was little need for!
a long inquiry into hiH case. Refer
ring to the operations which had cul
minated at Fredericksburg, he said:
"It is a short story. 1 failed. As
to the future, It U equally ahort. To
succeed in my position, m man must
have the confidence of the country,
the confidence of his army, and the
confidence of himself. I have none
of these, and consider that I am unfit
to continue In command."
It was the frankest and most magnanimous avowal by a defeated" man
that I hare ever heard. I could not
help recalling It a number of years
later when General Grant related at
dinner a personal experience of his
own touching the question of con
fidence In oneself.
It seems that Grant, like others at
the opening of the war, had written
to the War Department offering his
services and asking some small commission. It will be remembered that
his lifrt tin to that time had been dis
tinctly a failure. He had graduated
from West Point, but had thrown up
his commission as second lieutenant
and had been out In Galena, 111., try
ing to do something In the leather
business,
The letter to the War Department
went Into tho official files and noth I
He did not know I
ing camo of It.
lust what he could do, but decided
to go to Lafayette, Ind., and look up
an old friend. Joseph Reynolds. As
chance would have It, the day lie ar
rived there he received a telegram
from Governor Yates of Illinois, of
fering him a commission as colonel of
Illlnolns Regiment,
the Twenty-firand demanding an Immediate reply by
'
- wire.
General Grant said that the telegram actually overpowered him tin
Ho
command of a whole regiment!
had been out of the military academy
ami had been in civil life for a number of years. He had been no more
than a second lieutenant. He would
have been willing to assume the responsibilities of a captaincy, but a
colonel was too much.
All night he and Joe Reynolds sat
up discussing what xshotild be done.
He had ubout made up his mind to
sen- - a telegram declining, when tho
conference was joined by Wm. K.
Reynolds. The latter, an older man,
and the principal man of the town,
was astrong, virile character. He
president of the railway system that
went through the place.
"Young man," said he. looking
Grant over, "you have been trained
at the Government school at the ex- iienn of the pulilU:, and if you don't
know and are not competent, who In
(the world Is? To whom are we to
look in a time like this? Can you do
it? .You've got to. What's a thousand men? 1 give orders to that many
myself. .And a railroad Isn't so very
different from an army. Give us a
telegraph blank. I will write your
answer."
The answer said he would accept
and do what he could.
"The cold, steely eye of that railroad president looking Into mine,"
Grant said. In relating the story,
determ'seemed to send some
ined and confident sprit Into me. That
was the beginning of my career."
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There euulil l;e r.othiua more Chrihl-likt.ian the spirit in which Cue
ihroiiL'h th'ir great brother,
Kdward Kveiett IUH have answered
tinChrlhtlan-'s.
who refused
tri have I'nitarianM at their conven-lioi
a convention 8t which the
(ii('Stion of how bent to hold the
church of ChrlM togeiher, was to tie
discussnd.
I
wonder bow the churches have
dared act as tiny have done in this
matter. Some of the really great
minds of cur day are helping the
platform.
world from the Unitarian
Theits is inch a rational, divine, and
yet. o human message! They meet
They
the scientist so skillfully!
handle the atheist so sympathetically!
Theirs is so rtuly the gospel of love!
And for this they are shut out, by
those who ahould learn of them! Hut
good crates from every act we do, no
matter how unwise. Peonle who have
never thought much of the Unitarian
movement lfore will look Into It now.
There is something in human nature
that likes fair play.
It really U one of the grandest
movement of the day. It says to us:
"Cease to be drcns! Ye are gods!
Live
Kvolve your inherent divinity!
the life of the Master, Jesua, not because you fear hell, hut because of
He, the meek and
His example.
lowly One, calls out to you from your
own henrts!
Listen to Him! Come
unto Him and find rest!"
And thi is the message the Christian brethren call "Heresy!"
M. STEM PEL. F. T. S.
I'ni-lariuu-

-

sol-e'ut-

From Life.
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CHEAP SHEEP
SILVER CITY COMMANDERY
GRAZING PERMITS.
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS.
aa.nuh- l
A
dtsna'cti irom
At the regular meeting of Malta
ot
clnet
Clifford Piuchot.
Oommandery, No 7. Silver City, neld tou. say:
of
'the
of
forestry
division
Thursday evening, the following offl- the
thinks that
i if
........
-r
the cnuiug
rs were elected
..harm tor grazing fclie.-- on nit'
term: J. J. Kelly, vinlnent command- (11h (l.H, r,.irve will be reduced t"
teii
William H. Neweeml), geiiei alia r, cents per head The proposed
i
siiiioW. C. Porterfieid. captain g n ' aiu on tile tiorth of itie C.iU '"'' ii
..r.iui..- .1 W. reservation iu New M'xieu andxArl- he made cm hc,'.,, or i'r..smer- Hh'u vH i . re i ! .,na will nrol.al.ly notopposition
from
corder- D C McMlIUn. senior ward-- count of strenuous
Corneiius' Rennet t Junior warden.) the sun k raisers of the territories.
.
The newly, elected officers will be In-- tLove and ll.'uni a year are enough
regular January meej.ii .. . hh tim
i
r
i
meiii'i-marriage,
baj
ine
the. atuKiintlVe
woman' club In Chicago. The amotfnt
fleers will be named. The member
Is not mentioned,
tif the oomr.iar.dery will hold their an- : if love necessary
'
nmst l,e a whole
nuel Christmas obyrvanee on Mon- J ut
income is so small.
Jay D emler 25th, at 10 o'clock.
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ELECT NEW OFFICERS.
At a regular convocation of Socorro
the
i.odm, No. H, A. V. and A.
officers for the ensuother
ing year were eincteil aa follows:
K. A. Drake, worshipful master; J. L.
Terrv, senior warden.; Rue N. Hlues,
Junior warden: (. G. Duncan, secretary; .las. G. Kiich, treasurer; Geo.
). R. Smith and Fred
K. firfjk. tvler.
Baldwin were panned to the degree of
Several memlters of the
LVl!owcraft.
from the western part of feo-also
,...,-r.countv were in aiteiidaiK-evisitor from abroad, and the con- S(H.auon wa greatly enjoyed by all

!

,

i

n-

,

.

It's no wonder the navy lost so few
at
men In the war wiih Spain,
the. AtinajiolN training they. had.

Photographed From
SHEEP DOGS
TAKEN TO SILVER CITY.
Last night a party of sheep herders
left over the southern r ule fur Silver
City, New Mexico, cay tlie Phoenix
Republican, w4iere they have secured
emplojnicut. They carried with them
three dogs especially trained for
sheep herding, and which were xald to
be very valuable. The attention the
herder allowed their dogs wa noticea
able, and was commented on
prominent sheer man who was at the
station by the remark that most heep
herders think more of their dg tnan
many men do of their wives.

SOCORRO

VALUABLE

!'

i

I

.if'
HAVE

KNIGHTS

HAVE NEW OFFICERS.
At u leomt meeting of Rio Grande
Lodge, No. a, K. of P.. officers were
elected lor the ensuing six mouths as
V. Juliub
.los. Wolf. C.
fol'ows:
t -- iliii r. don, V. C; J. A. Smiley, P.;
A. .Maver. M. uf W.; Samuel C. Meek,
K. of R and S.; M. Uh wenbiein. M.
J
of E ; K. Rout well. M. of V. JM. at A.; August Winkler, I.
, Leeson,
The Socorro
F. Fischer. O G.
G.
loduc is in a flourishing condition and
the improvement recently made otl
the Knights of Pythias building make
It a credit to the lodge and too that
city a well.

LEFT HILLSBORO

FOR MANITOBA.
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Inglls left Hilh-bor- o

for Mordeu, Manitoba, where
they expect to locate permanently,
says the Advocate.
Mr luglls haa
hccn in the cattle
buiness in this
county for nearly twenty year and
his departure is greatly regretted hf
his many friends, who wish him and
his estimable family a happy, prosperous life, in tin? tar north country.

I
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"Do your children still believe there
is a Santa Ctaus who furnishes
Christmas gifts in Mime mysteriou
way?''
j

'Certainly

iiot.

It's

my wife

wht

"Did your wife ever put any of that
believes thut."
1.11 wants this country to
stuff In your coff?"
The circus t to be used by Sarfck
lO.OuO.OOO.
Why
iu
doesn't
Tom
give
put
some
her
"No, but I believe she
me last Law son give It to her and fool the Rernhardt in her Texas tour will, of
a box of cigars she gave
f.
course, be
system?
Christmas."

anti-tobac-

tt-u-

egs-proo-
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35c Each.

MEXICAN

DRAWN

Center pices, Dresser Scarfs, and Luntli

nri "'

v''

MM

DRAWN WORK.
in dainty patterns,

'ollars,

a, 25c an

'

'

priced

from

$1.00
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xAnowr

Dainty Drawn Work Ca p.
tlie Haby, at $2.00 Each

for
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XMAS
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DRAWN WORK.
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The Grandest
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D3AWN WORK.
mas present of
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KID GLOVES.

V

7

23.

Cmp n y

ZiZ.

Tul.l,. Cloth, mil size.
$16.50 to $35.00.

iT5,

DECEMBER

17.

1

MEXICAN

to
ii

O

1

WORK

Cloths,

48

:

if

(Mr

MEXICAN TENERI
WORI
I.ure Turnover 'Collari i. a neat remcni- branop. on 25c Each.

$25.00.

w

SATURDAY,

Rial Dry goocfe
""

? Turnover

EVENING C1T1ZKN.

DRAWN

MEXICAN
Xn,,,S

Sl,t'clH,

Entire nssortment Vol- taire Kid Gloves; reg
ular $1.25, pair. Xmas
Price Only 95c Pair.

t

n

Handkerchiefs, at 50c
Each.

0

WORK.

V

if

$3.50

to

See our line at 50c.
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XMAS

SUGGESTIONS

FOR

i

MEN

AND BOYS.

Fancy Hosiery, Handkerchiefs,
wear. Susltenders. Gloves vaml
Cases.

ill I

XMAS

in;

HANDKERCHIEF

1

Neck-

Suit

;n

.

p

Christmas
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i ill

AND-

IINTERE8TIING

PRICES

S2

SPECIAL

Six line l.incn Handken-liiefs- ,
handsomely cniliroidered anil heniKtltchf-d:
in pretty liox. hi $1.25 Box.
arniime,!

GIFTS FOR CHILDREN.
Childien's Kider Down Hath Rol.es, in
''d and I.. Idue, at $3.00.

I

Children's Kur Sets at $1.00 to $5.00

A

:::

GREAT CHRISTMAS

0
'

ttck

Our

A

and

nf

very licautiful oolleetion of
Dresden Silk and delicate colored Satin Opera Hags. They
niak a very select present. At
$1.00 to $3.50 Each.
A

I
0

CIIVILANO.O.

SILK SHAWLS.

Each.
Knit Wool Shawls, assorted colors and
prices.

18
6
4

FOR THE MEN.
SmoMr. Jackets nt $5.75 to $7.50,
Dutii IJolies $5.75.
v S'H'cint
;n i ., nv
i
Tit
n 75c Each.
A Xma
. 4. Men's House Slippers, at. $1.75 Pair.

t

0

Woneti's and Children's Coats

rmr-ln-han.-

'f

e

rZ&l
I'i

ver-lates-

-

t
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v''.

0

1
0
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nV

per cent less than actual price

-

S.

vt. V

f

5 cents per yard

WOMEN'S

Koi-

ECLIPSC

-

!

RLDtCTIONS

lieautiful line uf Xmas Dress and Waist Silks,
shades, wear guaranteed, at

'o'o'''c''o''

'.

t

WOMEN'S HOUSE WEAR.
a"(l Fnnt i" Klannel iioiish Sai
n'u' at
Kirt(?r I)own H,n,se Sacqu.90c to

f

Eider Down I.onnslnR Holies.

v

t

?

V

iilL-.

$3.50.

$3 85 to

0
0

""-"- r"'

9

ELtCTROTYPtl'

Kinionas, Milieu?. Ca-sFelt Sl'ppers,
and handsome Bahy Hiigy Rohea.

q

V

HANDSOME

BOND TAFFETA SILKS

XMAS OPERA BAGS.

CopyRKiMTtD,

T

In black, and white, nt $1.35 to $8.00

Suits to be sold
before Christmas

Tailor-mad-

It

BABY'S XMAS.

?)

AN IDEAL OPPORTUNITY

s

'.La

SECTION!

READY-TO-WEA- K

At 15

0
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COMMENCING

Monday, Dec.
A

k'
ii

S7 i

V'

Our Great Xmas Sale

nrri
V

r.

to be found here. Wecan
supply your wants for acceptable GIFTS, whether
great or small, and cordially invite you to attend

,

A

.

.

-

SKIRTS AND SWEATERS.
this Xn.aa Sale to he had at 15 per cent

tion

SPECIAL

0
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t
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SUGGESTION.

llanilsoui,. Opera C,.a;i, New, Noli!,y Ha it (.'oats.
Tahle Lim ns a M .Napkins.
Table Linens and Napkins.
Toilet
and .Manieine
Sets and Childr ii s Honks.
i

-

Corner Railroad Avenue and Thitd Street
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CHOKE ABER HIT

DETROIT'S
HERMAN MENZ. WHO MADE THE
GRAVEN IMAGE OF OLD SATAN.
THOUGHT IT WOULD BE LOTS
OF FUN, BUT INSTEAD HE IS
NOW A MOROSE, MELANCHOLY
MAN THE DEVIL HIS UNDOING

This
Mich.. Doc. 23.
Detroit.
town's one .known devil has gone inlo
temporary retirement.
Herman Men., owner of the graven
Image of his salunic majesty, also Is
aUiul to retire Iron) puidie. gaze, for
he is a marked man on Detroit streets.
When Menz. with the aid of a friend,
carved Old Nick from a block of paving stone, he thought ho was going
to have a whole lot of fun with his
neighbors In general, and church going people In particular, whom he
dislikes intensely.
Instead, lie Is a sad. morose,
choly Individual, who no loneer laughs
an J who seeks the seclusion of his
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Menz Buddenly
removed the devil to his Bitting room,
on

UA5H D0ARO

the third, and then

UttT

s
if
barred tho door to the curious, and
hi
no
plana
future
for
had
said ho
Image of the bad old fellow.
Menz is a free thinker. He denies
that he is an atheist but in his brokea
German can draw no distinct difference between the two.
Mrs. Menz Is an English woman.
With her husband she has lived in
tliia town 21 years. She and her two
daughters share the
views of the husband and father. Mrs.
Menz docs not regret that her bus- ' band carved the devil from stone and
It. ou exhibition before their
j placed
'
home.
Tho spirit of the Normans
Hows in her veins and she fears
neither contempt nor contumely.
"Of course our neighbors have tried
to make It unpleasant for us" she said,
'and the Young Men's Christian Temperance Association sent us a letter
that they would come out here and
tear the statue from Its pedestal, but
homo as soon as his day's work is we were not afraid. The boys gave
done. There, at least, he can escape ms the most trouble.
They congrethe ribald remarks of his follow citi- gated before the house and threw
zens. The devil was his undoing.
rocks at the statue, but finally the
When Menz unveiled his devil in police chased them away.
front of his modest home at Stanton
"It Is absurd to say that my husand McGraw street?, all Detroit turn- band, my daughters and myself wored out to gaze in wonder on the hornship this statue.
We admire the
ed monRter. The people came, in street thought It expresses and the art It
cars, in carriages, in automobiles, on typifies, but we do not revere It."
foot. They filled the Intersecting,
A numlier of speculators have tried
streets to overflowing and the police to get hold of the statue of the devil.
had to be called to preserve order. One saloon man has offered $300 for
It Is estimated, that 20,00(1 people vis- It, another $300. One liberal minded
ited the scene In one day. With the citizen tried to buy it to present It
commercial Instinct of a frugal Ger- to the public art gallery. A. H. Grifman, Menz at once removed his statue fith, director of the Detroit art muto a shed near his shome, and charged seum, says It Is not art work at all.
the curious 10 cents each to view the
"What are yon going to do with
your devil, Mr. Menz?" he was asked.
devil at close range.
"Veil, I don't know. Maype I keeps MORALIZES UPON FAMILY SCAHis receipts were $200 the first day.
They were almost as much the second heem, maype 1 sells hecm. Dot vas
NDALTHE LID HAS BEEN LEFT
day, while over $100 was reafTzed my pusiness."
SAYS
THE CORPORAOFF
COULD
PRESIDENT
TION'S
HAVE REFORMED IT.
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THE TOY MISSION.
Pittsburg, Pa.. Dec. H3.
This Is
the story ot a Santa t'laus who brings
second hand toys to thousands of
children in Pittsburg. Of course, rich
boys and girls don't get this kind, tor:
the real Santa Clans brings them only '
new toys. Hut there aru plenty ot j
little tots who seldom meet the real
St. Nicholas, and they are very glad
to get whatever has been discarded
by the children whose parent are
wealthy.
Major II. V. A. Simmons Is going
to be Santa Claus for about 20.000
poor children this year. He has opened up a big room here where people
are requested to bring toys their
children don't want, and 'he above
--

COREY'S UNCLE BLAMES
"STEEL'S" HIGH CIRCLES

A BEARFACED LIE.

Hraddock, Pa., Dec. 23. "We Cor-ey- s
Just now are in sackcloth .and
ashes!
"No calamity ever has so humiliated us as the action of Ellis Corey
in discarding his wife so that he can
marry an actress.
M
Ait
"But the boy I've been In the habit
of call.'ng him a boy Ihhoi really so
much to blame. He is but the victim of a system, and that system was
L
founded by 'Hill' Jones, Andrew Carnegie. Charley Schwab and others.
EIUh had a chance to revolutionize
that, system, but he wasn't strong
enough, and he fell."
Jas. B. Corey, the rugged old uncle
A. A. Corey.
of Win. Ellis Corey, president of the
Father of the Steel President.
United States Steel Corporation, mado in the first place by conducting their
this statement when asked for bis works on
principles by
having their men work on Sunday, by
organizing foot ball teams and base
ball teams, and by throwing immoral
Influences about tho men employed by'
the steel company. These were the
beginning of It all.
"As I told my wife, the other morning, while eating breakfast,
Ellis
Corey's conduct reminds nie of the
words of Joseplius, which are: 'And
Ephraim Bear: dolly, dis am de limit, dls ole Zoologist Budget hab
about this time I put away roy. wife
;one and printed a story with mah picture In If."
who had borne me three children beMrs. Sphuim Bear: Am it de truf.?
cause I did not like her manners.'
Ephraim Bear: No, indeedy, it am jes a bear-face- d
lie.
"When Ellis was made president of
the steel corporation, I sat down and
wrote him a letter, telling him of the
OF
wonderful opportunity he had now to
revolutionize the steel business and
to conduct it on Christian principles,
tie wrote back, telling me to mind
my 'business and he would mind his.
Since then I let him alone well, until
the other day, when I wrote him
J. B. COKEY,
again, reminding him of that letter.
1'iiclo of the Steel Magnate.
I have not heard from him yet.
views upon the scandal in the family.
"Ellis had an opportunity to make
Being a man who attributes his great the name 'Corey' go down in history,
vitality at 74 to abstinence
from but he lost all that opportunity. And
liquor and tobacco, J. B. Corey Is why? it was all on account of ' a
'
somewhat of a moralist. He claims woman.
"And I want to say hero that the
that the social crisis in his nephew's
way those upper circles of the steel
life Is the result of environment.
"What a man sows he shalf also people Is conducted invites Just such
reap," quoth Mr. Corey. "Andy Car- things as Ellis did. It Is an awful
negie, Schwab and others had been commentary on the morality of our
sowing the sed there for a long time. great men. There are four other
So had Ellis Corey heeen following women In Braddock steel circles that.
their policy, and he reaped what had If reports are true, are In the sime
been sown. 'How?' you ask me. Why, boat as Mrs. Ellis Corey."
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COULDN'T SEE HOW NEW CONGRESSMEN WOULD
ED WITH THE BOYS.
Mar-iWashington. D. C, Dec,
B. Madden ot Chicago comes to
congress us a graduate of the city
council of that city. For years he
ts leader of that legislative body,
ami not a franchise could be secured
or a permit given without his consent. He knows something about legislative methods, and appreciates the
importance of good eoinmltt' e
So when he arrived in Washington a couple ot weeks before
convened he went to cull on
co,i-Kre-

Cannon

GET

.

ACQUAINT-

to hard work. I'd like something to
do. Can't you put ni to work?"
To which I'ncle Joe replied, looking
Madden over:
"Do you play poker?"
"Nope."
"Do you drink hlh balls?"
"Nope.
Never drink anything."
"Then how the devil do you expect
to find out what committee you belong on? How d you expect to gel
acijualnrd with the boys?"
And Madden is nill wondering.

r cent oft for caMi all week
am a pla'U. ordinary business lot.g p. Don't
m'ss this go'deu opporman," Mr. Mad leu explained, with tunity
to buv furniture.
eoncealed shrewdness. "I know noth-l:iJ .D. EMMONS.
about your big legislative affairs.
But In attending to my stone businee
Subscribe for The Citizen and jet
I ha,ve been in tho habit of going
directly at ihiugs and getting down Ve news.
' I

ri

New York, Dec.
Ellis Corey,

The ca-iof
president of the
Vnited States Steel Corporation, is
only another instance of the tendency
of wealth to incline new millionaires
to forget home ties and form new
matrimonial alliances.
Divorcing the wife of early youth,
when life was a struggle, to take up
with some younger and more gay butterfly, has grown to be almost a common practice among the rich men
who have eotne out of the middle
west.
The men of wealth invariably have
done one "gracious" thing for the discarded wives. Tiiey have permitted
the women to institute the suits for
divorce, gladly furnishing the incriminating evidence on themselves and
have generally made settlements of
money to provide for the wrecked
lives of the women who have. not
kept up with the fast pace.
Many Divorced Wives.
Tlie most prominent of the men of
millions whose domestic: aft'fiirs have
caused endiess scandal and gossip
mav he I'sted as fol'ows:
WM. II. LEEDS, the "Tinplate Kins."
Induced wife U sue for divorce, and
then married Mrs. Nonnie Stewart
Worthington of Clve,and.
DANIEL O. RFIK. railroad and
millionaire, after the death of
11.

Wm."

tin-pla- te

l'

T

Washington. D. C. Dec C:i.
The
new chairman of the Isthmian Canal
Commission has two daughters, who
expect to be In Washington cnotwh
to take 4 little of the cream off the
social sesjon. Chairman Shouts him- self, will be obliged by the duties of
olilee, und by the pro
nis res:om-l.d-

visions of the Inw In be In "he .trin"
a pah of the time, but he has lease
a House m l"3t; M street, and Mrs.
Shunts will keep the house open,
The Misses Snonts are to be abroad
during the early pirt of the winter,
but will return" before the seasoa
ends.

PRIME

Here's the little boy. 2 years and 4
months old, who has just become the
rmvn urine rf Mnrwflv because his
pa and ma have been made king and
queen. Down in Denmark ills name
was Alexander: but pa and ma wish- Washington, D. C. Dec. 10.
Miss She belongs to a young set who tak
at the country
Catherine Elklns, daughter of Senator ''J"?1 of t,h'lr
Stephen B. Elklns, of West
irginia, autolng. She is a clever horsewoma.
made her b.;w to society last winter, am' nopular In the young set.

DROP WIVES
METEORIC MILLIONAIRES ARE INCLINED TO SEEK YOUNGER
GAYER COMPANIONS WHEN SUDDEN FORTUNE COMES.

"About trie only business ahead r the rule makers is to fllve the bat a
chance to play its part in the game next season." Statement by Jan Johnson.

UNCLE

NEW CR0W

It. W. A. SIMMONS,

Women of Washington

5k

BAT

'WHEN RICH

J4ms

ipiiaker

)

Reld. Leeds had a wife who helped
him to make his fortune. One day
after' he became rich, he met
Cleveland Mrs. Nonnle Stewart Wor
thington, divorced wife of Geo.
Worthington. Leeds induced his wife
to eet a divorce, giving her, It is said
$1,000,000 to do It. In lyoo he married
Mrs. Worthington.
Reld was Leed'B partner. His first
wife hud died, and when he went to
New York, he married Clarissa Ag
new, a young woman of the comic
opera stage.
Frank A. Maeowan. liayor of Tren
ton, N. J., divorced his first wife and
married the wife of his superintend
ont, after a scandalous career. He
was ostracised socially, his business
fell off, and in a short time he was
ruined man, financially.
Henry M. Flagler, John D. Rockefeller's original partner, married a
woman who afterwards became hopelessly insane. The Florida legislature,
for his benefit, passed a law making
incurable Insanity grounds for divorce, mid Flagler at once got a decree. Ten days later he was married again.
Antonio Terry fought four yenrs in
the Paris courts to get a divorce In
order to marry Sibyl Sanderson. Then
his wife died before the case was finished. He married Miss Sanderson
immediately, and died within a year.
las. Street rame Into n fortune, deserted his first wife, and eloped with
Disgraced
and
his stenographer.
ruined, he disappeared, and not long
ago asked for a Job as motorman on
the street railway of which he wub
formerly president.
The madness of money extends
even to the second generation. tot.
Harry K. Thaw's recent marriage to
Evelyn Nesliit, artist's model, dancer
and vaudeville singer. Is an example.
The money mado out of the mills at
Pittsliutp- Is piivlng for costly gowns',
automobiles, fine establishments mid
for the gayest gayety of reckless life.

MA.I.

picture will give you some Idea ot Ui
kind of contributions that come In.
The boys and girls take delight !
taking their last year'H presents t
.viajnr Simmons to give to the children whom the real Santa Clans Is apt
to miss
Major Simmons cills his renottitory
the Toy Mission.
A large froce
r
assistants are kept busy assorting ti
toys l.rought In. Application for toja
are received from all charitable
and from the poor children who write themselves.
Last year Major Simmons distributed toys among 16,000 children.
the Toy Mission here thre
years ago.

MASTERSON,

NEW

BODYGUARD

OF

PRESIDENT

AND

first wife, married CIii'Iskh Auuew,
a young woman of the comic opera

stau.

j

r

.?

FRANK A. MACOWA.W Trenton,
J.. became intutua r with the wilu
of an employe; both secured di-

vorces and were married.
M.
FI.At.i.EH. "King of
Florida," when his first wife became insane, divorced lier and then
lie married Alary Lily Kenan, of
North Carolina.
ANTONIO TERRY sought for four
years to get rid of wife, and when
she died married Sibyl Sanderson.
JAS. STREET, steamship company
president, deserted his wife for
and
Edna Miller, a stenographer,
was driven to obscurhv.
AI AN A. WOOD, aged widower of
Pittsburg, secretly married doldie
Mohr, un actress.
HENRY W. OLIVER, of Pittsburg:
after his death Mrs. Margaret Kin- -'
sley demanded money of his esii.
to support a child.
HARRY THAW of Pittsburg, rccet.t.y
married Evelyn Nesbit, a tmiii'i
actress and dancer.
Leeds and Reid.
Perhaps the most prominent of
lluve cases are those of the two railroad magnates who came out of Richmond, Ind.. and had such meteoric
careers, Win. B. Leeds and Daniel O.

v. :.

.

v."

HENRY

(

'

fsMcyw

ing to please the Norwegians, have
renamed him Olnf, after the ancient
kings of that country. The first liluf
of Norway, who lived from !rt to
1,000, was a great warrior und 'he
second was ma le a saint became lie
Introduce,! Christianity.
in Mad Chase.
rush in in id chase after
heal'h, from one extreme of fl.tisin
to another when, if they wmil only
eat good food anj keep iheir bowels
regular with Dr. King's New Life
vVDwj,terJ,orv
Pills, their troaidei would all pass
away. Prompt relief and quick cure
Sheriff, who has besn
for liver and stomach trouble; 25c at Bat Masterson, the Famous Western Regulator and
appointed to ths Secret Service to be Roosevelt's Body Guard.
any drug store; guaranteed.
M.ll
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must find us'housed in'our
new store 308-- 3 0 West
Railroad Avenue. We are
compelled to reduce our
stock in order to have
easy and safe transfer
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Of

New Year's when every one has lots
of shopping to do. If type could be
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made to tell a Merchandise Story

.1

w.

Real Bargain

A

Story
as strongly as this one deserves to
be told, this store would not be large
enough to admit the enthusiastic
throngs that would come. As it is,

from our present quarters

there is sure to be remarkably swift

to the new store

selling, so be on hand early.
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TEMPTING SPECIALS
GRANITE ART SQUARES.
Size 9x12, worth
Size

9x10-0-

,

$fi.OO,

worth

In

for $4.00.

-

9x!),

worth U.iiO, for $3.00.

::

FUR RUGS.

I

I.iued, size 20x13, black, fcilvor
srey, worth $2.00, for $1.25.

SOFA PILLOWS.
Rtiftlpd, sttiffod with foathtTs,
each.

and

AN

UNUSUAL

IMPORTANT.

Mcrim.

oc-oco-

--

o

1

IN DOOR

r.'

iiiiirs

linissels

Lace
Not,

Cur-:a;n-

s

Irish

Arabian and Dobbiuet,

EXACTLY

HALF PRICE.

FEATHER PILLOWS. '
worth Sile, for 60c.
Size 21x27, worth $1.7.", for $1.25.
Size 19x215, worth $l.r,n, fur $1.00.
She. lSx2ti, worth $1.2.r, for 85c.

PANELS.

Si, S2n,

Lot at 25c each.
Lot at 40 each.

BARGAI

BIG

I' int.

ftp

BARGAINS
1

i old
in

oooooooooo

'rA

a

''

A

Ittiflleil .Muslin, 2Vj yards
rth 5i, for 25c pair.
l.- -t
No. 2 Ruffled Muslin, 2'2 yards
lime, worth "7rc, for 35c. pair.
Lot No. :i Ruffled Scrim, 2'. yards
lon. worth $1.00, for 50c pair.
No. 1
lon.y, w,

$3.50.

Size

and

l.n:

for

$3.00,

'int;ilns in muslin. plotted

fw

BLANKETS.
-- htp4
and tan, worth 60c, for
COTTON

Lot l
. .40c.
2

't

TOWELS.
k ''

and tan, worth ;toc,

A

for

3

Ki'y and tan. woilh

$1,

for

Ricy and tan. worth $1.25.

I
1

SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES,

DRESSER SCARFS.
worth 4i)c. for 20c each.
Lot worth r.rte. for 30 each.

Lt

Sheet

h,

Shetts,
Pillow
1'iliow

7ii!o, worth

1'i'luw ShaniK, worth 75c. for 45
w Shams, worth 90c, for 60

for

I'ill

fi."c

Klx90. worth 73c

Case,

Casi:,

42x:it5,
4"ixH5,

APPLIQUE WORK.

75c.
Lot 4
90o.

t

towels, at less thau half price.

65c.

Ixn

big lot of odds and euds of

50c.
60c,

worth 13c
worth 2ic

10c.

12'e

BED SPREAD SENSATION.

y,
An

r

nssoi-timr- t

your own ii'U

of fin,: Red Spreads at
e.
In ail

COMFORTERS.
slvl. linn, $1.00 to $25. 'Al eac
-,

Come as Early as Possibles and 6et First Choice
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SENATOR BEVERIDGE TELLS THE
JOY

By Albert J. Beverioge.
United States Senator from Indiana.
A Christmas which was also a hon- - j
'
eynioon and a sort of triumphal re- turn to the borne of my youth s'ands
out In my mind made notable by its
,
happiness.
We had been married in November;
but I being a very busy young lawyer
had taken no bridal trip. One day,
while court was adjourned, in Decern- by IHoltvan Dor
ber, we journeyed to the home or my
which was also1
Monday Is the day assigned by trid itlmi to I ho humble birth of (he lowly wife, Grcenoastlo.
where 1 had attended De Pauw UniThe feverish pageant of pompons pride glitters anil throngs and streams.
There's quiver of life In the dazzling light that Is sheeted by polished panes
versity.
In the gorgeous marts of the holidays.
The merchant grasps his gains
For hie 11 was a return to my Alnin
Riches and penury Jost ling past; and somehow it Reems to me
Mater a return to which I had hsik- That u surface polish like gloss on glass la this gayety town folks see.
In
ed forward in my day dreams.
Somehow because
am conn try bred the laugh sounds Insincere;
'
'
The ring of the coin of worldly speech Is scarcely true and clear.
these scenes I had struggled. Here I .
I take and I pan? Hint current coin, as the others about me do
had arrived with $"o and a detenu- It. serves the use of the subtle town for the weary
ination to go through the university.
twelveniontli through.
old-tipurpose.
e
Hut
I
thoushts and
had accomplished my
ties are touchstones to the dross
When Christmas brings old memories.
drudging and denying nj seir all but '
I know what means the loss
Of early faith in spoken word, of pimple life and ways
the bare necessities.
Of trust in promise, rirm belief in candor and in praise.
Then had come the harder strug
The town, somehow,
gle of the young lawyer waiting for
not the same; tonight 1 see beneath
The smile that curls its painted lips: I hear its grinding teeth.
a practice the battle with time and
hunger. I was a clerk in .los. Mc- I'm off I'm off front Its jealous pride away from Its flout and sneer!
I'm packing mv bag with a sob and a smile, now the Christmas time Is here.
Dick Is away for the Richleighs' rout, as Fashion hath set decree;
Hut I bless Old for my plain old folks.
It's down, down home for me!

OF
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This la the
ssslened by tradition to the humble birth of a lowly
child who became i',..? founder of a religious system, adherence to which
for centuries succeeding was a reproach In the courts of power and the
palaces of the rich.
The humble blnh was attended by Incidents unusual
A star moving throuch the skv staved Its course and
and miraculous.
paused over the 'spot where the Infant lay. while wise men, guided by the
Meanwhile the
celestial courier, brought gifts to the fen of the lowly bubo.
shepherds of the Judoan hills heard a host of angels proclnlm the new birth
peace
good
will among
evangel
of
and announce from the heavens the
and
Donald's office in Indianapolis, and men.
I
slept
on
the
were
there
times when
It. was a revelation, alike Hear to the wisest and the most Ignorant, ot
desk and ate one meal a day, because
the
passions Implanted wilhin humanity which, if nurtured atid developed,
I had to.
to
has
world
ceased
lint the
will lirt It to divinity.
show ine only the cold and forbidd
carta
Tho
"Peace and good will good will and peace."
ding aspect. I had begun to have a
mil the
smiled with joy at the prophecy, and the singing of the clave
practice.
The wise and favored ones brought gifts to the helpAt the time I was married I hud clank of his chains.
Wealth
Power stooped to weakness.
despised
less,
unfriended
and
achieved the distinction It seemed a laid Its treasures at the door ofbabe.
poverty.
tremendous one for me of being In a
The learning, the
The spirit of that morn Is the leaven of civilization.
case In which former President. Harphilanthropy, the moral and the material progress or the world have steadily
rison was opitosing counsel. I felt,
ciray now, that I had made good. followed the light of that star to the westward, mull they have almost
nnd a cled the earth.
And now, wlili prosperity
He
For here was One who came to s.rve, nnd not to pamper Himself.
career as I confidently nolleved
came to bless those to v horn blessing was the strange name of an unknown
looming before nie with my boymay.
if we will, practice
He came to teach that In this life we
hood sweetheart won and wedded, I experience.
pure Joys which we atreturned to those early scenes and to all the generous deeds and Impulses and kno the
tribute to heaven.
the homo of my bride.
His works which have caused Him to hold the supreme admiration of
They made It a festive occasion, mankind,
worship of millions, and to stir the emulation of good and true
and my wife's father, who was editor men and the
women the world over, wore HIb gilts to the poor, the lame-- the
paper,
and highly
of the local
Here Is the divine suggestion to everyone
the blind and the outcast.
esteemed by everybody In the town, sick,
who' would know really the full proportions and power of happiness.
invited In some old friends, who restar that shone o'er Bethlehem's' hills that n.rht shall never shine
membered the earlier days. It. was a in The grent
dome again.
that
hearty, old fashioned Christinas, full
Hut love and truth and charity may still throw o'er the entire world v
of good cheer, full of happiness a btlghter
light, a sweeter Joy.
time to which my memory travels
At every loving deed and word and thought the angels sing, as then.
hick nt the Christmas season. InWith every kindly Impulse still some slave chain breaks, some pour
evitably. My heart sang with David
stilled, some woe relieved.
to the tune of the 23d and the 91st heart's pain Is eased, some wall Is
Psalms.
,
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By George B. Cortelyou.

pay.

Postmaster General.
The Christmas which stands out
most prominently In my recollection
is one associated with the late Presl- dent McKlnley. We were Invited to
dinner at the White House Mrs. Cortelyou and myself; tho other gueBts
were Dr. and Mrs. Rlxey, General H.
1
C. Corldn. Colonel and Mrs. Hingham,
and Mrs. Heistand, wife of Colonel
Helstand.
Mrs, McKlnley sat opposite to the
president, and it was just a little
family party. I remember there was
turkey, no doubt from
a big
the Yose farm, and President Mc- I
I Kiuley carved
It himself.
It all impressed me as a lypicany
i
domestic scene, so much like othera
happening in the hundreds of thoust.
i
ands of American homes, all over the
land.
I can see him now &s if It were
The big brown turkey looming up and the president's kindly,
genial face as he rose before Inserting the knife, and made a few Informal remarks expressing his happiness and gratitude that the Christmas season had brought so much evidence of good will from his many
prosperity to the nation, and so many personal friends.

the sting and the lift of the glorious air! How better than all the scents
Where the women flaunt and the beaux are gay and the press of the crowd
And

Is dense!
And none of the tapers

that chandlers sell could light this sparkling dome,
Set with the glories of Christmas skies to cheer us, jingling home.
There's an old gray house on the hill down yon, with Its roof thatched deep
with snow
White as the heads of the dear old folks who have always loved me so;
And a radiance Rt reams from its open door as we jangle In at. the gate.
There's mother, framed in the cosy glow, with outstretched arms, In wait.
At the Richleighs' house there's a carpet spread from the threshold down to

K

the street,

Its yielding nap a sumpMious path for Fashion's tender feet.
Hut It isn't such path where the glory falls from my old home's open door,
Where mother stands with her brimming eyes and clasps her boy once
more:
Dick may away to the Richleighs' rout; the world for such as he!
Hut I bless God for my plain old folks.
It's down, down home for me!

throat;

wordless song that Is sweeter far than poet ever wrote.
And overhead in the sheen of night there's a tinkle as though of bells
The same that I heard In the long ago; for, somehow Fancy tells
My soul that here In the simpler things I'm nearer the Christmas heart,
Nearer the faith In the deep and true; the manger was not In the mart!
part of the human waif, doomed to Its span of earth.
Knd the Christ-lik- e
Hungers and yearns for Its Bethlehem where the best of his soul had birth.
I close my eyes and the dreams throng In
my old, old boyhood dreams,
Pure and true and alight w ith the hope that up from my boyhood Btreams.
Wick la kissing a couquet's hand 'neath the tap of a coquet's fan;
Mr mother's pat and my mother's kiss have made me a better man!
near an the whisn'rlng wind at
Anit tonight, with the croem
the pane,
I find new faith in the best of the world and am dreaming my dreams again.
Dick Is away at the Richleighs' rout, kneeling at Folly's knee.
Rut I bless God for my plain old folks. It's down, down home for me!
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By Joseph Benson Foraker.
United States Senator for the Slate o
Ohio.

Recollections sometimes go by

Christmas being a season of abundance and good cheer, of happy greet
ings and the exchange of tokens of
OF A
affection, 1 am reminded of the
Christmas of 1863 of a cheerless,
auxlous, Christmas of hard tack,
beans and coffeo.
ON
The shelter was a tent, the weather was bitter cold, the place Chattanooga, tho winter headquarters of the
help him without his knowlodgo. I union urmy. I was a second lieutenwas spectator and prepared to assist ant In command of a company.
Our
if opportunity offered.
army was being reorganized preThe first thing the traveling man paratory to an advance upon Atlanta.
did was to take the Pullman conduc- We had about recovered from
lookout Mountain and Mistor off Into a corner and fix him. That
Ridge, and bad driven Bragg
made it possible for the loy to have sionary
J. C. Johnson had taken comcoffee In the sleeping car with his back.
mand. Grant had been transferred
wag
crackers.
He never knew it
BgainM the rules of the company, nor to the Army of the Potomac. Supplies
were scarce, and it was a period of
did he ever guess that Coffee thusj great anxiety to
all who look a broad
sofveit would ordinarily be more than view of the military situation.
five cents.
I remember Christmas day
I don't
Hreakfast was the next, problem, know why the rest of the Christmasea
an. I i bat. took more finesse. Hut tho of the war period are not impressed
tiaveliiig man limed bis visit to the on my recollection; perhaps it was
'diner with the boy's. The latter did! because of the unusual absence of all
by design that that goes to make the day and season
not suspect that it
j tsith
were seated a the same table..: one of Joy and of thanksgiving. There
j Nor
was he surprised when the trav- j eling
man had great difficulty In se-- i
ileeting a breakfast, and begged for!
SCHOOLuggestlun
by the boy.
The little!
j chap
ale the rolls and coffee ho had
ordered, nnd then as a favor to the
traveling man helped him out with
BOYS
the great mess or things he had assembled around him.
"The only w ay t could get a ires-AGE
etii Into bis slocking was to get in-- j
side bis skin," the traveling man reIvan Rubow,
CHIEF WII.KIE.
marked to me. "but I was bound "he An Kldora, la., Dec. 23.
tall, and Virile C. Whlnery.
These were to be his supper. wouldn't get away without a bit ofi overinches
ti feet In height, are two local
His breakfast be was to buy on the a ( arlstmas present, xor chap."
I saw
him fooling with the boy's school Isiys who form a physical condining car in the morning.
IS years of age on
That the youngster was t.o proud s'liehel. and l won't be sure he slip- - trast. Theyhthwill be 11th,
respectively,
and
for charily, t tic stranger soon learn- ped a bill into the bottom among the December
and llulsiw is the older. Both have
ed. The problem, then, was how to clothesr but I have my suspicions.
been very studious.
Ruliow came to
his country about two years ago from
"Did you savo all of your husband's Germany. Whinery was horn In S'tuth
No Danger.
Dakota. Ills parents are unusually
"A steam pipe in our Hat broke this old love letters to use as a club after large
people, while those of Huhow
morning not a fool from where my you were married?'
of ordinary slKe. Rubow
j
wife sat rocking the baby."
"Yes, I saved them, but I must say are
and has hail a
"Steam pipe? Well, she was for- Henry was too smart for me and I've to become an Actor, Whinery
su s he
number of offers.
tunate that il wasn't a water pipe" ' never used them."
t
will try to finish sch'-oand then
in
anything
put
foolish
"Didn't he
will become a tiller of the soil.
Isn't Paul Morton the kind life in- them?"
H u bow bus been dubbed the smallsurance president? He intends to al"Oh, yes, they were foolish enough, est barber In the United Stales.
He
low the policy holders to work against
the legislative bills bis company does- but the first time I threatened to read learned a little of the trade in Berlin
fool ball plavcr.
n't like. No. no, lie isn't going to di- one be said, 'Go ahead. Then I'll read Whinery is a
vide Andy Hamilton's salary among two or three of yours that I've been ami Is the biggest member of the high
school eleven.
saving for the bisi fifteen years.'"
them.

YULETIDE

By John

E. Wilkie.

United States Secret
Service.
One of the pleasantest
Christmas
days I ever spent was put in on a
train on the way from Omaha to
Washington.
Professional work had
kept me from my own fireside, and
my approving conscience was bardly
sufficient at first to keep me from a
little bitterness at having to spend
the day In such unfeslive surroundings.
were
Hut subsequent events
largely compensatory.
A little Christmas
drama was enacted on our car, one which was full
of the season's spirit. The chief participants were a sporty looking traveling man and a
!(., a
little chap who was traveling alone,
and whose little story the good
traveling man had soon learned. The little fellow a sensitive but
manly youngster was on his way to
the home of a relative In the east, an
aunt, whom he had never seen. His
father and mother had Just died and
he was left alone and practically destitute. The traveling man learned
that his little fellow traveler had his
ticket and $1. That was everything
except a little hand satchel and bis
clothes, that he owned in the world.
Whoever bad started bim on his Journey had figured that $1 would be
enough to buy his meals and meet all
To help out
.incidental expenses.
with the eating problem, he had been
furnished with a supply of s'xja crack- Chief of the

d

such a thing as having
Seventeen.
"Look at Jennie's eyes." says the
her husband's head, and keeptig a wise
wife.
stiff upK'r lip.
A fellow may have felt queer little
I lie
im iiiii.hi. sllivt.rs arounj nja n,.art when alone
ituUDeiih me m
girl appeared on with the eyes, but he feels like an
Until a
orbs
the scene they lived happily. There j,iot Kazing into
are two boys, aged 7 ami 3. Rather while his own wife stands looking on.
-up
brenking
of
than to run the rsk
jt jS Jennie this" and "Jennie that"
her family, rather than to leave herUl(j tltt rocking chairs sway with
j
Mrs.
husband or apply for a divorce,
the tune and the clock licks it out in
Hubliell is taking her husband's cure jneusuied luitefulness.
that
into her own bands and believes
ijy iU1(j ,v Jennie talks about go-i- n
ing homo. Hut 'the clever little wife
time be will be healed.
What Is she doing, this wise, level- - persu:id s her to stay 'yet another
headed little woman? She is t ryhig w, .,.),. Husband needs a little more
the love cure on him. Site has sent Jennie.
for the girl of 17 and she dishes her
whou he is so sick of Jennie that
up to her husband at breakfast. ri.n-- ; h,. will neer get well, wife releuts.
ner and supper.
Jennie goes home. And then like t lie
It is one tiling for a man to make wise, diplomatic, far seeing woman
love to a pretty girl when his wife that she is, wife fluffs up her hair,
is out of sight and hearing, hut he tucks a rose in her belt, rolls up her
feels like a fool w hen his wife stands sleeves, goes at it to show her husat his side and sics him ou.
band what home can be without JenThere is such a tiling as eating too nie.
much mince pie ami never wan' ing
Hurrah for Mrs. Hubbell! May she
any more.
Mrs.
believes keep her head and win!
Hubbell
Is

loo much of Miss

i
j
j

con-
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by Kynabl II. Krumhar.)

CYNTHIA GREY.

Marion Hubbell is a sensible lit t Io
woman.
She is throwing the girl at

.
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THE LOVE CURE FOR HUBBY
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There a happy sigh from the night outside, a coo of the frosty wind
Under' the edge of the window frame a tap at the swinging blind.
And I snuggle down In the dear old bed and I know that the dreams are
there,
.'
i of the log on the glowing hearth and a croon In the chimney
Waiting without till the house is still, for the hour when dreamfolk dare,
-

WITH THE KIND M'KINLEY

.

That flashes along, the avenue near the Richleighs' house tonight.
arms along our glittering way
And the trees that stand with
Can shame the flunkies with powdered hair whom the Richleighs' dollars

y-

CHRISTMAS DINNER

A

Dick Is hearing the violins as he near the Richleighs' door.
And the meaningless chatter of vapid talk and the stir of a hall room floor..
Hut I, ih the pung by father's side, a mhoarlng the crispy snow
Sing to the stroke of the iron shoe, as a 'cello sings to Its bow.
And the great white moon in the mellow blue Is softer than any light
snow-heape-

THIRTEEN.
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JOSEPH
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was no deviation from the routine to
mark the day. The rations were the
same old beans, the Fame bard rack
and pork, and I don't remember that
anybody gave or got a present. It
was a dark, gruy Christmas an excellent background fur morn cheerj
ones w hich were to follow.
.
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Cockran told the house of
representatives that it was impossible
to put the Hs.sessor of $10.ooii,tiui( in
jail. Mr. Cockran should understand
right here that he is wrong. A rmiii
wilh lu,niMi,iMii can go to jail if .ie
wishes.
Hotirke

The governor of Kansas says the
Standard Oil company robs that sta.e
of 22,itHi,uno a year, and yet John
I). Rockefeller's profits for the year
were only $,otit),iMMi.
Homebody
must be holding out. on John.
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Rrmarkable Son of Still More Remarkable Woman Whose Hutiand
Was Maximillian'p Aide.
Sun rYRiirixro.

Csil

Dec.

.

r-

ilecal M.irkov itch, post graduate of,
ti H iyal Culvers;!)- of Prague, mas- ter fif over a tlozi'u languages, ami
bearing a ir.e licit!
has Just
been released fn.'' the dtv pi loti,
w hero he was il.
d
felony
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Which Would You

Owner or Tenant

New houses with ample lot room, good location, on easy monthly payments.
these homes ready for immediate sale and occupancy.

Pen

sr

Several of

MI

In the Perea Addition we have 240 lots, property of the Otero
estate, which we offer on very small monthly Installments.

TI10 pair have
fa still mote strange.
lived in Hits city In direst poverty
for years, until f tie son's arrest and
the mother's dully pilgrimage to jail,
will) daiiu'es ). :r ! ir first 1,1 in. revealed ttit. story nf thdr lues.
Mrs. Urinehis. a Syrian Joy,, emigrated in Vc.vco. mifl iiiurrifi Nikolai
.Markovitch t.t'i' or of hiuh r;:nk under
Maximi'dinn.
the
When the
lin lor was xeciited. Mm knvitoh was
ordered to leave Mexico, and. upon
refusing, mei tile fate of his chief.
He left Ins widow ?lii'i.ioo In Hold,

EZ3

w ith which sineducated the son, '
I a
MordefJi.
Bi'e married Jesus
'or
Ormelas. ' who. Inter, became the'
tn n.i It
and. a'tpr delying thel
jtevt run r., ? (torivany many years.
was ra .i'ie.t ami , y( to deidi.
The son then took liin mother to!
Satitn Barbara, where he practiced
tnediclre. hut il! fortune' overtook
them, and afier the
of the
inheritance was spent, the two came
Francisco,
to San
where Markovitch
turned his t:ilcn:s to eltctrical
achieved moritoric success
sind acniti descend"! to the depths.
Pity for the mother, who is very trail,
was largely
for Marko-vitch- 's
release from custody.
-

j

Now in the office to be loaned in sums to suit at 8 percent interest, $3,500,
$3,000, $2,000, $1,500, $1,000, and intermediate amounts, several small
sums from $200 to $800.
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Judye Wolverton's

Appointment to
Federal Bench Dus to His Cordial
Recommendation o, Colleague for
Same Pocition.
Ponland.

Ore.,

Dec

GEORGE

E.

President.

MELVILLE

'

Raid Up Capital $15,000

United

23.

States District. Jud?e Charles

L. BROOKS,

R. SUMMERS,

Secretary.

recently a:);iointed to the fedof Ott non district, by
President Uooeve!t. owes his position to a letter of recommendation
that h wrnie for a friend who was
a candidate for the office at. a time
whtn Walvtrrton was n;t thought of
In this connection.
After the death of Justice C. R
l'.elliuser, Chief Justice Rean of the
htate supreme court, became a candidate for tile vacant position, and his

BOTH TELEPHONES

vAChrivStms Sentiment
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chair, a venerable doll. She is a hideous specimen of the beautiful doll ol
the early 'fiO's. She sits with iier soles
well turned up, facing you, her arms
hanging from her shoulders In that
Idiotically
helpless
fashion peculiar to dolls. With bulging scarlet cheeks, buttonhole mouth,
and flat, blue, staring eyes, she faces
Time, and unwinkiugly looks him
down. To any one else she Is stupiu-it- y
personified, but lo me she, speaks,
for sho came to me on my fourth
Christmas, and she is as gifted as she
is ugly.

Only tht; other day as I straight
ened out her old dress skirt she ask- ed me if
remembered how I cried.
with my face In her lap, over that
of illusion and I told her
'If children were logical which, Tiret loss
truly, I remembered well!
Rery!
thank heaven, they're uot it is.i-os- We grow literal with advancing i And '1 Is Christmas, that gives us
siblo they niiKht deduce tha idea of
e
t
snarp
sureyed Tor his suggest Ion and blessed prlvll
"ecome
puiental uttection irom a carerui
vey about this liniu of the shop win- flaws in all the toys which Fortune ege!
dows, or from a study of middle aKed
passengers going home upon the trolleys carrying their mysterious bund1

-

sends us. uud take critical peeps at
the mouths of our prettiest hobbies
The bubbles we chase break In our
grasp; the bauble we covet turns out
to be tinsel; the hopes we have cherished are first distrusted, and then
perhaps with bitter tears and biting
Heartache, dismissed; and so by a
process, kindly enough, hut very sharp
wo are led to discard our Illusions.
Then let us remain young, while we
can! Let us join in the wild frolic
and be not ashamed; let us dismiss
dignity as l lie most ridiculous of pretenses, and become laughing old men
and women with something of the zest
of Auacreon. Our gray hairs and
wrinkles we'll argue must be optical
delusions, and our birthday In the
j family
register no other than a
for-qul- te

';'"

friends unde a cunvats of the bench
mid bar of the site to secure endorsements for him. lioth of his colleagues
on the supreme bench, Justice Moore

and Justice Wolvirum, responded
with cordial recommendations that he
lie appointed.
Judge Wolverton's endorsement of
his fellow Jurist wao particularly
earnest and his letter was so well
couched-tha- t
It at one,, attracted the
attention of the attorney ueneral, to
the writer rather than to thu man
written alxiut. The .president was
Nhowu the letter, and was so favorably
impressed that an inquiry was started, rcMiltliiR in a coiilirnution of the
favoraMe Impression. The outcome
was Wolverun's appointment to the
federal bench.
If he hii In en less cordial and
less earnest in his efforts to secure
the appointment of Justice Bean, his
own merits mihi have leen wholly
overlooked.
MURDERER

LITTON PUT
UNDER HEAVY BOND.
,
A
1. I.itto-i- who kill.-- 11. H. Green
at Alaman :j:n. ihne months ago,
was taken I:, lore Judjie Smith for examination the other day.
Litton
waived examination and is yet In
custody of Sheriff Kendall pending
the c mpletion of a IIO.OOO bond, a
part of which, we understand, has
been subscribed and accepted, says
the Surra County Advocate.
TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE,
O.
BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR

merchant tailoring stiop Is
over No. ;u9 West R.iilroad avenue, where
solicit the patronage of
the public. All woik Riiaranteed first- ;ass, as I Lao had liftr-eyears' ex
In rience In ti e hiisinejs.
Suits made
to order. CloM.es cieatied, pres.-e- d
aud
red. The s i.e. i t :c
use will not
9 the doth.
garments
Ladies'
clean). d and walking skirts made
der. Give me a trial.
My

1

1

O. BAMBINI.

Scribe
jews.

Established 1338

fnr The Citizen and get

les.

Little eyes peep through the frosty
panes and Lave glimpses of fairy -land.
There are dolls, clolhod iu
royal magnificence; there is a whole
Bodleian library of picture books;
there are bloodless warriors iu wood,
and sugar shepherds tending sugar
sheep iu sugar pastures.
Here is a little wooden animal beautifully carved by foreign fingers aud
in some Swiss valley; then sent down
to a famous seaport; then packed
with care and transported by steam
over the broad Atlantic, that upon
the morning of the 25th of December
a may be extracted from the too or
a small slocking amid Innocent eyes
of astonishment to give purer pleasure thau .any warrior king ever
irom the acquisition or u province.
If we were to analyze the Joy produced in the Juvenile breast by this
graven Image we would probably find
it to be a singular mixture of faith
and incredulity.
If the boy iu Hawthorne's charming
Btory had really believed his cake to
be a camel, he would not have made
the faintest attempt to eat It, at least
without previous culinary preparation. Yet when he first received it
over the counter he experienced the
pleasure of constituting himself t nt-proprietor of a real camel; then came
the second stage of his rapture, when
he passed from the zoological to the
dietetic period, and having feasted his
eyee began to indulge his palate. Tfis
rounded his rapture and left him
nothing to wish for in this world except, alas! another camel.
But the boy whe receives on Christmas morning a wooden Bucephalus is
true to civilization aud has not the
sma'lest notion of ceusur.ng his gift.
He stables tho steed immediately In
one corner of the nursery and is as
proud of it as Gaigantua was of his
"fair great horse of wood."
So, too. to the little girl, her do!!
Is a delicious delusion. She suspects
that she is deceived; the is half
deceived and half not, and sho wholly
believes and disbelieves in the same
moment.
At the present time, here In my
borne, there Is seated in ao arm- -

ALLEGED SLUGGER ON
TRIAL IN CHICAGO
'"'

M.,.,w,...,vv.w,v..
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gestlve, should Immediately bo
from the malls and lorwaru
without delay to tho first assistant
postmaster general, dead letter office. If there Is doubt as to whether
a card Is sufficiently obAetionable to
warrant its exclusion from the mails
It should be forwarded to tho first
assistant postmaster general, division
of correspondence, for decision, In accordance, with paragraph 2, Section
408, postal laws and regulations. Postmasters are directed to exercise all
possible vigilance in the enforcement
of this regulation.
"T. H. HITCHCOCK.
"Acting Postmaster General.
with-oraw-

Illusions of Childhood
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Captain Goddard Diamond, Aged 109,
Has Played Leading Part in Country's History. Planned Walk Across
Continent When 103.
San Francisco, Cel., liec. l'3. Captain Goddard Diamond.
aged 1UU
years, is probably the olde.-- and certainly the most active man of his
years in the west. He was born in
Plymouth, Mass., iu 17!Hi, and has a
romantic history, having been connected with many important events in
the upbuilding of the southern and
western Btates.
Upon reaching his majority, Goddard engaged in the river trade on the
Mississippi, where he accumulated a
fortune and was a prominent figure
for many years. Later, he went north
again and took a leading part in the
t
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Capt

The style of hair dressing follows
the style of bat. When the hat is
cuffed up at the back a woman may
be fairly certain that the hair should
be combed low ju. the neck.
If a hat tips""ovei the face, down
goes the hui,. ini0 the nape of the
neck.
If the hat tilts up in front, fashion
immediately demands that the hair
be coiled high.
This is because of balance and
lines.
When a hat tips up In the back a
woman looks more artistically combed
If she coils her hair low.

mm

jo-jo,

OlJvKcW!

eonsti uction of the I'.rsi railroad be
tween Boston and Worcester.
The
Krie caua! lieu occupied his attention, and when the war bloke out.
Goddard was made chief government
1.'(IaS. (iil.HilobY IN COCUT.
agent or ilu I'nited States and took
Chicago, 111., Dec. 23.
In order to ing in death, that led to ciiiuii.a!
dings. Gilhooloy Is al.--o alleged to comtnaud of the detective forces. It
the case, Judge Chi t Iain has
In
toe Curtis was largely due to his efforts and
agreed to hold as many night sessions !lav'' sliJI,"l
,
.
,.
,
cotni atiy's build- direction that the nest., of southern
, ... .... Mineral Mrniture
,
spies in New York and other eastern
n'.g.
GillKiolev consplracv trial.
cities was discovered and done away
s.i ii oi the proi c .liiriKs has with.
l'.er
GMhooley Is alleged tj have been been bitiiilv f.niibt.
T,n sebvtiou
Six years ago, in coiutianv vvi' h Dr.
he of three proieslonal sluggir.-- . in- (.f ilii: "twelve g :od men aud true," to
fa, nous exponent of fast
Tanner,
ployed to do
nou tiuloi; men during try the
tool: up sitv das of the ing, Dr. ti,
Goddard planned a po les, nan
the big siriko here.
was an at- - i.iiin's lum. and cost ib,. sta'e lis,tour from San Francisco to New Noik.
tack upon Chris J. Carlsirom, result
but bis (
thotigit
some
e;n ;, r. lo; courage at
' wen.'- yey
"
' "
n
auil i.u- trip wa
Postal Regulations Regarding Objec- laws and iciulniiuiis, u.diiu
f. .1 - alj.,i.iliied.
lows
tionable Post Cards.
t :': (.tin Goddard believes in plenty
Attention is called to the following
"'.Vi n atter which is muni''.
of tie-1- ; air and exercise as a receipt
decision from tho postmaster general obscene, lewd or lasctv.
will, for longevity and lives very simply,
as to jsistal cards:
when deposited in the postoUi. e. be though u man of
considerable means.
"In view of the largo number of withdrawn from the mails, and seilt to
Objectionable post cards recently de- the dead let ier office."
Th" holiday rates will be one and
posited in the malls, the attention of
"I'lidei this ruling every post card
fare to all points via tho1
postmasters U directed to that pro- - bearing a picture or language that Is Santa Fe rute. t'ail at the ticket of
vision of Section 573 of the postal obscene, indecent or Improperly sug- - flee aud g t particulars.
e
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GREY

OLDEST MAN IN THE WEST

tfe-iiv- nl
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CYNTHIA
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To comb the hair up, dragging it
into the same lines suggested by the
hat, would bo to give a woman tne
appearance of pricaing up her ears.
i his is especially
true when thu iial
has (juilis aud wings pointing forward and upward.
To wear a hat in wnich the lines
point downward and backward anj to
comb the hair low gives a woman a
wilted appearance..
Look well to the hair when wear- hg the eulied-u- p
hat. This little attention to the style of the coiffure
nari.s the difference between a V,.'l
Iressed wiiiiia i and one w'io is caie-les- s

of her personal appearance.

PHOENIX REAL ESTATE

depart nn nt with a view to having a
SCSftlON. man dct illed as city forester t()
A
a meeting of the Phoc i x. Ariz., for public trees.
It was p.,lnied out tl'-- t
Phoenix will
real citate board a movement w.n
a new city charter ,lnl this win
to oiganue a "Fifty Thous- need
v
ro
ii.,
rum
i
,
ci
j
ii, m.
and Club.' which would ha,i for its
legislat ure
purp. so the advertisement
and upbuilding of Phoenix, making :t a c.ty
Give Your Stomach Ret.
uf aii.uoo inhabitants in litla.
Nothing will CTirn Itungestion thai
A committee composed of J. Ernest
doesn't digest the food. Itself, and
Walker, It. 11. Green, W. W. Fickas, give
the stomach rest. You can't
). h
A. G Austin, and
Heard, was
that a weak stomach will regain
ai "ate.! ro confer with the board of
its strength and set well when it is
i jee
a!.oi,i the mailer. '
compelled to do the full work that a
Suit.
club will do all in its power ouud
stomach
You
do.
to b.a i i:v the city in the way of set- wouldn't expect a should
sii k horse to get
ting out ti ccs along thu walks in tne ell when it is compelled
to do a full
rcMd, hi e I'orti.n of the town, and day's work every
day of the week.
l.iviiu out parks wherever one will In- Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is a perfect di-- '
to advantage. The city council offers ce stain and digests
the food regardto plant and care tor trees along the le.-- s of tne ion Jit ion of
your stomach.
streets If the property owners will Relit ves Indigestion, Belching.
Sour
purchase the trees.
Stomach, and all stomach disorders.
It was suggested at the meetlug of Sold by a'l druggists.
real estate u.eu that negotiations be
opened with the I'nited Sates forestry
Try a Citizen war, ml.
AGEN
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FIFTEEN.

Always Welcome Christmas Gifts
iH'J.lllll

!

'illlllP.

L

"LLWJ

Is.
BOX OF FINE CIGARS

A

CIGARS...

Handsomely Packed

SEKSv-- .

We know must smokers' Livmite
ASK US
braiul of cigars.

J

That have the IJight Tobacco
The Uight. Workmanship
The Uijiht- Appearance, ami
Tho flight Smoking t.htalilics

fc

In

IS HE A PIPE SfOAfJ??
people you want to sec.
seliaum and Briars in nil
and at all pi ice. We sell

tf . we an- - the
We luivi' Mecr
shapes ami mj lc
most of the IMpes

m

An

H

A

MR Of

jf

25. 50 and 100

Handsome Cigar Holder!

A

in New Mexico.

I

12,

Grade Pipe !

m A High

1

Boxes or

r.ANCV SMOKING

We Have All tl,

Imaginable

Brand

Just Ask far His Kind

0S

We Have It

ilm

111

e Have a Complete Assortment of Them

11

SrSLttllIS

I

High Grade

Always Welcome Girt to the
Lovers or the Weed

nave a new 'ine
of the
.
very latest creations
and
solicit your
inspection

Leather
Cigar Cases
and

e

TobaCCO

'!j

Pouches

.

j

fAt-

Cigarettes

7

x

Smokers' Sets

WE MARK A SPECIALTY
OF- -'

"

Turkish and Egyptian

Cigarettes

il.-T-

and Tobacco Containers

lilliiJ.
We have some very attractive novelties in this
line and can please you.

Fifty and One
In lioxes
Hundred
of

BIIIIIIT-

.V

tU IfiL ZLtejKOTrRC

AND

R othenberg & Schloss Cigar Company
THE DEADLY GUN THAT SHOOTS
EIGHT TIMES IN
ONE PULL OF THE TRIGGER AND
THE EIGHT BULLETS WENT IN- '
TO JAS. CAROTHER'S BODY IN A
FLASH TRACING THF.

M

OEATH-DEALIN-

ILL

jlUtMiMMIMtl Hi

'II

BREATH:

A

kVt

,

rn

REVOLVER.
"You
Kansas City, Mo., Doc. 22.
will kindly hand up your money." It
may be presumed that the two highwaymen said some such words to Jas.
Carol hers, who was alone in hia
u.

Carolhers faced one f the most
dealy weapons ever invented a modern automatic revolver Maybe he
did not know the terrible nature of
the thing. At any rate he grasped his
own revolver. As he did so, the highwayman holding the modern death-deallet loose Its mechanism.
One pull of the t ringer that was
all and within a few seconds the unfortunate saloon keeper lay stone
dead, penetrated by cijU'l copper Jacketed bullets.
Every bullet save one went clean
through. That one filtered below the
left ear, went down through the neck
and Imbedded itself in the body.
er

COURSE

I'lSI'tM. THAT KILLED cAuoTii- - Av
ICItS.

Carothers had no chance to use his
gun, as the first ball from the auto-

left side

THE LIFE OF A MINISTER

Entered back.

breast
CD

1

Out through

.

,

No.
Entere.l right shoubb
under arm and into body.
t-

- Entered

right

side.

Out

back.

I

No.
Entered head below left earThrough into lsidy.
5

J--ft-

i-

-

No
Eiitert d right side of head.
tut left side.
--

(

t

No
broil
No.

top of head.

ii jaw.
S

Through tiulit hand.

MOST ANYTHING

l1

Out right

?,

have now been an ii iaerant Moth
odist preacher almost twenty-eight- !
years. My salary, since I was mara year, exried, has averaged
clusive of house rent. I have only
once or twice left a circuit in (lel.i to
am today free
any one in it, and
J am
from financial embarrassment.
pastoral
now serving my twentieth
charge, and tlit.se frequent changes
from one pastorate to another, which
have in one or two instances Involved
moves of two hundred miles or more,
have greatly added to the expense of
the work. I have paid out three or
four hundred dollars in railroad ami
ini-):iifs :niii in ire uih in nuef.
besides the loss incident to breaking
up ami moving from one place to an
I
other.
have kept a horso fifteen
years, and a buggy about a dozen;
t,:i.. l,;i,l one horse to die and another
to go blind, and the buggy 1 now have
is aliiioM like the wonderful one-- j
horse chaise, just before that classic
)
vehicle went to pieces. My sight is
sufficient to enable Uie to drive over
pia'ti and familiar roads,
j
We find it necessary to be ecoiiom- ical.
Our living is simple, in the
morning we have biscuit and butter
and boron gravy, and a little ham
now and then, and chicken in the
summer, and fresh pork wluu our
V- -I
neighbors furnish it in winter
also have coffee for my wife and tii-- i
seif .and "kettle tea" for the children,
we have vegetables, niioh.
j At dinner,
t

hip.
No.

I

1

BULLETS.

N

st

I

matic went through his right hand,
knocking- his revolver to the floor.
After the murder the robbers fled.
The automatic revolver was picked
up near the railroad tracks and scattered along the right of way were
some cartridges which the robber had
apparently discarded after losing tuu
weapon, us he stumbled over a tie.
The police traced the revolver from
the factory In Connecticut to a St.
Louis wholesale house and thence to
a St. Louis pawnbroker named Dunn.
Dunn's clerk was trying to sell a man
the revolver one day when the latter
loaded it. held the clerk up, and walked uway with it- The police believe
they w ill i apt ure Carothers' murderer
through the clew furnished by the
weapon.

THE EIGHT

OF

as beans, potatoes and corn, during
good bread, homemade, and sometimes a simple dessert. At supper, which we generally
have about nightfall, we have bread
and butter, with fruit, when we can
get It, and milk and tea. We have
parsonages,
occupied nine different
and attached to these have generally
been otH large enough for a good garden and sundry patches. On our present lot we hope to make a light bale
of cot itm this year. I usually buy one
good suit of clothes every two or
three years, which I save for niarrl-aefuneral's and strictly Sunday
wear, making less costly clothes answer for every day wear. Those best
suiis usually cost about, fifteen dollars, and I get t hem ready made out
of the Ktores. My wife usually makes
her ow n dresses, and doi s most of
he heinir for he family. We keep
no servants, but put out the washing
and Ironing, which costs about fifty
rise
We generally
cents a week.
about K, have breakfast an hour later,
the Utile girls go to school, alt'T
washing the dishes my son has boon
away from home most of the time for
and my wifq
a year, attending school
put things to rights In our
and
room, and then set down for a rpiiel
morning's work. The Independent.

the summer, with

Out

I

.V straime
shepherd dog is putting
up with Itaxter Shafei and Haxtt r is
putting up with It. West Lafayette
--

It)

I

Indicator.
Hard Luck.

.lack Spratt. could eat
Ills wife- could eat
And so the man who
Their purse would

no fat.
no lean;
sold 'cm e.

BERLIN POLICE ARE READY TO
DRIVE RIOTERS THRO STREET
OUTBREAKS OF SOCIALISTS PREPARED FOR, OWING TO EVENTS
INSURRECHOW
IN
RUSSIA
TION WOULD BE MET.

Since the outIlerlin. Dec.
break of revolutionary disturbances
in Russia there has hecu many ludl- caiiona IhaL'the remarkable results
have encouraged the socialist, parties
The
of other continental countries.
Austrian socialists have initiated a
vigorous campaign to obtain manhood
suffrage, and threaten to enforce the
demand by a general strike.
Similar signs have been observed
in (lermany. The liresiau branch of
tne tlerniau Socialist party haB proposed a seini-- i evolutionary Hgitutlo'u
for a radical rctbim of (Up electoral
laws In 1'russia. At Eiscnimch, in a
parliamentary election, at which a
conservative candidate was opposed
by a socialist, the mayor was obliged
to read the Coriuan riot act.
it is interesting to learn that the
authorities in liresiau have made
complete arrangements for the suppression of any popular rising.
It is assumed that the insurgents
would advance toward the center of
tile city, where the emperor's palace
snd all the government offices are
situated.
The police plan has been

r,.-

,

v

'

VTJP.IS'

4
.'.

'

which they drive block by block out
Into the suburbs.
Ia accomplishing this task they divide up the city in squares. One side
ot cue!) square is lelt open, always
facing the suburbs, so that the crowd
may drift in that direction. In the
case of a popular uprising. If It became necessary to use the most severe measures, the fourth side of
each square could be closed, so that
the rebels within it would be inclosed
within impenetrable lines of f1r and
steel, and could be shot down or bayonet ted to the last man.

'
4-- -

rehearsed as often ltd festive, occasions attract Immense crowds, as, for
crown
Instance, at the Herman
princes' wedding oi June, uml on the
recent arrival of the King of Spain.
The police show extraordinary skill In
Kiauuaity uisposing in uie crowns,

I'at Crowe out! part of Socorro county. These Indians have been guilty of an open
ami flagrant violation of law that
New York papers ure luau'ting that! white men would be severely punishI.liii
you must admit Iji Eollelte
was alter all the honor he could iet. few divorces lire granted there. Pco- - ed for. There is a law on tlie'statutA
He remained out of the United States 'pie get 'em lefofe the) move there?! Ixioks of New Mexico against the killing of certain kinds of game at cersenate a long as possible.
.m Cor
Kid McCoy challi nted
tain seasons of the year, and sonte-hod- y
Tom l .iwson may or may not be hen to fight, but Corl.ett s.ivs he pre- should be held responsi hie for
fers to act. rmsinlv McCoy wiii dial- the
broke, lint he isn't out of breath.
enietit of the law.
leufle him to act.
BOHEMIAN
COLONY
the
short
have
wll'l.li
"I helieve
"Castro pelting pacific." Isavs w
BOOMER WILL RETURN.
est, poem in the English language," newspaper
Mr. Castro'dj
headline.
Max Klrchinan and H. L. I'll to left
said the veiling jsiet.
better confine his attentions to the Thursday morning for Chicago, says
"I'm soi rv honest Iv. I'm sorrv, my 'Atlantic.
the Socorro Chieftain. Mr. Ktrchman
hoy."
to return not later than Jan"Sorrv? Why?"
The Chicago chief of police says exepcted
"All the other poets will seo there's there is a patrolman in that city
ho uary 1st, to take up h,s residence in
activv operation
mi s to doing has never made an airest In lit years. Socorio and begin
no us,- devoting their
project
tbiti
The
ami will write long 'Surprising isn't it? You'll naturally on his Itohemiau
uie Kim.nature and ecoie of this project has
ones "
think Chiiago had a score of policealready been pretty well set forth In
men with a record like that.
g
the i olunins of the Chieftain, hut 6S
"And vou a iv one of the im-soon a- - Mr. Kin tinian returns a state-nthat the club ISLETA INDIANS ARE
.iroiiiid .shouting
lit of the details of the enterprise
women can'l cook.
Every woman in
SEEN IN MOUNTAINS.
W. E. Manning of Ikilil writes the will lie made, such as this paper is
inir c'uli c.iii cook."
Cllieil.mi t hit on December not a i: liori.e, to make now. If rati
'That's a remarkable club. What 's '.iSocorro
U
wi re on i lily he l' pe tie. I at present, that tht
tlie Indians tioui
lie name of it ''"
their way home with their wavoiis ititerprise may be expected to rtsiilt
"The Eottnighily Cooking CiuU."
lieavdv loaded witli deer and antelope in nun h good to Socorro and to il
Ativwav if John I). gobbles t he Mu-- 1 which tiny lud k.lhd in 'I.,- w stern countv a1 large.
C.

play

I'.:
i

Well,

h a good

I

must admit ho does tual Life that keep
or lie presidency,
deal of feeling.
t

j

I

daily clean.

nf-u-

The dramatic clitic had grown excited ami was talking loudly:
"Comic opera? Hah!" he roared.
"How can the stage have comic opera
when ii has no actresses? What have
we but a crowd of mummers and
Where ttte our actresses?
ask?"
Where are they?
"You can search ine," replied Hie
manager with whom l.e was talkinii.
mi
"1 dou't know Where they aie.
must remember that I am in the theMusi
I'm no ste.-atrical business
millionaire."
gig-gler-

1

Oil. I jll.-- l dote
MiKs Cillshillgtllll'
He gets
on Mr llingbini'er's playing.
so much
xpression from a piano.
Ilingliiti." r?
Clarence t'hel liui:tou
Ile x ibe blind pianist. Isn't he?"
Yes.
Miss ;.:
'

:
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run-nin-
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FROM

&
.Lindemann
Lcarnard
DEALERS.
THE SQUARE
MUSIC

CHklSTMAS SUGGESTIONS
-

VW3st

Our Present to You

1

1

1

1

in

i

it infill
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Our Present to You

I

OUT THIS OUT

CUT THIS OUT

It will help you pay for

It will help yan pay for a Violin, Guitar,
Banjo, Violin 'Cello, Realm MjsIc
or any Piano Scarf in Ojr Store.

a Piano

COUPON entitles you to a personal credit

THIS

I

$10.00 on any Piano In our ware rooms,
whether purchased on the installment plan or for all
cash, if presented on or before January 1, l!)0f. This
coupon is only good on Pianos purchased between
now and January 1, 19M, and ONLY ONK will be
accepted on each purchase.

THISCOU.'JN

is only g oo

1

MjiJj-lin-

,

Bn

tu apply on

tin

p.nvtvuid bslwrjan

1

now and January 1, 1!M, and OMLY O.VB will v
accepted on eah purchne. This Cj.p;)ii enf.itlci
you to a prsDnal credit of $1.00.

fi!

vmmm

l-10-

pect Our

CUT KIT

l

hi I II ill
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dill i

Victor Talking Machine

A

Records, formerly
Uemembnr our biir cut In Records. AM
60c. Your credit is rood. Payment. I5.UU month.

PIANOS

Sl.00. now

Prices

$17.00
'HIS

MASTER'S

musicians
endorsethem

z.

mi

r.

4W

V. N. M. Rah! Rah! loo cloth bound
U. N. M. Rah! Rah! U. N. M. Song
Hooks.
Hoo-rah- !
Hoo-raRegular
price,
$i ChristU. N. M. Rah! Rah!

.

'

iiiim

mil

Best in the World to Select From

wmmm

THE niGtl GRADE CtllCKERING

BROS.,

( Lane,

StJrr, Victor, Richmond, Ellington
and many other leading inukesof pianos

Bush

h!

Mil

;

mas price, 6o cts.
whilo they last.
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l'rompt and cartful attention given to
mail orders
Write for catalogue
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VOICE

We have placed
in our windows
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and up

Then you will
know why
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MCgcilian-Pifln-

desire to call
your attention
to our Tuning,

enables any one,

Pol-

without any musical

ishing and Repair

knowledge, to play
with taste and expres-sipeven the most
difficult compositions-Leus tell you all

Department, Mr. H.
Jay Stone in charge.
We guarantee satisfaction. May we
not have your order"
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abaut its merits.
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FROM
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FROM

MEXICO'S
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LARGEST

Music House

THE SQUARE

MEXICO'S
LARGEST

1906
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Music House
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WHERE TO

A: II. NILEF ACCUSED

WORSHIP

OF CRIMINAL RAPE
Two Young Children the

Vic-

tims of Clearly a Degenerate Arrested in Room.

Lutheran Churc
Corner of Silver
avenue and Sixth street. Sunday
school at 9:30 a. m. Communion
service In Oirnian at 11 a. m. Christmas exercises at 7 p. m. All cordially
invited. (1. Wennlnfr, pastor.

Recitation

Song,

MIbs

Margarette Flournoy
Paldridae's clans......

FIREMAN'S BURNS

IflllL

AND

,

Crw

CM.

Christian Church Meets in the
Commercial
club building.. Sunday
FOR L'FE
DISFIGURED
ENGINEER
PRISONER
65
school and morning worship tomor- ttUBBELL REVEALS
row. Sermon on "An Alyals of tho
WHERtABOUTS OF $30,000
Unspeakable Gift." In the evening
Dr. A. E. Bessette, surgeon for the
A. U. Niles wan arrested In bib room at 7:30 the Sunday school Chrlstmas
Santa
Railroad company at San
evening
Broadway
lat
EMBEZZLEMENT
xerclses will be held.
CASE PRO- Marclal,Ke arrived
at b22 South
in Albuquerque this
MAY GO TO
Me
GRESSES SLOWLY
on the serious charge of rapt;.
morning from I. as Vegas, where he
J. M.
Church
EVENING.
Highland
Methodist
THIS
JURY
by
prison
city
was removed to the
accompanied A. D. Clark, the fireman
Sollie, pastor. Preaching at 11 a. m.
Officer Wagner, who responded to tho and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 9:4o
The case of the territory versus F. in the service of the Santa Fe, who
and Injured
call from that residence, and locked a. m. Junior league at 3 p. m. Senior A. Hubbell, charged with the. embez was so terribly scalded
league at 6:30 p. ni. Prayer nieet- - zlement of money held by him as as the result of hot steam escaping
"P.
Strangers treasurer of the county, proceeded to- - Into the cab of a light locomotive beThe alleged victims of Mies are ng Wednesday evening.
day, but proceeded slowly, on account ing tjken from Soocrro to San .Marwelcome.
made
for repair? by Fireman Clark and
Cecelia Davidson and Pearl Davidof the nature of the questions arising clal
upon the objections to testimony of- Engineer Howtnan, both of Socorro.
son. The former is but H yearn of
Immaculate . Conception Church
age and Pearl is only 10 years old. The midnight mass will
begin at fered. The ense as made by the ter- Particulars of this odd and serious
were exclusively chronicled In
d
man of 11:50. High mass, Rev. Father Capl-lupl- , ritory was brief, the prosecution
NUes, who is a
Evening Citizen.
65 years, has been rooming at the
celebrant: Rev. Father Bell, dea showing the appointment and qualifi- yesterday's
Dr. Besxi-ttnays that the burns of
Davidson home at u22 Soul Broad- con: Rev. A. xi. Maniiaian,
cation of the present incumbent,
way. Last evening the mother of the on. The sermon will be preached by
by the governor on August SI, the fireman are so serious thai httie
little girls was attracted to their Rev. Father Bell. On Christmas and the demand of Armljo upou Hub-bel- l' hope for "nis i recovery is entertained.
with him at the hosroom by a scream from Pearl. The morning, masses every half hour,
for the office and all that per- Clark's wife
Investigation which followed showed, rrohi 7 a. m. till 9:30. The last mass tained to the office; the refusal itf pital.
Although it is not anticipated that
the mother claims, that the oldest of will lie a high mass and will be fol- Hubbell to turn over; also the fact
her daughters had been criminally lowed by benediction.
that tne money In the hands of Hub-lu'- ll the Injuries of Engineer Bowman arej
:W,oo0.
assaulted by Niles while the man had
The necessarily fatal, he will be disfigat the time was
attempted lntimi-with tho younger
Church Elks crops examination of the prosecution ured for life, it Is believed, as the hot
Presbyterian
First
child. The man's couch bore evi- opera house. Hugh A. Cooper, pastor. developed the fact thut the defendant, steam so scorched the man's face
that all fbe skin peeled oft. Engineer
d
dences, it is alleged, of the deplorable Services at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. on his refusal to turn over, so
crime, while the confession ot the Morning tberoe,"Wonderg at the Birth
In writing, and set forth bis claim Bowman Is at his home in Socorro.
men are - well
The unfortunate
children confirmed all suspicions.
of Christ." Evening theme. "No Room to the office. He claimed that he was
The children and their parents ap- in the Inn." Special music as follows:! and Is the proper incumbent of the known along the Santa Fe divisions
peared In police court this morning.
office by virtue of election, and stated In this vicinity. Both were very pop
Morning
They were represented by Attorney Hymn
"Joy to the World. thta he would not turn over until or- ular with their comrades and they
Felix Lester. Niles engaged the ser Anthem. "The Hush of Night Hath dered to do so by a court of compe- will receive the sympathy of the en
tire railroad fraternity In their ter
vices of Attorney Marron, at least
Choir tent jurisdiction.
Fallen."
Mr. Marron decided to act
for Hymn,' Hark, the Herald Angels Sing"
Upon the close of the territory's rible affliction.
the time being, ami will continue Solo
Mrs. F. B. Schwentker case, the defense moved the court o
to do so if the prisoner is successful Hymn, "It Came Upon a Midnight Instruct the Jury to And the defendant
DANCE! AT
DANCEI
DANCE!
not guilty. The court overruled this" COLOMBO HALL TONIGHT. COME
in raising enough legal fees from bis
Clear. "
1
being
as
are
reported
friends, who
motion, and the defense proceeds to AND ENJOY YOURSELF. GENTLE
Evening
very Influential tesldents of this city Hymn.
put in Its evidence.
MEN, 50c. LADIES, FREE.
adjourned
3
was
They showed fhat the defendant
until o'clock Anthem, "The King of Uive, My
The case
o
had been duly elected to the office
this afternoon ia order to ascertain
Itching, torturing skin eruptions,
Shepherd Is."
money
In
19U4,
canvass
November,
for
what the result of
that he had not disfigure, annoy and drive one wild.
Hymn.
among these friends will be. Niles Male Quartet.
resigned, and that he had not been Doan's Ointment brings quick relief
money,
con
dispossessed
he claims, but has
of the office by the order and lasting cures. Fifty cents at any
has no1
Hymn.
of any court; that two cases wers drug store.
siderable property In Iowa.
A cordial welcome to strangers.
10
rape
upon
now pending before this court and tfle
The crime of
a child
o
years of age or under is a serious
Baptist Church Sunday school at supremo court of the territory. In
THE LARGEST LINE OF CHRIST
as second degree murder, being pun 9:45; general services at 11 a. m. and which the defendant sought to re- MAS GOODS IN THE CITY, AT
The 7:30 p. m. Young peoples' meeting at strain Armljo from Interfering with HAWLEVS ON THE CORNER.
ishablo by life imprisonment.
penalty for attempted assault upon a 6:45 p. m. There will be special his possession of the office and from
taking forcible possession of the Tilany ills come from Impure blood.
child under the age of 10 years is Christmas music, as follows:
books, papers and belongings of the Can t have pure blood
from one to ten years' imprisonment Organ, "Hosanna"'
ith faulty
F. Dubois office. The defense also showed that
Chorus, "Magna"
lazy liver and sluggish bowThy
the defendant in the course he lu
Anthem, "Arise, Shine, for
BIG HOLIDAY BUSINESS
els. Burdock's Blood Bitters strength
Light Is Come"
Dudley Buck pursued, had acted upon the ndvlce ens stomach, bowels and liver, and
DELAYS EASTERN TRAINS French Horn Solo
attorneys,
his
McMu.en, Dobsou purifies the blood.
Sullivan of
Upon
and Childers.
this conten
Prof. George Patterson,
o
tion of the district attorney was that
NECESSARY TO SPLIT TRAINS Offertory on Christmas Hymns....
DANCE!
DANCE!
DANCE! AT
;
having
,
.
acted under COLOMBO HALL TONIGHT. COME
Gullmont the defendant,
INTO
TWO
SECTIONS WEST
fact,
could AND ENJOY YOURSELF. GENTLE
mistake of law and not oi
Organ and violins.
ERN TRAINS STILL LATE.
not Justify his act under advice of MEN, 50c. LADIES, FREE.
Trio, Mrs. Cams and Misses Peace
Although the snow is playing havoc
Lyner counsel.
and Johnson
They also showed the disposition
with railroad, traffic west and south Anthem, "Brightest and Best of the
of Albuquerque, trains from the ,east
Sons"
Dudley Buck he had made of the money In his pos
session belonging to the county. That
last evening were hindered more by Organ Finale, Grand Chorus
the heavy holiday business than by
Gullmont of it he had paid interest on bonds
held by the banking firm of Harris
unruly elements. No. 1, wnieh reach
B. A. Havens, violinist
& Co., of New York, some of It still
ed this city about an hour and a half
R, F. Gideon, organist.
remained in the Bank of Commerce
THE EVENT OF THE SEASON.
late last night, was relieved- ot a nuin
Evening' Services.
ber of coaches at Newton, Kan.
Mr. B. A. Havens will sing "The the county depository, where it was
In aid of the
deposited
to the credit of F. A. Hub
which were transferred to No.
Prophet King," and play a violin solo.
bell, treasurer and
collec
Practically all of number seven's mail
St. John's Episcopal Church Cor tor of Bernalillo county. The case
and express cars were made up Into
a separate section In order to relieve ner of Fourth street and Silver ave will probably go to the Jury this evetf-Ing- .
the cumbersome weight of the pas nue. Services tomorrow as follows:
senger train. The first section of No, Holy communion, 7:30 a, m. Sunday
There Is considerable talk of the.
7 did not rpaeh . Albuquerque . until school at 10- a. m. Morning prayer
of changing the name of
nearly 3 oclock this morning, the sec and sermon at 11 a. m. Offertory advisabilityavenue.
Railroad
It Is inappropriate
ond section arriving several hours solo ly Mr. Curtln. Evening prayer, and
unworthy of a growing city like Thursday Evening
later. The train for El Paso did not (choral) and Bermon at 7:30 p. m. Albuquerque,
say the advocates for
Xmas Service Monday.
leave until after daylight this morn
change. Montezuma, Arizona, Albuing, and was
railroad men style Midnight celebration of Holy Comquerque, New Mexico, Rio Grande, ar
munion
a "junk" run. The California limit
among the names proposed.
ed came into day but slightly behind Morning prayer, Holy Communion
Miss Ida Ashurt Bremen, of New
and sermon at 10:30 a. m
schedule time, but the other trains
present of Stern, lork, pianist; Miss Ada Campfleld
A Christmas
The following music will be render- SchloBS & Co's. Wines and Liquors vocalist; Mrs. Maynnrd
which are obliged to carry loads of
Gunsul, acChristmas tourists, gifts and yuletlde ed on Christmas day:
makes life seem brighter..
companist; , Mr. R. W. Hadden, vlo- tetters, are many hours behind rime, Proc: "Sing, O Sing, This Blessed
o
tlnlstJ'Mr. Joseph A. Blondin, cellist,
57
Morn"
All trains from the south and west reSTOVES SET UP BY A FIRST
S. P. Warren CLASS TINNER. J. L. BELL & CO.
port delays as a result of the heavy Venite
SEE THE DAILY PAPERS FOR
Klein
snowfall. So deep Is "the beautiful To Deum
PROGRAM.
Williams
Buy your Table Wines for the Holiin the vicinity of Flagstaff that pas Jubilate
Tickets on sale at Matson's book
Adlaru In F days from Stern, Schloss & Co.
sengers state that only a high, steady Communion service
o- ) store,
Learnard St Llndemtnn's music
wind Is needed to drift the right of Offertory solo, "Nazareth"
Yon
going
old
are
visit
home
to
the
store and O RIelly's drug store
Ch. Gounod
way so badly as to tie up traffic en e
during
holidays.
Cheap
the
ta
rates
Mrs. A. G. Harrison,, with violin obtlrely.
all points, via fhe Santa Fe route.
Admission
50c, 75c and $1
llgato by Mr. R. W. Hadden.
AnRecessional,
"Hark,
the
Herald
FAMILY REUNION
gels Sing"
51
A. O. HARRISON, Rector.
OOCOCXXOCKXXOCCOC)COCOOCO
IN ALBUQUERQUE
Jan"
WRITE
DOWN YOUR GOOD RESO
Methodist Episcopal ChurchJohn
Sunday
D. D., pastor.
LUTIONS.
SONS, DAUGHTERS
AND GRAND- C. Rollins,
at 9:43 a. m. Morning worfor the New Year, and amoneK t.m
CHILDREN GATHER AT MAJOR school
a.
m.
pastor
11
will
at
The
let it he that you will regale yourself
HEYDT'S BOARD
INTERVIEW ship
preach on "The Meaning of Christ
with nothing but a WHita Lily cigar
ABOUT "SCOTTY."
will
sing the "Fesmas." The choir
"ii. iir.rr yon wien a smoke that will
flat,
Buck,
by
Major H. A. Heydt of this city, tival Te Deum," in E
tickle is)th your nalate ami vour una.
irilu, as none other will but a White
is enjoying an
Christmas. and oilier special music will be renL,iy cigar at a moderate price. There
With himself and .Mrs. Heydt, the dered. Epworth league at 6:.HI p. m.
,
tamily numbers twenty-fiveisn i a cigar made that can equal a
and the Evening worship at 7:30. The even
song
and
numbering Is not yet finished. There ing services will be one of
line uiy at nve cents.
are three mns and tEree daughters, praise. The following Is the program
During the present in part:
all married.
Neidlinger
Christmas three sons and their fami- "Uiitbday of a King"
1l3'2 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
Mrs. Arter.
lies and one daughter and her family
"T"
Adams
will gather with the old folks around "O, Holy Night"
OCOCOCJCOOCXDCOCOCOCOOCCOO
Anthem by the choir.
the family hearth. They are T. R.
....Mr. Haven
Overton and family, of ihis city; E. Violin solo
;.
D. Heydt
and family, of Spokane, "A Dream of Paradise"
Mr. Iletherington
Wash.; R. R. Heydt. of Barstow. Cal.;
Simpler
W. S. Heydt and family, of Las Vegas. "There Were Shepherds"
Anthem by the choir.
The other two daughters, Mrs. Geo.
There will be a brief address by the
Hubbell. of Cuervo, and Mrs. J. I,.
The public is cordially in
Gttnn, of Wagon Mound, with their pastor.
husbands and children are detained vited to all services. The church Is
at home by sickness in their fami- situated at the corner of Lead avelies. The Citizen wishes the reunit- nue and Third street.
ed family a merry Christmas, more
Special
Congregational
Church
expansion ami great happiness.
Christmas services will be rendered
From R. R. Heydt. who resides at at
the Congregational burch tomor-mo- r
Barstow, The Citizen learned
that
at 11 o'clock, with the following
the mule of Walter Scott did not program
:
reach that, place last .Monday night, Duet, pia-nand organ, "Final Alia
having its saddle perforated with
Siliuiuuu"
A. Ouilmant
a bullet and stained with blood. The Mrs.
Washburn and Miss Chestnut.
mule was shipped to I.os Angeles by Holy Temple
Choir
"ScottyV brother, who lives in Bars- Doxology
tow, and when Mr. Heydt left for AOur trade for November hail to far exceeded our expectations,
Invocation and Gloria
lbuquerque three searching
parties Responsive
Reading
were in the field looking for Scott
Te Deum, from Ell ....Dudley Buck
that we have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.
one from
Angeles, one from MoQuartet.
have and one from Daggett.
Scripture
Commencing December 1, our store will be kept open evenings,
Mr. Heydt says that the people of Hark, Hark,Lesson
My
R. Shelley
Soul
...R.
Barstow can no more explain w'aere
Quartette.
and additional help added, to take care 'of the Christmas rush.
Scott gots his money than can people
away from then-- . Some people at Prayer
Hymn
that place, were inclined to believe Christmas
Make your selections early. Remember, I positively retire
from
"Christ the lesire and
that Scott hail found the hidden Sermon,
Hope
of all Nations
treasure, stolen some years ago from
the jewelry business January 1, and from now until December 31,
Offertory Solo, "Bethlehem"
the Wells-FargExpress company,
Mrs. Campfleld.
and that he Is using that money, not
I
will make prices lower than ever offered on Fine Diamonds,
This will
the last day in which
having any ini;i
at all. But Mr. services will be
in
audibe
held
main
the
Heydt himself has seen the ore which
room until the repairs are comWatches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Glass, Handsome Printed China, Solid
Scott frequently brings u Barstow. ence
pleted. Special pains will be taken
ami he Knows from personal observacomfortably
keep the church
Silverware, Plated Silver Tible ware. Clacks, and everything betion f.iat it Is ore and not money. to
warm.
and ore of vast richness.
A Christmas concert will be given
0
Many people at Barstow believe
longing in a first-daJewelry btore.
in the Congregational
church, under
illsapiM-aranct Ma- is one of the auspices of the Sunday school at
bis advertising tricks and that bo will
p. m., with tho following
pro- Pleiw ijii in
few davs with tilcnty 7:3'i
0
mam:
of money and have a big lauah.
S.mi;. school, KM by the
hoir
WHAT HAVE YOU TOTRA.DE
NEW MEXICO'S
r, r nroneiiv at I.os Cerrlllos? c t K'Sionsivc Exercise
LEADING JEWELER
!y the
f
price,
of I'lavi-?.dilt!
II
the S,iii. School
cost. A sra:i. if you ran us
property. D n't be afra'd to talk I'rimirv Class Wu
l.acharle Shupei
with me. T. I.. McSpadden. 30 South Recitation
c c 90m09omommo9omo9
Quartet, from Mrs. Henld's class..
Broadway.
YLARS

IS

OLD

gray-haire-

11

Ar-mlj- o,

sun-uea-

spi-fte-

MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
Turnover Collars, In dainty patterns, at 2fic and 35c each.
XMAS FURS.
A present suited to the season,
specially priced at 25 per cent lesn
than regular selling price.

HANDKERCHIEF
SPECIAL,
Six fine linen Handkerchiefs,
handsomely embroidered and hemstitched, arranged in pretty box,
at 11.25 per box.

XMAS KID GLOVES.

XMAS OPERA BAGS.

big Xmas Special. Entire assortment of Voltaire Kid Gloves;
regular price. $1.25 per pair; Xmas
price, only 95c per pair.
XMAS SUGGESTIONS FOR MEN
A

AND BOYS.

Fancy Hosiery, Handkerchiefs,
Neckwear. Suspenders, Gloves and
Suit Caes.

ELKS' THEATRE

-

-

OQ'fh

t

.

'

At 15

Wear Secfiioni

--

'

Beautiful lines of Xmsi Dress and Waist Silks, very latest shades;
wear guaranteed, at 85 CENTft PER YARD.

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

OOO

Diamonds, Solid Gold Rings, Watches, Sterling Silver, Solid Gold
Lace Pins, 8 Day Clocks, Souvenir Spoons, 8olid Gold 8carf pins.
Gilt Blocks, Fine Cut Glass, Fine Fancy China, Ladies' Solid Gold
Chains. Solid Gold Buttons and Studs, Gents' Chains. Alarm Clocks,
and other articles too numerous to mention.

' SEE

We

Offer to supply you with anything In

special Prices

oo

.

On the Follow in g

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves....
18 China Tea 8ets
40o China 8alad Bowls

.t9

Q

Auto phone, 316. Bell phone,

.75

t
25c 0

Decorated Havlland China, st 20
per cent discount.
25c
75o Glass Berry Sets
35o Glass Water Pitchers
.20c
$1.75 Decorsted Lamps.
...$1.25
$3.23
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
65c
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
40o
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$10JJ0
$12.50 Buggy Harness

A- '

q

411

q

f
5

A. D. Coleman, Sec.T.

s.

I

Troubles

to

SysElec-

Us

OPEN EVENINGS
Telephone:
Automatic,

216 South Second St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

465.

TO ONE AND ALL

Merry Christmas
l

First St. and

Gold

S.

Ats.

M. BRIOOm A CO..
Props. AWarado Pharmacy.

Bota Phoaos.

Bottled In Bond.
CsK)

The Geo. T.StaggCo.

The

Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KT.

O-

IMrian Furniture

i

Go.

205 GOLD AVENUE.

MELINI & EAKIN
Solo Agents.

Albuquerqut, N.

Idea! Xmas Gifts

M.

19.

Automatic Pbons,

For Ladles, Gentleman and Children
GENTLEMEN.
Steins
Morris Chairs
Morris Rockers
Trunks

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Kalrflew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS.
'Jul .Ml N.

JEMEZ

HOT

Second St., Both Pbonet

SPRINGS

Suit Cases
Shaving Mugs
Cups and Saucers
Office Chairs
Couches
Washing Machines
'

ud

STAGE LINE

Tarries the United States mail;
only ne with a change of stock en
route: nood rlKs, horses and drivers;
rii leaves Alluiiieriiie every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. I.. Trimble
Co aseiits, AlbuM'ieni'i, N. M., or J.
IS. T.I.OCK. Proprietor,
Ptrea. N. M.

STORE OPEN
M K.N T WIJ

WIU,

inn

O000000
oooooooosoo

oo090moo90oo:-

-

THE NEW YORK FAIR
ANTONIO

I

,

LADIES,
CHILDREN.
Doll Carriages
Cut Glass
Art China
Express Wagons
Fine Lamps
Red Chairs
Silverware
Red Tables
Ladies' Desks
Nursery Chairs
Music Racks
High Chairs
Fine Rockers
Morris Chairs
Center Tables
Plate Racks
Pictures
EVEN I SOS ON RECEIPT UK A SMALL
Ft) It XMA.S DELIVERY.
IIOI.U ANY
s

Bags

l

oocso

Bert Moe,

Electrical

Your

Phone

and
,

WHISKEY

Is

c-c-

runmrml Director mnd Embmlmmr

Klxtore.8 and Wiring. Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm
tems; Laboratory Tests and Experiments; Transmission and
tric Traction Lines; Electric Pumping Plants Installed.

O.

.

m

phone, No.

"

;

THE CELEBRATED

O.-F-

Anto

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Repair Work a Specialty.
Electrical Supplies.

THK

Automatic phone, 260.
WE8T RAILROAD AVE.

Residence

115.

T H E
Southwestern Electric and Construction Co.

Cleaner
housecleanlng

'

Roderick Stover, Pres.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

General

BORDERS,

o

Black or Wblte Hearse. $5.00
Commercial Club Building,
' "
,
CITT UNDERTAKER.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Job work promptly done.
Bell phone. Red 271.

J

OUR THREE 8HOW WINDOWS.

5. VANN & SON

our line, at prices that ara fair and
square, and we are nov making

SALE

ooso

S

AT OUR STORE

OOO0OOOOOOO

H. E. FCXX.

O

Yon Cajsa md

CLOSING OUT

I'a.-uo-

e

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

GRAND

one-ha!-

Tailor-mad-

Less Than Actual Price
Per Cent
AN IDKAL OPORTUNITY

Taffeta Silk

Bond

J. RICHARDS

I

and Knit
Cashmere
Saeques, Sweaters, Booties, Dong
and Short Kimonos, Mittens, Caps.
Felt Slippers and handsome Baby
Buggy Robes.
HANDSOME SILK SHAWLS.
In black and white, at $1.35 to
$8 each.
Knit Wool Shawls, assorted col
ors and prices.

MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
Doylies, In assorted sizes, 25c,
35c and COc each.

old-tim- e

t00O000OO0O

BABY'S XMA8.

GREAT CHRISTMAS REDUCTIONS
Our entire stock of Women's and Children's Coats and
Suits to be sold before Christmas

--

A.

Pretty

.

very beautiful collection of
Dresden silk and delicately colored
Satin Opera Bags. They make a
very select present, at II to $3.50
each.

'

AssociatedSCharities

$25.

A

,

Grand Concert

SILK PETTICOATS.
For an Xmas present A woman
can never have too many silk petSee our handsome line,
ticoats.
ranging In price from $7.50 to

XMAS

Ready

'

'.

FIVE.

Christinas Ideas

Recitation
l inn MrCnllinn
Duet
Misses Stone and Hopping;
MAY DDOVF FATAI
PI
Recitation
Alma
Song, "Shepherd
of Bethlehem"
.
By a large class or boys and gin
Recitation
Arlnio Washburn If I. Rplipvprf That Clflfk Will
Address of Just five minutes' length
the Pastor
n.
TnrrShlo
UIC IIUIII lUMUiv jvu'U
Quartet, by Mrs. Healds class ... i
Offering
ing He Received.
Closing Hymn
A cordial invitation Is given to all.

II rlWlL.

PAGE

Gent's

Furnishing

ARMIJO A CO.

Goods Now Arriving:

C

C
C

4

Special Sales Every Saturday.

Auto Phone 601.

00-00OSCOs00- 0

Sul'Scrilie (or 'V e Evening Citizen SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
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121 N.

Third Street
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GET THE NEWS
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MtUOUKKQUK

? Wants
Wants It Statehood.
Editor, Evening CiliMti:
i)oar Sir As I see In your pare
the place ymi nrriipy, anil Infer that,
that you represent good old S;mta
:iaiiH and taking advantage of your
notice which you give in your issue
t the 14th. offering to send to all
those hoy and girls any present that
they would ask, bo I thought I would
you that I would like to have a
picture ot Simla Clans giving or donating to New Mexico state governgood
of
ment and continuation
I 'am a little girl of three
xcbools.
years of ape, mid live in South Albuquerque. Wishing you a merry Christmas and a Happy New Year," I reUERTRCDITAS GARCIA.
main,
P. S- I would also like to have my
name in larne letters. O. O.
(For a
Oertruditas.
you certainly nre a peach. The Santa
Claus Editor of The Evening Cltlr.en
would like to have a picture of you
holding Statehood in your right hand,
a la "1lherty Enlightening the World-- '
Enlightening' New
or "GertrudlUs
Mexico". He would also like to have
's
ihi; dimensions of a
stockings, so that he can inform
Santa Clans what size picturi' or joint
Please
statehood to leave therein.
give us the dimensions, Oertruditas,
soon
mi
as possible, as statehood and
pictures will soon be
Liven out.)

Alt She
"Vanta CI huh

,

-

three-year-ol-

three-year-old-

good-scho-

One

Three-Year-Ol-

a
old
Mio would like to have a rubber doll
and I would like to get a little drum,
hoping my letter Is not very long, I
remain your (b ar little boy.
HERMII.O CHAVEZ.
Old Albuquerque.

d

Wants a "Sober" Ball.
Friend Santy Clous I saw your offer in the Citizen and wan want to
get a rolier ball to ply with can me
get It.

Place Your Order Now

htlt

( tifurMi ftnrl nftnr Miny th m I run wtiltnvlv and
chfTltilly
? thftt lhjr hw tjntirwlf cirMtn.
thfrMnm 11 yon know thftt I hall rcowiBt)M
o(Vr)n from
In any on
tmnbli "
New York, X. T.
ChM.n. ITftlrern, 114 K. 7th Ht., tuh

FOR

thin

Jp

Th

Christmas

j

Dowels

horse Autlmobile, train and express
cart. Mamma Is going to have a tree
CAMOTCATTUimC
so you can put them right beside It
so I can find them.
I would like to see you come down
our chimney but mamma says If I
watch you, you wont like me.
Ptrftnt. Pulntftbl. PrtnV Tti flood !o flood,
or (trip.
M.
1kn,
Dont you "get cold riding and living NuTer
old In hulk. Tim kn
tnMM ttnmpt! tCU
vnnlns
where there is so much snow.
UaarftfileftU to cur
r your ioner bk.
I think It would be fun to hve a
8tetiinf Remedy Co., Chkaf o or N.Y. 546
sleigh and relgndeers to drive.
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
Now Santa dont forget me
.
Maby Its me you'll meet.
Just come right up Railroad Avenue
ALGODONES ITEMS
And second door down Edith street
WILLIAM R. ROCKWELL.
110 So. Edith St.
Special Correspondence:
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Algodones, N. M., Dec. 22. Christmas Is close by and many are preNeedn't Come to His "Buddy."
paring to have a big time. Last week
Deer sant yklaus lama little kiddy there was a big dance herp. Some
5 years old an mommersais if Ibegood
time during the night some young
you will bring nie somep prezense for kids purloined about three gallons of
myself, but If me am bad you will not wine belonging to a prominent citicome but to my sister who momcr zen here, and then proceeded to celesals is alius good. But glrl ain't no brate on a grand scale, some of them
gooder than boys when they wanter getting hilarious. Some of the older
he You dont need to come to my litpersons got it into their heads trT3t
tle huddle because he is badder than the kids got their wine from a man
am just to me and sister, and he by the name of Barros here, and as
cry s all time nohow, and nie wants a they were under age It would be
top and a pistol what shoots and against the law to sell them wine.
some slugshooters real onez and So, some of the older ones, headed
some anything you bring sister or by O. P. Hovey, started at once to
buddy, goowliv santvklnnz
the house of Mr. Barroa for the pur
MARTIN DERRICK
pose of hauling him over the coals.
Las VegaB, New M
But they had" their trouble for their
pains, as Mr. Barros Is a law abiding
Wants a Trainload of Candy.
nnd attends to his own busi
Dear Smta Claus Pleas semi my citizen After
blustering around for
little brother a Ioll and boll I would ness.
time, they finally, left. And if
like a train of cars loaded with some
Hovey
dares to say anything I
candy and nuts or If you have no will let ever
the cat out of the bag about
cars send 2 horses and wagon loaded
happened afterwards.
with Candy nnd nuts I am 8 years what
The telephone men have their poles
old and niy little brmher Is eight
set ns
south now as the Pueblo of
months old I ljve on Williams street Sandia. farThey
are getting along flrte.
no M5.
There is a heavy snow storm all
GRANT LEE EWING.
today, and the indications point
(Read Santa Claus' offer 'about day
to its continuance for some time.
candv on the front page of this Issue
There are rumors in the air that
of The Citizen, Grant.)
fiwethlng Is about to be sprung here
that will help us out. Hope It is so.
Are Qood With Their "Parence."
A petition here for Joint statehood
Dear santa claus I am a School
boy and I promis today end that I Is receiving many signatures, and will
will be good with my parence and if soon be forwarded to the league.
Merry Christmas and Happy New
you wish I will like to have a good
present and I will Thank you very Year to all.
J. H. M.
much my name is antonlno Nicolace
good by Santa claus I am 13 years
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
old.
aNTONINO NICOLACE.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1601.)
411 N. B'way.
DearSanta Claus I am a school
girl and i Promis that I will be good Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
with niv parence and if "you wish I
December 20, 1905.
would like to have a good present
Notice la hereby given that the foland ithank you wery much my name
Is Gulsseppa Nicolace good by Santa lowing named claimant has filed noctaus. i want a doll he is (j years tice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
old.
sections H and 17, of the act of March
GII SKPPA NICOLACE.
3. 1891, (2G Stats.. 854), as amended
411 N. B'way.
Dear Santo ctaus
ama school boy by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
and I promis to you that I willbe Stats., 470), and that said proof will
good With my parence And If you be made before the United
States
wish I would like to have a presence. court commissioner at Albuotierque,
And I will thank you very much I am N. M., on the 29th day of January,
11 years oold my name is Giuseppe 19. viz.,
Meliton S. Otero, for the
NlcolacI Goodbye Santa claus I want S. H. C. No) 1G01, in section 19, towna foot ball.
ship 7 north, range 3 east, and section 2t, township 7 north, range 2
GCISEPPE NICOLACE.
411 N. B'way.
east.
Dear santo clous I am a School
He names the following witnesses
Girl and i promis today and that I to prove his actual continuous adverse
will be good with my perntess and if possession of said tract for twenty
you wish I would like to have a doll years next preceding the survey of the
( will hope you send it to me and township, viz:
I thank you very much I am 10 years
JeKUs Salazar y Otero, of Peralta,
old by santa clous rov name Is
X. M.; Placldo Salazar y Otero, of AlROSALIE NICOLACE,
buquerque, N. M.; Jesus Sanchez y
.
411 N. B'way.
Alarid, of Valencia, N. M.; Deslderio
Gufule, of Peralta, N. M.
Wants a Clock.
Any person who desires to protest
Sauta Cloes Please bring me a lit- against the allowance of Baid
proof,
tle clock and a big doll and a buggy. or who knows of any substantial rear
GLADYS WRIGHT,
son under the laws and regulations of
Cromwell avenue.
the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
Wants Parents Remembered.
Dear Santa Claus 1 am a little given ah opportunity at the above
boy H years old and like my father mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimand mother and will try to be good
to them the past year. Dear Santa ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
Claus, I would like for you to bring of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
me a nice air gun for Chrlstmaa.
Register.
Phase, Santa Claus, remember my
Lit her, mother and sister.
Good bye.
The Season of Indigestion.
ERNEST ANTOINE.
The season of indigestion is upon
inns South Broadway.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for Indi
its.
aestion and Dyspepsia will do every
Helps Her Mother.
Dear Santa Claus I have been a thing for the stomach that an overstomach ran-no- t
very good girl. wash the dishes and loaded or
do for itself. Kodol digests what
help my Mamma all 1 can. All I want
for Christmas is a big doll. I li vo at yon eat gives the stomach a rest
419 Lead avenue, and dont forget the relieves sour stomach, belching, heartnrmber as you pass on your route. burn, indigestion, etc.
Vein '.est friend,
NINA HEYDT.
(We don't think Santa Clans will
forget the number, Nina.)
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cross-examin-

over-worke- d
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Has The True Christmas Spirit.
Dear Santa Claus I am a little girl
Waut you to bring a present to three
of the nurses at the hospital Miss Illness Miss Ratkliff and Miss Jones
they were ho good to me when I was
sick there.
BLANCHE.
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Mew Furniture
Crockery, Stoves and Ranges
Will net be undersold, regardless

of

DISCOUNT

DIG

STAR FURNITURE COMP'Y
214 GOLD AVENUE

Mus

ELKS THEATRE
DecttnbzT 25th

,

MAIlil! Matinee
And his great company of dramatic
artists in the latest and funniest of

all Swedish dialect comedies,

FRAZEE& BROWNE

"HansHanson"
Comedy, Pathos, Laughter.
Music, Singing, Dancing.
EVERYTHING NEW, BRIGHT AND
CHEERFUL.
PEOPLES' PRICES

Elks'OperaHouse
December

The Laughing Show

HOOLIGAN
In- -

.35c, 50c and 75c

Seats on sale at Matson's, Tues- day. December 2B, at 9 o'clock.

Wednesday .

and Night

27th

NEW YORK
A Cyclone of Fun
Thos.

PAINTS,

Keleher
f,VARNISHES

OILS.

AND

BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness,
Sauuies, Lap
America's best dialect comedian and
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palyweet singer,
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
NUMBER YOUR HOUSES FOR stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
TWENTY-FIVCENTS. 5EE HUD- Pelts.
SON, THE PAINTER.
W9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
.

BUILDING

1

MABEL
A

Fearful Fate.

up-to-da-

.

ferful fate to have to
dure the terrible torture of pile.

ANNUAL

o

te

.aim-stanc-

"I

MEETING,

The regular annual meeting o' the!
tncnnoiders o' the Bank of Com- mere,. nr t.o election of directors fur
'he ens'iin - j,'ur and for the trnna- ..
'inn fV LIKih
ei 'i
fore the meeting, 1
"I
be In i,i si
t t anking house on J
I'tnuu: y 1.
1

T

l.t.I-In-

I,

(FMBIE

.
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S. STRICK1 ER.

U'nt

es

-

en-

can truthfully
say." writes Henry
Colson. of Masonvllle, Iowa, "that for
Blind, Bleeding, Itching and Protruding Piles, Bucklin's Arnica Salve is
the best cure made. Also best for
cuts, burns aud injuries; 25c at all
druggiau
OF

NEEDS

-

SAWTELLE

It is a

OUR

As the work- of removal is a big undertaking, and to perfect a sys- ?
tem t hat will successfully meet this great emergency we must greatly
reduce our choice and most
stock. Under these cu
we are obliged to cut deep into the prices. Especially for the
Holiday Shoppers this is the most; favorable opportunity for- money-savin- g i
in buying useful Christmas Presents, such as Rugs, Curtains, s
Portieres, Couch and Table Covers, Bed Sets, Pillow Shams, Scarfs,
Sofa Pillows, Cushions, Lambrequins, Blankets, Comforts, Household
Linens, Etc. Visit our store and keep posted on the things being
done during this Removal Sale.

!

v

182.

PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT.

WITH

ninth frlft street.

NOTICE

Colorado Phone, Black

t

Doll and Doll Bed
Der Santy Claus Please send nie
a big doll nnd a dollbed
live on
1011

STREET.

STOCK REDUCTION MUST BE FORCED TO CONFORM

Wants a "Paino."

it

SOUTH SECOND

217

Santa Claus.)

Dear Santa Claus please
me
a nice doll and a doll that shuts her
eyes and cryB and a bed nnd a little
liuggie and bring me a little piano.
LILY MORKI.I.ES,
bring

best

AT

STAAB

failed

glected

ETC.

I JANUARY NEXT WE MOVE TO THE NEW

to sign your name or
address. Blanche, but whoever or
wherever you are you mnv r'sr assured that, a little girl who is so
thoughtful of others will mil i,
(You

e

MEAT,

None but th

1

He Wants a Stocking and
Santa Claus Editor, Evening Citizen:
Dear Sir Knowing througn your
F. R. MONTOYA.
paper that nil the boyB could get a
Cor. Copper and 2d.
present from dear Santa Clans and as
I am one of the Itoys 1 wish you
She Wants a Ooll, Too.
would sent me a stocking of the exMy Dear Santa Claua 1 am eight
tern and area of New Mexico and
years old and mama nays I am
1wo territories and wishing all the dea very good little girl. I go to school
partments and enterprises of the
and am learning fast as you may see
Arizona so I can put as much as these
from my writing. Y'ou call on us
C31 S. H'way.
Citizen a "Merry Christmas and a
through the citizen to ask from you
Happy New Year,"' I remain, your
what we would like as a present this
friend.
PEDRO CHAVEZ,
From the Schmidts.
905 S. Second St.
Dear Santa Claus I want a magic year. I want to get a nice doll. Will
(Just what you want. Pedro, is be- lantern and a gun and a waggon and you help me to get what, I remain,
your little friend,
yond our comprehension.
After a a automobile.
FANNIE MONTOYA.
careful perusal of y6ur rhetorical
CHARLIE SCHMIDT,
124 Cor. Copper and 2nd.
after deeply delving downDean, santa Claus 1 want a doll auj
ward In the depths of Webster's Un-- n a buggy.
Any Little Thing.
bridge
we have utterly failed to
CARRIE SCHMIDT.
Dear Santa Claus As yon have a
concisely comprehend the corrugated
Dear Santa Claus I want a doll an
piece lu the paper that you would like
conglomerate of the above vplstle.)
a set of dishes.
to help each little girl and boy. There
HELEN SCHMIDT.
Mere Engines Wanted.
Dear Santa Claus Please give me are 4 little children at our home.
dear Santa Claus Please bring me a doll and go cart that lets up and Alma is the bay 2 years old Paul is 5
years, Llllie 10 years and Ethel 12.
ii engine that runs on a track, good down.
We have no particular
wish, but
liv Santa.
MARGARET SCHMIDT,
would he glad if Santa Claus would
LA UUE SCHOENBERGER
"24
8. B'way.
bring any little thing. From
Gold Avenue Hotel.
(We'll tell Santa Claus what you
ETHEL FREDERICKS.
Yes He Will, Maria.
417 N. Arno.
waut, La Rue.)
Dear Santa Clans I am a little
girl nine years old. and I would like
A Work Box.
to have a chllds natural history and
Strange Place for An "Ad."
Dear Santa Claus I am ten years
Dear Santa Claus Mania iound some candy. I iio not think Santa
vour add in tM apa. I am so glad. will come to see me for my uncle got old and am In the fifth grade. Think
Please send me a pair of mitts and a hurt and we have no money. I am I 'have been a good girl, and would
pocket book and 1 wood like 2 yard In the third grade at the fourth ward like Santa Clans to bring me a work
f hair silk ribbon?
Hoping you box.
My little sister school and love books.
JEMIMA LONG,
Florence. Please send her a Little will not forget me, I am your little
1117 S. Arno.
Bonnet and a pir of little mitts and frlenl.
dollle. My brother Charles. Please
MARIA WILLIAMS.
Little
Buddie
Needs
Shoes.
315 West Copper.
fend him a train of cars and a pair
Dear Santa Claus 1 am a little Bov
(Even if your uncle did get hurt
ii mitts and a drum.
years
three
please
bring
olde
me a
and you have no money, Maria, old wagon, or any thing thnt little Boyes
CHARLES COLL1STER,
Santa will surely remember you If like 1 have a little Buddie he
10 years old.
Neades
you have been a good girl.)
LIZZIE COLLISTER,
a pair of ShoeB or Something and A
12 years old.
Raby
little
likes
blocks
or
a
Doll and
Wants a Big Ooll.
FLORENCE COLLISTER.
Dear Santa Claus 1 am a little cadey, from
3 year 8 old.
EDMOND
WALTER
MERIMON
we live at 916 S. Third Btreet. Dear girl 10 years of age I am going to the
and Brot
fourth ward school and I am lu the
Santa Claus good by.
NATHAN MERIMON
(Santa Claus will remember you, second grade. I want a big doll and
and Sister
a doll buggy. I live at 903 Forrester
children, if you've been good.)
FLORENCE, ever yours from
Place. My name Is
415 N. B'way.
LUCY g HART.
Has Warrior Instincts.
Dear Santa Iwold like a sord and
A Modest Request.
Preparing for War.
a peaglover. and a watch. But my
Dear Santa Claus I want a magic
The Daily Citizen As I am so
mother said If I want a watch I young
so I got my pappa to write for lantern and a drum and a horn and a
should learn how to take care of it. nie, please
send me soldiers I am one automobile and rocking horse and a
This Is not
very long letter Santa.
j ear and six months old ami when I story book and a game of dominos
EDWIN' GILPIN,
grow old expect to go to war also a and a express wagon, and bring my
510 S. B'way.
little brother something.
(Don't you think you are most too small trunk. Como Sieiupre
GILBERT ESPINOSA.
DAVID MONTOYA,
youug for a watch, Edwin?)
723 Marquette.
P. S. Publish my letter in
your
(Which Is the one special thing,
valuable jrnper.
Doesn't Wants "Mush."
(You'll have to ask Santa Claus for Gilbert?)
Dear Sam a Claus 1 don't wanl
mush for Christmas this time.
am your Christmas presents, David, not
Have Picked It Out.
a great Yeador and read a good deal. the Evening Citizen.)
Dear Santa Clawse We wish very
I want the Ixiok called "The Advenmuch For a wagon that we saw at E.
The Doll or The Citizen?
tures of Tom Sawyer." Yours trulv,
J. Post Uardwear Co. It is like the
Dear
Santa
Claus
Pleuse
nie
send
)
FRED K1RKPATRICK,
a doll a stove and some candy and a big Studebaker wagon it is green and
312 E. Coal avenue.
little horse for my brother
am & has a seat. Our little brother wants
(We believe Santa Claus will grant years
Yours truly,
my
3 years a train of cars.
old
is
and
brother
vour modest request.)
WILLIE DICKINSON,
old niy papa leads yuur paper oil i lie
JAMES DICKINSON
time and bring it from out side. In;
His Brother is Too Young.
111) East Gold ave.
De;ir Mr. Editor Please tell Santa shure to send It.
CENSION
MONTOYA.
Claus that I have two little brothers
t
Wants Table to Put Them On.
Old Town.
and one little sister. I would like
Dear Santa Claus I have got a set
(We will ask the City Circulator to
to have a steam engine, and my litof dishes and would like to have a
tle brother would like to have a drum "be shure to send it."
table to put them on. Yours trub ,
and horn. My sister wants a small
DOROTHY DKLKAX!
And Guesses That Is AH.
set (f dishes and niy
smallest
217 West Silver ave
Dear saata Claus you have so
brother who Is only two months' old many
(Evidently, Dorothy, you do need u
that I done no what to
isn't quite big enough to know any- get Butthings
table to put. them on.)
I guess I can think of
thing about Christinas or Santa Claus,
wood like a nice Pair of
and will not ask for anything this leather Igloves,
He Likes Santa Claus.
and A set perforated
i iieo.
Old Santa Clause I want you
drawings and a magic lantern and a to Dear
bring mo a doll and buggy, set of
MILTON ELLSWORTH.
gun and some candy and nuts, and
table, chairs and a doll bed,
1126 N. 2si street.
guess tlmt will be all this time. Well dishes,
I am a' good Mule
girl and dont
goodbye.
Doll Carriage.
want you to forget me.
GRADY
LESLIE
DYNES.
1
Dear Santa Claus
read your kind
Dont you fall when you come down
315 N. tith street.
offer in the Citizen thut you wanted
the chimney. I think you would
ail the children to write for any
cause there Is nothing to hold on to.
Oh, How Mean of Them.
special thing they wanted, the things
1 would
like to live with you then
Santa
Some
Claus
the
of
want are a large doll carriage large older people
I could have all kinds of toys.
trying
are
me
to
make
years
enough for a girl of twelve
Good by
believe there Is no such a being as
old, ar.il thi'i is all. Yours truly,
ESTHER GUSSAROIT.
Santa Clwis. But I know thev are
WINIFRED ISABEL MORSE.
110 South Edith street, ei y.
mistaken and you do exist and are the
711 N. 12th.
childrens best friend. 1 thank you for
He Will Be a Banker.
Dear sania Iwould like very much the many
things you have left
Sauta Claus I will write you
to bine a carriage that would fit a me In the nice
past, and Hope that you a Dear
few
large doll. I am ten years old, yours will remember
lines to' let you know what
my little sisters and
I want to bb
truly,
for Christmas.
brother and myself on Sunday nlgbt. want gun.
My brother a bank so
e
ALICE EDITH MORSE,
I also beg you to visit all the poor shot
can
money
keep
our
in it when my
711 N. 12th.
little ones in this city.
send this mother gives it to me. Your loving
letter in care of the Evening Citizen friend.
She Wants Doll and Buggy.
Dear Santa Claus please bring me and know you will be sure to rec. It
ROY WEINIKE.
a doll and a doll buggy, please bring for the Citizen said they would see
416 Baca.
care
would
.my little tiister a table and some that all mall sent in their
you.
surely
Your little friend,
reach
Any Old Thing.
diHhea and some chair.
Good by
JUANITA ROGERS,
Dear Sa'.ca Claus Ihave seen your
Santa C.
ave.
601
Keleher
ad in ta Citizen I request you to
MABLE WE IN EKE.
(Don't you believe them, Juanita. send me a wagon or fldel or any olj
416 Baca ave.
There is a Santa Claua, and the older thing of your p'easure. I live at 1124
people shouldn't try to make you be- Barelos Road and that is my address.
Wants a Dolt Head.
Mfrry Chrvtmas and a happy New
Dear Santa Claus I think I would lieve otherwise.)
Year.
like to have a doll head about three
Yours truly,
22
a
Wants
Gun.
high
long
inch
with
black hair and
HENRY n.CA.
Dear Santa Claus I want a 2 gun
HoiiiH cindy and nuts and that is all.
and a drum and a watch and sord. My
Wants a Drum,
Good by Santa
mother said that she would not get My Dear Santa Claua:
MISS ROSAL1NA ESPINOSA.
me a 'ii gun unless I would stop
I am very glad to know that you
724 W. Marquette.
throwing rocks and fighting. Then want to hear from the children n o'l
1 want a horn
The One Thing She Wants.
and a tool chest.
the children think sn much aVt
DARWIN RAITT.
you especially In tHs t'r-iDer Santa Claus I saw your add
o' the
Dear Santa Claim I would like a year. I am si ye:ir old sn I my
'n the Citizen that you wanted the
I
children to wiite for aiiv special thing cap ptsoti and a drum an a "orn nrents hiv I m
they WHrtcd. the thing I want most and a train and Helen wou'd liVe a 'do si' the error. i... f.
I
U a thinil le, a htery book, A pair of doll and a cart and a s'om- an set to school every d:tv ' ihi I h e two
Twelve-Year-Ol-

fid

V

ol

som-thln-

MFormnttn t

btn
bn4

f

dollar shoe number sixes a real of dishes and a piano and Guoigu
haired wig very large some nuts and would like a doll and train. Yours
tnny,
candy and toy games, yours truly,
S11ARLIIC RAITT.
CORA MAY MORNEAU.
502 South Arno.
605 N. 12th.
(You can't expect guns if you are
(We'll see that yon get some of the
a bad boy and fight and throw stones.
special things, anyway, Cora.)
Darwin, and unless you quit it, old
Santa may miss you entirely.)
More Dolls.
Dear Santa Claus The Citizen is
A Little Housewife.
the one my papa takes always send
Mr. Santle Claws 1 am a little girl
me a Doll and a coper pot. Thank6 years old and my name Is florence
ing In advance. Be sure to send it.
York my papa was reading In the
MELINDA MONTOYA.
evening paper that If I write to Mr.
Old Town.
Santle Claws lie will send me what I
asck for please will you send me a
Good Boy Wants Wagon.
Dear Santa Claus I want a wagon set oC dishes and a broom and a little
red chair. I have a little baby sister
please. I try to he a good boy.
but she can not write to you can 1
"FRANK H. NEHER.
40.1 N. 2nd si.
ask something for her please she
would like a rocking chair and a
broom.
Wants a Foot Ball.
FLORENCE YORK
was
Dear Santa Claus Mamma
and EVA YORK.
reading in the Citizen that you wantHIS S. 3rd st.
ed let t era from all the Utile boys and
girls I am 10 years old and want u
Is a Reader.
foot bull nnd my two little sisters
Dear Santa I am a little girl nine
would like to have a big doll, one with
dark hair and one with light hair, years old. I will tell you what 1 want
A story book, some
for Christmas.
Yours truly.
candy and nuts. I guess that Is all
FLOYD IRVIN ELLIS.
this time. From your little Friend.
Las Cruces, New Mex.
HAZEL COR LEY,
(Sunla will reach Las Cruces by
726 Keleher avenue.
Christmas morning, Floyd.)

DECEf

BAD BREATH

Good Little Boy, Willie.
Dear Old Santa Clause It is nlmost
Christmas and please dont forget ine.
I am a good little boy and wish you
would bring me a Fire Department,

Modest in

Very

SATURDAY,

four years

1

fhe would like to have
doll's cart, and Estella is two years

Joint Statehood.

A Future Railroad Magnate.
Dear Santa I would like a Utile
engine and cars with a little track.
Thanking you for the same I remain
vour friend,
GEORGE HOCKLETT,
Dear Sat.ta Claus I am a little girl
seven years of age and I wish you
would bring me a set of dishes. I also
have a little sister five years old who
wou'd like a big doll nnd some candy
and ruts.
ACNES HACKLETT,

CXHKN.

old and

FROM ALBUQUERQUE CHILDREN
DesireSome

Mcllnda

little sisters.

MORE LETTERS TO SANTA CLAUS

Many Things WantedDolls the Prevailing
Wishes Others Just the Reverse
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Meat Market
and Salt Meats.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building. North Third Street
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Dyspeptics

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOAN 3
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armllo Building.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

RIO fit ER BAKERY

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

SIMON BALLINO, Proprietor.
tf you art too fat it is bseaus your food
(Successor to Balllnn Bros.)
strength.
muscle
turn to fat instead of
WTEDDINO
CAK,ES A SPECIALTY
If you are too lean the fat producing foods
We desire patronage acd we guar
and
digested
properly
not
you
are
eat
that
ante first class baking.
atumilated.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque
Lean, thin, etrlnpy people do not hare
nouch Pepin in the etomach, while fat
Established In 1882
popie have too much Pepein and

In order to reduce our mammoth stock of Furniture
Stoves, Ranges, Carpets, Glass and Chinaware before inventory time we will give 20 per cent discount
off our regular low price. Are you looking for a Xtnas
present? Something useful as well as ornamental.

ai

Pancreatine.

Dough

r. C.

PR A TT

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

& CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. llcekin & Co.'s Coffee. Im
bo Jen's Granite Flour.

Kodol
Dyspepsia

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Cure

all the dijestiv julcss that are
a healthy etomach, and In Hlllsboro creamery Butter Beet OB
Earth.
neceetary tc
lactly those proportion
mable the etomach and digestive organs
Free Delivery,
.j digest and assimilate all foods that may Order Solicited.
LADIES' DESK.
MAHOGANY MUSIC CABINET.
only a perfect
is eaten. Kodol It it not
Regular price, $12.50; saJo price. .$10
214
Street. .
South
Second
digestant, but it
a reconstructive, tisU
well. Kodol cure CLAHKVILLK
building
tonic
as
sue
PRODUCE
CO
Decorated China, ail price.
Dyspepsia,
Sour
Stomach.
indigestion,
$10.50;
price
Regular
price,
fale
HAT, GRAIN AND FEED
DINNER SET.
GOLD DECORATED
and
.$8.50 Heartburn. Palpitation of the Heart
Wholesale and Retail
Regular price, $9; sale price... .$7.20
Constipation.
You will like it.
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.

Let Us Suggest a Few Items of Interest:
SPANISH LEATHER MORRIS
CHAIRS.

Regular price, $27; pule price. .$21.60
CHASE LEATHER COUCH.
Regular price, $25; sale price. .$20.00
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What You Eat

Ditfests

D. EMMONS,

Wholesale

muine
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Rest the stomach, rebuild the
tissues and gives firm iSesh.

Retail
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For sale by a1 druggist.

COAL AVENUE AND SECOND STREET

Tour land, worth $2 an acre, la, by
the use of one of our irrigation plants,
made worth $100 per acre. WYtte a
for catalogue No. 9. on "Irrigation and

riRE

Secretary Mutual Building Aisocla-tlonOffice at J. O Raldridge's
yard.

REPORT OF MCNTEZIMA
HOTEL

PROPOSITION

A

E. WALKER,
INSURANCE.

on AD I
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IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

South First Street Both Phone

k.

I r.MrT
I 0., imCkJjLaV

FOUND AT LAST

.

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundory a machine with which we can hndl
woolen
without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to n
we
will straighten them out for you.
and

Pumping Machinery," and tell about
yo-i- r
requirement. We can help yon.

.

The

Hendrie

&

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

IS ACCEPTED

Dealer In Groceries, Provision, Hay,
1621-163- 9
Seventeenth Mreet, DENVER, COLORADO 0
Grain and Fuel.
Imported
Liquors
Wines,
The Las Vegas Optic publishes a Fine line of
and Cigar. Place your orders for
following special from Chicago: A
But he was too far gone. Joe was 'all THE HEAVlfcST SNOW
HOW JOE MULHATTON
tht line with tia.
full meeting of the board of directors
in.'
NORTH THIRD STREET.
the National Fraternal Sanitarium
"JohepU Mulhatton,
the Sybarite,
POINTED A MORAL
IN MANY YEARS of
company, was held today and definite
became a common bum.
agreement was reached with the
"It Is not worth while to moralize
REDUCED PRICES
CONINFORMATION
BELATED
the On Dental Work. Plate. 18.00;
over this man's career. The moral EIGHT INCHES AT SOCORRO AND Santa Fe company regarding
Eoilding Supplies
CERNING HIM. COMES TO PHOE- runs all through the brief story of his
FEET OF THE BEAUTIFUL ON Montezuma property which It was deGold Crown, $6.00; Filling, fl.00
accept.
Fraof
The
cided
to
location
debauchery.
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
NIX.
SAN FRANCISCO MOUNTAINS.
ternal city was definitely fixed on the 50c. All guaranteed.
"Booze will bunco the smartest man
Canyon
site.
proposed
Gallinas
alive."
' There was received at the Phoenix
The heaviest snow In years spread
Third and Marquette
Both Phones
Republican office a communicatipn
I Note
of itself over central New Mexico and
a
is
Joe
native
Mulhatton
Subscribe for The Citizen and go
from John S. Cochran, of Pinal county, Louisville, Ky., and the business man- Arizona Thursday and that night. Dr. the news.
Mulhatton, for ager of The Evening Citizen, who Is Chus. R. Keyes, president, of the New
1n relation to Jutw
k
whom inquiry had been mmle in that a native
of Kentucky himself and Mexico .School of Mines at Socorro,
paper by his brother. It has been proud of it, got well acquainted with who arrived from that place yesterday
mentioned that on the morning follow- Mulhattan ten years ago, for he called' morn Ins says that eisht inches of the
ing that inquiry Joe Mulhatton curi- at this office then and presented alutu"L,,u' covered m K'"''"a inure
B. P. COPP, D. D. S.
and CURE the LUNGS
THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
BELOW
ously arrived in the city from the letter of introduction from a promi j antl tnt tne 8n(,w was still falling
Room 17, N. T. Armljo Building.
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
coast, and met his brother, whom he nent gentleman of Louisville. Mr. when he left at midnight.
"ITa
had not seen for eight years, and who
IT WOULD
DIAMOND EVEN AT COST,
at that time, represented Kprs from farther south say that there
feared that he was dead. The fact an extensive wholesale liquor estan- - was a treat fall o
iuW u mi Buim.
' still pay you to buy it from us, as we are In a position to sell die,
appearance
Mulhatton
cf
Joe
Passen,
ou
of the
trains arriv,ishnu,nt of Louisville; he remained in f Epgle.
monds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
'
was not know t.
tni clty several days, was a frequent '"K from the wes leu or snow rrom
;
)L
TO
BE
. P
41M.
In,,
jewelers
buy at wholesale.
me
.v......
kio uranae
lilltc VI li- niuiiin
Kan. Arizona. 10
caller at The Citizen office, and al- ONSUWPTION
Price
"ey. the fall ranging from a great
therefore gave what Information he waA s conducted himself like a true!
Trust
You
Can
The Man
ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
COc&SI.GO
OUGHSand
had concerning him and enclosed an gentleman. He amused the guests of, fePth n the mountains to a light fall
OLDS
Fre Trial.
valleys. General Superintend
itorlal from the San Francisco E. aturKcs European hotel, where he
V
118 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque. N. A'amlner of a year ago last November. stopped, w'ith several of his famous ent I. R. Hibbard, of the Santa Fe
Railroad ticket bought and sold transaction guaranteed.
Surest and Uuickust Cure for nil
the.
In
for
who
lines,
reproduced
was
on
coast
city
Is
the
The editorial
THROAT and LUNO TEOUB-LE- S,
anecdotes and meteoric stories, and
"ceneral lesson It conveys, though ft It was in this city that Mulhatton or- Thursday, said that he had been ador MONK1 BACK.
AT ONCE
exaggerates
condition
Superintendent
vised
of
the
Gibson
that
no doubt
iginated
several of his startling
l
time,
and
A
division,
the
that
MATTER OF ESSENTIAL IM- Winslow
It
at
Mr.
Mulhatton
had
found
of
yarns. While here he was no booze
PORTANCE.
certainly not descriptive of bis pres- fighter, and it was after leaving here necessary to put snow plows at work. rxxrxxrxxxzrxxsxxxxxxxxux
Five room Modern House,
ent condition, s!nce he is by no mean that stories to the effect that Mulhat- on the ban Francisco niuntains to
LONDON
CLUB LIVERY AND
sanitation and
householder1
every
to
furnished or unfurnished, on
"all in." The editorial follows:
ton' mind had been impaired, were keep traffic open.
'xanitary equipment should receive the
m
STABLE
FCEO
"Ten years ago Jcseph Mulhatton' put in circulation.
South Arno street, at a barIf his condition
greatest possible attention; and woen
Corner Second and Marquette.
New Tailor Shop.
was one of the most probperous and was as bail as stated by the Examiner,
to be Installed, only
new plumbing
gain. Look at it today. Tosuccessful traveling salesman in the it will be a source of pleasure toMul-hatton'- s
A J. Morelll. the well known tailor
plumber of the highest repute, and
a
ennntrv.
lie rereived a salary of
morrow never comes.
many western friends to has reopened a tailor shop on North
one who keeps up with the latest Im$15,000 a year wjth an expense ac- learni now that he has regained
his First street, where he Is ready tc
provements, should be employed. It
large.
almos-as
count
mind and health, and is attending to clean, press and repair ladles' anu
you have this subject under consid"Then vears ano this man set the his mining In Arizona.
gents' clothing. Suits made to order
eration a consultation with us will be
Also a restaurant business
tvles. He was somewhat of a Beau
Patronage of former customers solicit
of the greatest value.
Brumuitl. ami bis 'glad clothes' werej
and furnishing. Good locaed.
MERCHANT TAILORING
up to date. When on the road he,
M
tion.
Prop.
C. GRANNIS,
Heating &
The
lived like a prince. No parlor car orj Everybody's
friend Dr. Thomas'
H
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
high priced hotel was too good for UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST Electric Oil. Cures toothache, earH
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- ache, sore throat. Heals cuts, bruises,
Day and Night Hack.
him.
Plumbing Company
Mexico. J
BINI, PROPRIETOR
Albuquerque,
New
"Today he is a physical wreck,
Stops any pain.
scalds.
&
.
Co.
bleury-eyedPorterfield
bloated,
Both 'Phone.
xxxxxxxxrxxxzxxxxzixxxtrxx
My merchant tailoring snop Is up-- j
he is scarcely able to tell his name.
ave-- i
209
over
No.
inpw
West
stairs
Railroad
was
ago
Mulhatton
years
Joe
"Ten
W. Gold Ave.
f
where I solicit the patronage of
THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.
the best recanteur in the country. His nue, public.
first-clasguaranteed
All
NOTARY PUBLIC.
work
LOANS.
the
ingeni
an
of
inventions
stories the
307 West Railroad Avenue.
as I have had fifteen years' ex
ous mind and ready wit were print
flav or HtgM
Roth 'Phones.
ed In all the newspapers, and some' prrience m ine Dusinens. suns inaao
of them are still going the rounds of, to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
lUHB--MHHB--ni-repaired. The specific I use will not
the press. He was proud of the title,1 Injure
Palmer & Wrlghf
best and latest odor. We have them in pretty,
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATES
CKXOOOCOCOOCOCOCOOOOOOOOO
the cloth. Ladies' garments
Higgest liar on earth." His stories
fancy boxes, at
NOTARY PUBLIC.
walking
also
cleaned
made
and
skirts
laughing.
country
Ammrlomn Block
set the whole
Corrlllou
Room t, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
order. Give me a trial.
at best. Joe Mul- in . fnu,
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Fiill
Rem
ember
the
BAMBINI.
O.
dissecting!
some
And
nation will die.
amine
Rromo
sinili-nin
skull
hist
that
take
nifiv
ocxoooocoocoocxxxxxxxxx
n Mad Chase
iiun.i unr kv 'Ahis minr Yorlck.'
3 Days
Cure a Cold faiOneDay,
In mad chase
Millions
rush
after
change
in)
brought
the
about
"What
WE GIVE
health, from one extreme of faddlsm
In mill
Mulhatton
&G.OO
You best satisfaction
on every
o atioiher, when. If they would only
Yvtiiab. work.
t
food
bowels
keen
and
their
'good
fellow.'
tyi.-owas
the
a
"He
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL
with Dr. King's New Life
COKE - MILL WOOD
To be this sort or a gocd tenow, you regular
pass
Pills,
troubles
all
would
their
if
do,
fellows
OCXXXXXXXXXXX)COCOOOOOCXX)
must do as the other
KINDLING
relief and quick cure
117
Both 'Phone.
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
not wore so. Mulhatton went tne away. Promptstomach
25c
at
trouble;
for
Morris Chairs. Ladle' Desks, other
liver
and
every
party.
of
life
limit. He was the
your
any
guaranteed.
store;
Make
aelec
drug
Xmas
useful
Gift.
never
turned
he
fault,
Generous to a
o
tlona early.
down a ;rlend and he had a lot of
The holiday rates will be one and
J .D. EMMON3.
no
friends
He
days.
has
friends tlios,.
fare to all points via the
'PHONES
BOTH
Tin. Citizen and get
subscribe
for
now;.
Santa Fe route. Call at the ticket of
tha news.
of irying to fice and get particulars.
"His is the old
OOOOOCJCXXXXIOOOOCOCOOOOOC
conquer bonze.
"To keep UJ bis end in the lriuk- ing bouts, he swilled the stuff. It got
on to his nerves and jangled them
Then it tackled his Moniach and ate,
out the linings.
"As the whiskey was going in his
wits went out. He began to forget
the' point rf a story, and mumbled It.:
His sprees interfered with his busi- ness. His friends began to say that
Joe's pace was too rapid. Then he
lost his $15,000 position. He could
Knuaging at a low
not make good.
salary, he tried to quit drinking and
to redeem himself. He took the cure.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
G?nral

SCREEN DOORS
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nerve-shattere-

Standard
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FUMES

s,

B. A. SLEYSTER
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25 c9 50c, 75c

COML
Per Ton

f

t-

$1.00

&

The Williams Drug Co.

....

BLUE FRONT

W.H.Hahn&Co

Ctt'zen Want Ads' Bring The Best Results

one-thir-

i

The Fttttste Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

CATARRH

11

LoCQted on
- Belen is 31 miles

the Belen

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

re

Santo

8c

Railway

south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Bclen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsitc
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SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
PAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS Of THE
s
bakery, tsllor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing hop, planing mill,
no sand or gravel. We need a
Th
int. nirrri a ra In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation);
s
moa.rn uuvoi.
coal aud wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc, etc. Also a
PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY
IF
YOU
WISH
TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
PRICES,
AND
MAP
APPLY AT ONCE FOR
ALL

first-clan-

ELY'S CREAM BALMj
This Remedy le a Specific,
Sure to Give Satisfaction.
CIVf

It

cloan,

diaxl

RtLUP AT ONCI.
soothe, lials, mil protoots

inoiubmue.

It

nrsi-cian-

'

v

t1i

curus Cutarrti auR

lieaUirul the Reuses of Taste uud BrarlL
r ... .. ( '.,.! nn no inlurious dr.i
Applit'il iuto tba nostrils ud abaorljed-- j
at lru,'Ki.-t- s or lyf
Ijiri?e Sis", 50
uutil ( Triul Size, 10 couts by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 58 Warrn SL, Hlw Y91.'
n--

:KER,

Town and Improvement CompanyBERGER,
Belen
The
President
WM- -

M- -

Secretary

M
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WEST

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

RAIlTOADAYlyrl

Fair tonight;

colder in extreme
southern portion. Sunday, fair.

Mb

TM

mill)
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OUR SHOES AND SLIPPERS

FOR MEN. WOMEN AND CHILDREN

For Women.
Pat. Kid Shoes .. .$3.60 to $4.00
Vic! Kid Shoes .. .$2.60 to $3.60
Box Calf Shoe . .$1.75 to $3.50
75 to $1.50
Felt Slippers
Dongola Shoes
$1.65 to $2.25
$1.25 to $3.00
Strap Sandals
60 to $1.25
Felt Slippers
$1.25 to $1.60
Felt Juliets
Knit Slippers
$1.00

For Men.
$3.r.O to $4.00
Cull Shoes
2.R'i to $4.00
Vint Kill Shoes
$2.25 to $3.50
Box Calf Shoos
Colt Skin Shoes... $2.00 to $2.75
$2.50
Alligator Slippers
Vlri Kid Slippers. .$1.50 to $2.00
$1.25 to $1.50
Felt Julits
$1.50
Knit Slippers

Put.

f

.

.

.

Shoet. foi; Roys or Girls, from

Clippers for Boys

$1.00 to $2.60

and Girls, from

75

to $1.00

oooocooooo cooooooooo

.1. M. Wilkinson, of the wool scouring mill, left for California last
.

Peputy United State Marshal O. A.
Kas niHii Is In I.as Vegas, whore he
will attend United States court.
W. C. Hutinan, formerly a photogra-

before reaching a train at Silver City,
and in consequence both show the ef
fects of the cold drive.
At the com lusion of the lecture in
tne opera hmise last evening, given
by Frederick Warde, the celebrated
actor and lecturer, tTie local lodge
of Elks and their ladies, welcomed
Mr. Warde In the lodge rooms, where
the distinguished
they entertained
visitor and were In turn royally
Warde has few
fur Mr.
peers In the entertainment line. It
was a social period greatly enjoyed
by all who participated and one not
liikey to. be obliterated front memory.
Judge Selerlno Crollott returned
this morning from Raton, where he
went a few days ago to Investigate
the advisability of moving there. Mr.
Crollott holds a position with the se
cret service department of the Santa
Fe, and the company has proposed to
transfer him to Raton. Mr. Crollott
says that Know covers the mountains
from Glorieta to Raton, and he doesn't
know how much farther north, and
it Is very cold at Raton and l.as

pher hero, arrived In Albuquerque
yesterday from Iong lleaeh, Cal.
William H. Otis, of Colorado
Springs, arrived In Albuquerque last
evening. Mr. Otis Is a well known
capitalist.
Miss Eva J. Addy, a former real-dui of Albuquerque, arrived in
the
city last evening to visit during the Vegas.
holidays.
Jake Levy is the recipient of a thoroughbred Knglish bulldog, sent him as
a Christmas gift from John Butter-field- ,
JERSEY
n

CLAUS PROVIDING.

A

YULETIDE FEAST

mm
"

7

"

fur his friends will find lota of good
things on our shelves to make merry
with for the holiday season. W will
have high grade mince meat for your
pies, the finest quality of plum pud,
ding, just like
new Leg-- ,
horn citron, fancy dates, cocoanut
macaroons, coffee, highest grade of
table butter, Queen olivea, and everything In staple goods.
blme-made-

F.

i

r.

TROTTER

Nos. 118. and 120, South Second St.

ssT:

Lumber,

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

CO.

First and Marquette, - Albuquerque, N. M.

VDI AMDS !
i
i
i

UNREDEEMED

PLEDGES

A

AT LOW PRICES

have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
tti em to an eastern wholesale market.
I

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker

Ow000

114 WEST RAILROAD

AVENUE.
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morning and expects to remain over
Christmas visiting friends.
Harry It. Elliott, connected with the
Farmlngton Enterprise, returned to
San Juan county yesterday, after a
visit In this city.
Rollo Stevens arrived this momini?
,
from Epriu, on the Santa Fe
to spend the holidays with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Stevens.
Mrs. F. 11. Romero, wife of Dr. Romero, Is at Estancia. to spend the
holidays with her father, Hon. Trinidad Romero, and other relatives.
Miss Ma Hart and Miss Kate Cunningham, of the university, left for
their homes in Gallup last evening,
where they w ill upend the holidays.
Lewis M. Holden, who. Is studying
law at the Missouri state university,
Is spending the holidays
with his
father, George C, Holden and family.
Virginia. R. Bralnard, of Denver, arrived In the city last evening to assume her duties as nurse at the Indian school, to which position she was
recently appointed.
Col. Geo. K. Neher has returned to
the city from a most successful wild
boar hunt up the river.
He killed
several of the largest speclmeus, and
will remember special friends witn
choice hams Christmas day.
Captain M. P. Taft, of Mount Pleasant, Iowa, left last evening for Bis-beAriz., to spend tne winter. Captain Taft has been the guest of Emll
Mann of this city, for the past several days.
Mrs.
Charles H. Eddy, of James
town, N. Y., arrived In Albuquerque
this morning on belated train No. 7,
wnere she Joined her nusband and will
make her future home. Mr. Eddy Is
one or ine uitieen s reportorlal etaff.
Mrs. Solomon Luna and Mrs. T. S.
Hubbell arrived this morning from
Los Luna, where the latter has been
the guest of Mrs. Luna the past few
days. Mrs. Luna expects to remain
In the city over Christmas.
Mr. Price, a prominent
merchant
and citizen of Cleveland. Ohio, is In
the city to spend the holidays with
Mrs. Price and son, who reside at the
corner of Lead avenue and Fourth

A

1

Wh?

It grew for three main reasons,' viz..
Hanan shoes, Douglas shoes,
quality. Years ago we sold any make of shoes. Now we concentrate
our
In silling the two best lines In their respsctive classes,
and guarantee every
pair to gWe entire satisfaction.
Hanan shoes sell at $5.50 to $8.50. Douolaa shoea
sell at $2.50 to $5.00.
0Uar-antee-

SIMON STERN

pair of our Knit Slippers make

ORATORICAL CONTEST.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1905, AT !
8 O'CLOCK P. PM.
ADMISSION,
25 CENTS. SEATS
RESERVED FREE AT MATSON'S
ON
MONDAY
AND
TUESDAY.
CONTESTANTS FROM LAS VEGAS,
ALBUQUERQUE. SANTA FE, SILVER CITY, MESILLA PARK AND

a dainty and sure to be appreciated
Christmas gift for either man or woman. They are well made, with good
lambs' wool notes and come either
black or red. They coat In Women's
sizes, J 1.00. and In Men's sizes, $1.60. GALLUP.
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
T. J. Shlnlck has removed his wagon
horse shoeing shop to the large
Combination Book Cases and China and
Closets make appropriate Xmas Gifts building, 219 Copper avenue, three
for the housewife. 20 per cent off for doors west of his old stand,
cash.
J. D. EMMONS.
Music Cabinets, Fancy China. 20
DANcil
DANCE1
DANCE! AT per cent off for cash. We will deliver
Watch our
COLOMBO HALL TONIGHT. COME Saturday before Xmas.
J. D. EMMONS.
AND ENJOY YOURSELF. GENTLE- large ad.
MEN. 50c. LADIES. FREE.
OUR TELEPHONE IS
320.
CROWN STUDIO.
FOR RENT!

-

street

$10.00

HIGHEST

PRICE PAID
OLD CLOTHING.

Five room brick, North Eighth

street

$20.00

JOHN

M. MOORE

o

0

in
$30.00

Langer,
SOUTH
FIRST 8TREET.
Corner of 8llver Avenue.

CLEARANCE SALE.
Big bargains in millinery. All goods
must be sold by January 1, regardless

of cost.
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.
o

Dance at the Casino Saturday even
orIng. Musi: by the Loebt-Devlchestra. Only respectable people admitted.
A Christmas present of Stern,
Schloss & C.'s Wines and Liquors
makes life seem brighter.
n

9

Opeim from 8 to 12
Tomorrow amid CJhurisfannas

Bay

0

ALBUQOERQUH,

IN- -

Toi'et Sets, Manicure Goods, Shaving
Sets, Perfumes, Etc.

Lowney's

XMAS SUGGtSTIONS

SOUVENIR
BICYCLES,
RAZORS,
FOOT BALLS,
BOXING GLOVES, STRIKING BAGS,
FISHING RODS AND REELS. AT
HOUSTON'S, 118 GOLD AVENUE.

- G until er's -

Whitman

CANDIES ALWAYS

ALBUMS,

KODAKS,

The lewder

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

ttltiltltiiiiit!

S
PLACE YOUR ORDERS FOR
AND LOWNEY'S CANDIES
FOR CHRISTMAS. O. A. MATSON
& CO., SOLE AGENTS.

MAYNARD.

o

Q
C

NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- -

BURNT
KNIVES,

LET US HELP YOU SOLVE IT FROM OUR FINE SELECTION OF HOLIDAY GOODS. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN CUT GLASS OR FINE CHINA, WE WILL
MAKE PRICES INTERESTING ALSO. TRY US.

g

TURESFRAMED BEFORETHE
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND
STREET.

REALTY CO.

TO FACE THE CHRISTMAS PROBLEM

FOR H

M.

303

It is Never too Early

119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.

Five rooms, furnished, on West
$25.00 KXXXXXJOOCOCOCOCOOCOOCXXX)
Railroad avenue
Seven room brick, modern,
Fourth ward

0

60COOCXDOC03CXXXXXXXX)C)CXDOO

Three room frame. North First

d

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

LEATHER,

J. H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

Druggists

Barneit Building

HUY-LER'-

You WSII Be Pleased

"

o

Pay your poll taxes today at
O'Rielly A Company's drug store.
WOULD LIKE TO BUY A FEW
street.
THOUSAND GRAIN SACKS OF ALL
line
Optic
eays:
The
N. 8. Delden re- SIZES: CASH OR IN EXCHANGE
ceived a car load of cows from O. M. FOR FEED. E. W. FEE, POULTRY
IMPORTED CUTLERY
Ham of Nickel, Kan., and sold the en- AND STOCK FEED, 620 80UTH
tire load almost immediately on- their 8ECOND STREET.
The
Southin
arrival in this city to J. E. Mathews,
o
F
&
the dairyman of Albuquerque, who
GO TO HAWLEY'S ON THE CORwas In Las Vegan yesterday.
NER FOR TOYS AND XMAS PRESMaster Paul Hopping, the 8 year-ol- d
ENTS FOR THE CHILDREN AND
Teas,
fine
Dishes,
son of George I Hopping, for a num- GROWN FOLKS.
Miller
BEST." A
ber of yearB foreman of the Job deA FIRST-CLASTINNER NOW AT
partment of the morning paper, left
last evening, unaccompanied, for his J. L. BELL & CO'S, PREPARED TO
home in Los Angeles, .after visiting DO ALL KINDS OF REPAIRING,
at the home of C. E. Hopping ana TIN WORK, ETC.
other relatives In Albuquerque.
Nickel-PlateAsfJstant United States Attorney
E. L. Medler and Deputy United
Mistletoe and Holly
States Marshal Fred Fornoff, returnwill
leave
ed to the city this morning.
Mr.
Medler Tiad boen to Alamogordo on
The
in
Xmas
for
private business, while Mr. Fornoff
appeared na a witness in a United
States case at Tombstone, Ariz.
Decorations are fine this year. Ours
W. P. Johnson,
president of the come from the best sources. Early
,
orders are solicited.
American Lumber company, who recently decided to move to Albuquerque from Cleveland, Ohio, has serLOVIST
cured the McGaffey residence at tne
401-40- 3
319 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
9
U3 -- 115-117
corner of Tljeias avenue and Twelfth
if
st net.
Mr. McGaffey and children
Auto Phone, 118.
will spend the larger part of next
C000OC0')0O-OO00'0-'C-O-0year in California.
The second section of train No. 7
OCOCOCOCOCKDCOOGOCOC
COCOOCXXXXOOOCOCOCXXXXXX)
XOOOOOOCXXXXOOCO
of last night, which arrived here at
11:20 o'clock this morning, was composed of six express cars and two mail
cars. The delay was caused by heavy
snow on the Hatou mountains. Owing
to the heavy snow west the train was
PROPRIETORS- WM. MclNTOSH.
CHAS. F. MYERS.- annulled at the local station and will
be 80iit west tonight.
J v IOTA I
F. J. McGinn and wife, formerly of
this city, but now of Cooney, Socorro
county, are in the city to Bpend the
holidays. Mr. McGinn was formerly
bookkeeper at the big hardware store
of E. J. Post & Co., but is now connected with the Mogollon Gold and
,
Copper Mining company.
ELEGANT CARVING SETS, ALT. KINDS AND PRICES. OUU STOCK OF POCKET KNIVES IS THE MOST COMPLETE IX THE
Mr. and
SOUTHWEST. WE GUARANTEE OUR SCISSORS AND SHEARS, "MADE BY WISS." IF AT ANY TIME THEY FAIL TO STAY SHARP

With our elegant
largest

-

of

the

west
assortment of'Five o'clock
Chafing
A
Steel Ranges, "THE WORLD'S
Comfort and
large stock of

--

Home

Coffee and Tea Pots

d

The finest goods made. You
not
disappointed.'
largest Hardware
Southwest.

M

23. 1905.

The shoe business of this clothing store has been built. It
yet possible of a
healthy, material growth. It began small; It expanded It Is still building. Today
we sell three times the number of shoes we sold five years ago.

Rome

NEXTDOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

DECEMBER

In The Mali ing

STRAYED.

COW, ABOBT
MULEY
of Urooklyn, Ind.
TO CALF. RETURN TO WALLACE,
W. S. Fuller! on, the Socorro county NO. 1211 COSTILLO AVENUE, AND
ranchman, arrived In the cl!y this RECEIVE REWARD.

cut-off-

SANTA

8ATUPDAY,

Mrs. McGinn staged It for ninety miles

LOCAI, AND

0

CITIZEN

ALHUOUEHOUE EVEN1MG

FACE TEN.

our store
House
the

WHITNEY COMPANY!

IVES rHe

South First Street

North First Street

ooooooooo
9

THANKING THE GOOD PEOPLE OF ALBUQUERQUE FOR THE
SPLENDID PATRONAGE ACCORDED US, WE WISH YOU ALL A
MERRY CHRISTMAS.

EVER ITT

n

LEADING

JEWELER.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

lew nin
Until Christmas

--

HARDWARE

WIIOIKSALU

Few Suggestions for the Holidays

A

OU YOU

s

FIND

A

FLAW IN T II'M. RETURN TO US AND RECEIVE YOUR MONEY BACK OR

A

NEW PAIR IN THEIR PLACE.

SAFETY RAZORS
0

Coles Hot Blast.
ITEM IS

A

V."tS

GILLETTE." "STAR" AND "GEM" ARE THE BEST. THIS 31
FINE PRESENT TO GIVE.

II

THE "UNIVERSAL"
BREAD

AND

CAKE

MAKER

AND FOOD CHOPPERS

HEATE S AND RANGES
BEST MADE.

ALL

IJgWOntaal"

SIZES AND LOWEST PRICES.

f

Our new Neckwear and Mufflers are now
open for your inspection. This line comprises the swellest creations in all the new
silks, put up in fancy boxes.
SEE OUR WINDOW S
119

COLT'S

0
AUTOMATIC

1

Pit

PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS.

WINCHESTER

1

RIFLES,

SHOTOUN3 AND AMMUNITION.

I

'

Mixes Ml Kneads
Bread THorongtly

f

In

I1

Minutes I
Three
set twKh the oa(k.
INU0INB MS

Muds

I

Mil
,

AWM

WITH

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
West Gold Ave.
122 South Second St.

w vciStf
Jy

No. 215
j

I

West Railroad Avenue
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E. J.

POST

& CO.

III

I

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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